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1.1! CMrMMME

-'M- cbectlre eff dogs s~tr cs r=eeo ~ f- ri =-v =at effEertiwa ,

ro t5pAzure~r ý E)-- =r AI--=MMI V--Yt g 1ECz=StiC.

-Syhtm RM 7The S3s Stem =-s- nMCE7iI MILc~s =e~lzlftrccs

Cff frpz ~~wI eifdr-CPe *=eessar- -

patmre=7S.. It MM* a'-,so Pe~zff dbe CEý af airczlft =m=C~xets Z= CMn

cz5t 9C ME ~a S 1fs it a~ Edof a tZMa cdaz basis-. Trne altimste SCOIS Of tbe

Zar to reý---. air it~ cycle cum=a22iO costsv i=Cez5se afroraft

To realizz - rbe zB=..P cijerzuzre zd gois, the a_,iereuet cf tba 0krii

1ordiMe C~jectiw&S is reqf red;:

a) ~~e~efeas~i:-i-ty of Systemz eeeive! ez, £ma Lden.tify risk. areas

W al = !MýKcatie of raqvuirea researem.

De) raime 2=e AmBle syses for_ Crenat 12dfrcEraf..

c) Deafire acoeptable syste for f cte ai--rcrft..--

1.2 swr-_

Ibis report isc~c-cer~ed with autciatic irsDec-tion, diagm~sti amd

PZ-CZstk& equiPnen. :n the past deceade, =any oaintezaon..e systeý:s hava been

de-.eloped for &:.e purpa.se of aAidig o=aiote~axe action-s. Scoe ofA6 these have

been~aeal ys Lens., scme have been designed purely for test or trouble-

shoctizcg pzrposes, and others were developed to sixisfy specific maintenance

..r=ct iozs. The scope of AMIA Systema capabilitiez is more extensive than

thest. previ1ozus systens in that it must autenatically perform ii~spection,
diagnosis and prcgnosis en a Lc.pIete aircraft. Specific AIDAPS appirikations.

are exa~ized for the A!H-l, CH-47, CH-54, CH-6, OH-58, OV-l, VEl-i, U-21, Uri-AS

znd ELE aircraft.
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The rczmzeeas 4sttem, wbc' =s -s I-ecte5 a-fter =na-yetsf

anr ofc!z--Afee systns is ds='c-rai in Section 2-.a o-- ths rctpr
abrief s==-= of 1-Ae 9-I~dp~ 1P-Eb led to the zem~z~.

S!le he c 2g i otf zbhs systes e~alved &i the cc~

CE tBhe Snay. the -'3stem SzirVk~s, costs, we~s a sizes do Mota agree
a ~Pre'Is'ely Vie, those atr~ et:3~fe~l =Magamd syst3 wbirb

=e cc.saere. earn--r f- tbe Stoey. uter e~e differis do zot

Sectian 3.o describes teA~my cy-IJ=zrecr' as It iptson A] MP-S

zesf ora anis cse section 4.0 conta-ins a rewlew of rine t 0!qgiies a~d

state of ftbe art ZssOciateA Lih icrftispectfz-, test ---d maintename

dama callecti= systzs &t~ r ~e -ecn;xeirezts deserroed in Section

3.0, --d the it 3pokiaes PC dis~cssed in Section 4.0. a series of AMA-1n5
cc=-fi&=ati==-, were de7eiooez-ý ror a~yi.~ witc fthese ~ '

sj-tess is described in Section 5.0. !he epra -I aracteristics,

poeniause, zad Constrit ofte-~dt ~ss tens apoDear in

Sect!on 6.0.

Sectioni 7.0 describes the back~r,,rnd jn-foa2tion re,,nizc. to accannllsh
t~je cost effectiveness. ewaltation of the syste=, and Section 8.0 sbois the

tLradeoffs accoroIished-. Section 9.0 describes the effects of the reco~mended

AHi&F System on the operations and costs of the ap~plicable Arry aircraft.

7,ecaase of limitations en the availability of data, it w'as necessary to

evaluate the applicability of AIDAPS to arra,---nt and avionics in a canner

different fro= the methods used in Section B.0. it w~as also necessary to

separately ev-aluate the eli'ýination of OSE duze to AIDA~PS. The results of

these analyses app-Aar in Section 10.0.

Section 11.0 contains the design criteria necessary for an ideal AMDPS

.Installation on the future HLH% UTTjAS and AH-56A aircraft.
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2.0 M

The results of this study indicate that a modular universe.i A1DAP system

can be developed utilizing only a normal engineering development program. No

scientific or basic research is required. Uie cost for developing and pro-

ducing such a system and for operating. the system for a period of 10 years on

the AN-1, Um-l, CR-SI, CH-47, and 0V-I aircraft is approximately $120,000,000.

The resulting savings in aircraft maintenance, logistics accidents, and the

benefits of increased aircraft effectiveness over a 10 year time period total

approximately $515,000,000, thereby providing a net savings of approximately

$1)5,000,000. This is approximately 19 percent of the total maintenance and

support costs for these aircraft. Approximatel) ..0 percent of these savings

are due to Increased aircraft effectiveness. The savings in maintenance and

logistic costs alone are equal to approximately 9 percent of the total main-

tenance and support costs for the aircraft.

Further, the AIDAP system can be incorporated into the HLH and UTTAS air-

craft for a life cycle cost of approximately $65,000,000 and achieve a gross

10 year savings of approximately $980,000,000, for a nec savings of approxi-

mately $915,000,000. These figures are based on the procurement of 2356 UTTAS

aircraft at a cost of $1,400,000 each and 43 HLH aircraft at a cost of

$9,000,000 each. The estimated savings due to AIDAPS are proportional to

both the quantity and the cost of the aircraft. To put this in perspective,

C) the maintenance, support and accident costs for the future aircraft for a

period of 10 years is estimated at $5 to $10 billion.

Although the modular universal system described in this report represents

the best technical device based on present day technologies, it is recognized

that procurement of AIDAP systems will probably be specific to certain aircraft

types. In addition, availability of procurement funds and manufacturing capa-

bilities, as well as program administration requirements, will necessitate

procurement over an extended period of time. During this time pe:iod, operating

experience will be gained with the early production systems. This experience

may allow design improvements to be incorporated in AIDAP.3 for aircraft types

equipped at later dates. Hence, development and programming practices may

dictate systems which are not truly universal. Nonetheless, the modular uni-

versal system design philosophy should prevail and the differences between

VOL II 2--1.2



systems should be small. Although some changes in the predicted cost and

savings will certainly occur, the conclusions derived in this study will

remain valid. For representative procurement programs, see Volume III.

Figures 2-1 through 2-4 show the physical characteristics of the selected

system. The inputs to the system are from existing or planned sensor units

installed in the airframe or on maintenance significant components. The

Central Electronics Unit (CEU) accepts these data and performs the appropriate

data processing for inspection, diagnosis of malfunctions, and prognosis of

impending malfunctions. An aircraft status light indicates the presence of an

existing or impending malfunction. A similar light indicates the status of

the AIDAPS. On the more complex aircraft, a Remote Data Acquisition Unit

(RDAU) acquires data from remote sensors and converts the data to digital form

for transmission to the CEU. Air safety data resulting from the CEU computa-

tions are transmitted to the existing audio, voice or visual warning devices. t..)
Maintenance information is stored in a data storage module for subsequent

transfer to a hardcopy printer located on the ground. Air-safety and main-

tenance information are normally transmitted from the CEU to the displays only

during the presence of an unsafe condition, a malfunction, or an impending

malfu,,ction. However, prognostic information is maintained on a current basis

so that at any time the data recording module can be removed and the prognostic

information displayed.

The study results are based on the most cost effective AIDAP system which

can be achieved using present day technologies. To determine the configuration

of this system, these procedures were followed:

a) The Army aircraft maintenance and support environment, present and planned,

was reviewed to determine the Army requirements for such a system.

b) The state of the art was reviewed to establish a set of candidate systems

utilizing the latest technologies and meeting the military requirements.

c) The precise maintenance actions which could be accomplished, simplified or

eliminated by an AIDAPS were identified from The Army Maintenance Management

System (TAMNS) data, and crash message summaries were reviewd to determine

which accidents could be eliminated or alleviated.
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d) A cost effectiveness analysis was performed on each of these candidate

AIDAP systems to select the most cost effective system.

e) The effects of the selectod AIDAPS upon aircraft maintenance and support

were de termined.

The results of these procedures are discussed in the following paragraphs.

2.1

A review of the Army maintenance environment established the validity of

the basic requirements for an AIDAP system as stated in the Qualitative Material

Requirement (QHR) entitled "Automatic Inspection Diagnostic and Prognostic

S)System For Army Aircraft," which received Department of Army approval in

October 1967. However, subsequent advances in technology have allowed more

cost effective configurations, with superior performance to those which might

be deduced from the QMR, to be examined.

The Army aircraft maintenance environment is perhaps more severe today

than when the original Qit was written. Increasingly complicated weapons and

other mission equipment are being added to the basic airframes, and new air-

craft are planned for procurement which are more sophisticated than the types

being replaced. Meanwhile, available spare part supplies are being depleted,

and the skill level of available maintenance personnel is not likely to improve.

Few, if any, significant advances have been made in the maintenance equipment

which the field soldier must use for these aircraft.

Today's field army is equipped with the most highly developed technical

weapons which an advanced industrial society can provide. It is becoming

"increasingly apparent that if these field armies are to remain effective, some

industrial technologies must be applied to easing their maintenance and

logistic burden. This study has been directed toward this end. It examines

the application of AIDAPS to 10 Army aircraft types. The objective has been

to determine the system which is most effective in reducing aircraft mainte-

nance, logistic requirements, accidents and aborts, and which can be procured

and operated at minimum cost.
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The 10 aircraft types considered in the study are shown in Table 2-1

along with their design and operational characteristics which are significant

study inputs. The characteristics of these aircraft cover a wide spectrum.

Their empty weights range from approximately 1,000 lbs. to an estimated

30,000 lbs.; payloads range from 600 to 45,000 lbs. and costs from *56,000 to

$9,000,000. The peacetime utilisation of the aircraft ranges from 15 to 40'

flying hours per month. The amount of maintenance required (maintenance index)

ranges from 5.76 to 32.46 man-hours per flying hour and the abort rate and

accident rates also show large variations. The maintenance indices, abort

rates, and accident rates show a general increase with aircraft empty weight,

and to some extent with cost. The accident rate also includes the effects of

operational usage, with the attack and observation helicopters showing high

values. The last column contains the Weighted Sensor Count (WSC) as defined )
in Par&. 5.4.2. This factor is a measure of aircraft AIDAPS paramster complexity.

2.2 AIDAPS ALTERNATIVES

AIDAP systems designed for aircraft with a wide range of performance

characteristics can be expected to have a significant range of design charac-

teristics. Therefore, in the initial phase of this study, unique AIDAP

systems were defined. Unique AIDAP systems are defined as those developed for

a specific aircraft type.

2.2.1 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

As a first step in system definition, design decisions were made concern-

ing hardware approaches applicable to all systems. Appendix B discusses Q)
these elements in detail. These decisions are:

0 Digital systems will be used including data storage and transfer.

� Existing sensors will be used to the maximum practical extent.

e Added sensors will be similar to existing sensors except where state-of-

the-art advances are significant.

o Documentary data will be accommodated.

0 Solid state multiplexing will be used.

0 Existing aircraft displays for flight safety will be used; i.e., warning

lights or voice warning.
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9 Maintenance displays will be hardcopy alphanumeric.

9 Date compression will be used.

* Telemetry vill not be used.

2.2.2 AIDAPS CANDIDATS COWIUURATIOIM

A set of four candidate system configurations were analysed for each air-

.craft. Rach system configuration was subject to considerable evolution

during the study. Section 5.0 contains a history of this evolution. However,

the generic configuration types remained constant. The four configuration

types are:

a) Airborne: Zn this configuration, all data sensing, collecting, analysis

and display are accomplished by units permanently installed in the aircraft.

The units sample and analyze the data at a sufficiently high rate so that

data sampling can be considered as continuous. All diagnostic and prog-

nostic data analysis are accomplished on board. Air safety messages are

immediately transmitted to the aircrew through the existing warning system.

One of the important air safety messages is a warning derived from the

automatic weight and balance computations. Simultaneously, a more detailed

printout is provided which the aircrew may examine at their option. Hal-

functions not involving flight safety are printed as they occur, and an

aircraft status light is lit indicating the presence of a malfunction. The

printout is available to the aircrew at their option but is also delivered

to ground maintenance personnel after londing. In addition, after engine , )
coast-down following every flight, a complete prognostic printout is

provided.

b) Hybrid 1: This system configuration is functionally the same as the airborne

system except that a recording device and a ground printer are used. An

airborne display is provided for air safety. During flight, data is recorded

on a recording module, Once each day the recording module is removed and

played back in a ground processing unit which provides the long term prog-

nostic information to be used for scheduling of on condition replacements.

An Aircraft status light is provided. If, during the flight day, the status

light illuminates, the recording module is removed and read out for diag-

nostic data.

VOL it 2-10



c) Hyb.ridIli This system performs no data analysis in the air. The only data

processing accomplished in the air to that required for data recording.

aence, no air safety data aircraft status light nor any airborne display

is provided to the aircrew. After each flight, a magnetic taps is removed

and played back for aircraft status and diagnostic Information. The

flight tape# teo recycled daily to provide a prognostic printout. No air-

borne warning capability exists with this system and no weight and balance

calculations can be made.

d) GrndBaJsed: In this system, only the sensors are permanuetly mounted in

the aircraft. Once a day, a data acquisition unit is brought aboard the

aircraft and connected to the sensor cabling. The data acquisition unit

O) transmits the data down a digital transmission wire to the ground processor

which accomplishes the diagnostic and prognostic analysis and prints the

results. Engines are run up to the highest power rating that can be

safely achieved. A hovering condition is desirable for helicopters.

Five minutes of data recording iL accomplished.

Using the four generic configurations as a basis, the following three

design approaches to AIDAPS applicability were developed and anslyzed:

a) Unique AIDAPS designs applicable to individual aircraft types.

b) 3ystems designed to be common to groups of aircraft.

c) Modular universal systems.

(9 The total nunber of systems configurations is shown in Table 2-2.

Table 2-3 shows the weights of the airborne portion of each AIDA? system

and the hardware procurement costs per aircraft for each system. The airborne

weights include the sensors and cabling. The costs are for hardware procurement

alone. They are adjusted for quantity produced but do not include design, de-

velopment, test and evaluation (DDT&E).

2.3 ATDAPS COWIM_11ON BILECTZO2

2.3.1 AIDAPS COVFIGURATION COST EFFECTIVENESS

Table 2-4 shows the.life cycle costs per aircraft for all systems consid-

ered in the study. The major factor affecting the per aircraft procurement
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TALR. 2-2 CANDIDATE AIDAPS COFIIURATIOHNS

- -

AhICRAFT UNIQUE AIDAPS GROUPED AIDAPS UNIVJRSAL AIDAPS

AM-e Airborne, Hybrid I Group Ut Airborne Basic Airborne
Hybrid Ut, Ground Group U1 Hybrid I Basic Hybrid I

CH-47 Airborne, Hybrid I Group III Airborne Basic Airborne (+)
Hybrid U1, Ground Group UII Hybrid I Basic Hybrid I (+)

Ch-54 Airborne Hybrid I Group III Airborne Basic Airborne (+)
Hybrid U1, Ground Group III Hybrid I Basic Hybrid I (+)

O-6 Airlborne, Hybrid I Group I Airborne Basic Airborne
ltybrid Il, Ground Group I Hybrid I Basic Hybrid I

011-58 Airborne, Hybrid I Group I Airborne Basic Airborne
Hybrid 11, Ground Group 11 Hybrid I Basic Hybrid I

OV-1 Airborne, Hybrid I Group 11 Airborne Basic Airborne
Hybrid Ul, Ground Group 11 Hybrid I Basic' Hybrid I

UH-1 Airborne, Hybrid I Group 11 Airborne Basic Airborne
Hybrid II, Ground Group 11 Hybrid I Basic Hybrid I

U-21 Airborne, Hybrid I Group 11 Airborne Basic Airborne
Hybrid 11, GrounJ Group 11 Hybrid I Basic Hybrid I

HULH Airborne, Hybrid I Group III Airborne Basic Airborne (+)
Hybrid U1, Ground Group III Hybrid I Basic Hybrid I (+)

UTTAS Airborne, Hybrid I Group III Airborne Basic Airborne (+)
Hybrid U1, Ground Group III Hybrid I Basic Hybrid I (+)

+ w addition of an RDAU

VOL it 2-12
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TABLE 2-4 AIDAPS COST SUMMKRY

DOLLARS (IN THOUSANDS) PER AIRCRAFT

UNIVERSAL GROUPED
UNIQUE SYSTEMS SYSTEMS SYSTEMS

A/B HB I HYB I*" GRD A/B HYT I A/B HYB I

0H-6 (234 AIRCRAF)

DDT&E 14.1 14.5 14.5 12.4 3.0 3.4 7.7 8.1
INVEST•ENT 28.6 22.6 20.5 15.0 22.2 17.1 23.5 18.4
OPERATIONS 5.6 5.6 5.6 12.0 4.3 4.7 403 4.7

TOTAL .48.3 42.7 40.6 39.4 29.5 25.2 35.5 31.2

C) OH-58 (1906 AIRCRAFT)

DDT&E 1.7 1.8 1.8 1.5 0.4 0.4 0.9 1.0
INVESTMIET 22.1 17.6 16.1 12.2 22.1 16.9 23.2 17.8
OPERATIONS 3.7 3.8 4.1 10.4 2.7 2.8 2.7 2.8

TOTAL 27.5 23.2 22.0 24.1 25.2 20.1 26.8 21.6

UH-1 (3568 AIRCRAFT)

DDT&E 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.0 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.4
INVESTMENT 21.5 17.4 16.0 11.9 24.0 19.1 25.1 19.8
OPERATIONS 3.7 3.7 3.9 7.3 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1

TOTAL 26.3 22.2 21.0 20.2 27.3 22.4 28.5 23.3

U-2.1 (104 AIRCRAFT)

DDT&E 46.2 49.0 47.1 40.4 6.7 7.7 11.5 12.5
INVESTMENT 34.6 27.9 26.0 18.3 24.0 19.2 25.0 19.2
OPERATIONS. 8.7 8.7 8.7 16.3 7.7 6.7 7.7 6.7

TOTAL 89.5 85.6 81.8 75.0 38.4 33.6 44.2 38.4

AH-i (584 AIRCRAFT)
DDT&E 6.5 6.8 6.7 5.8 1.2 1.4 2.0 2.2

INVESTMENT 26.4 21.1 19.2 13.9 23.6 18.8 24.8 19.5
OPERATIONS 4.6 4.6 4.8 6.3 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8

TOTAL 37.5 32.5 30.7 26.0 28.6 24.0 30.6 25.5
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X TABLE 2-4 AIDAPS COST SUMMARY

(Concluded)

DOLLARS (IN THOUSANDS) PER AIRCRAFT

UNIVERSAL GROUPED
____UNIQUE SYSTEMS SYSTEMS SYSTEMS

-MB HYBI. HYBI 1 ORD A/B HYBI A/B HYB I

UTTAS (2356 AIRCRAF)

DDT&E 2.6 2.7 2.7 2.3 0.3 0.3 M.7 0.8
INVESTMENT 26.1 22.0 20.5 14.2 26.4 21.6 30.2 24.7
OPERATIONS 4.4 4.7 5.2 16.3 4.4 4.7 4.4 4.8

TOTAL 33.1 29.4 28.4 32.8 31.2 26.6 35.3 30.3

OV-1 (231 AIRCRAFT)

DDT&E 21.6 22.9 22.5 19.0 3.0 3;5 5.2 5.6
INVESTMENT 30.7 24.2 22.1 16.9 22.5 17.7 23.8. 18.2
"OPERATIONS 5.6 5.6 6.1 9.5 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3

TOTAL 57.9 52.7 50.7 45.4 29.8 25.5 33.3 28.1

CH-54 (75 AIRCRAFT)

DDT&E 81.3 86.7 84.0 72.0 10.7 10.7 22.7 24.0
INVESTMENT 45.3 37.3 36.0 22.7 29.j 25.3 33.3 28.0
OPERATIONS 9.3 9.3 9.3 12.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0

TOTAL 135.9 133.3 129.3 106.7 48.0 44.0 64.0 60.0

CH-47 (459 AIRCRAFT), 0
DDT&E 13.3 14.2 13.7 11.8 1.7 1.7 3.7 3.9
INVESTMENT 35.3 29.8 27.9 18.5 30.5 25.5 34.2 28.5
OPERATIONS 4.1 4.4 4.6 8.7 4.1 4.1 4.1 4.1

TOTAL 52.7 48.4 46.2 39.0 36.3 31.3 42.0 36.5

HIH (43 AIRCRAFT)

DDT&E 141.9 151.2 146.5 125.6 18.6 18.6 39.5 41.9
INVESTMENT 46.5 37.2 34.9 23.3 30.2 25.6 34.9 27.9
OPERATIONS 14.0 14.0 14.0 16.3 14.0 14.0 14.0 14.0

TOTAL 202.4 202.4 195.4 165.4 62.8 58.2 88.4 83.8
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and DDT&E costs is the procurement quantity. Prorating the DDT&E cost for the

unique systems over a small number of aircraft results in large DDT&E charges.

per aircraft. In addition, large -quantity procurement benefits are not
realized.

The investment costs includes procurement of the equipment, sensors, wiring,

installation support equipment, and the initial training of personnel. The costs

of-the unique system AIDAPS is highest for the Airborne System and reduces through

Hybrid I, Hybrid II with the Ground System being the least expensive. The

reasons for these variances in costs are the assumed higher cost of providing
a complete airborne system per aircraft, and the capability of the ground portion

of the hybrid and ground systems to service several aircraft. Only one ground

C) portion of the hybrid systems is required per 15 aircraft and only one AIDAP

Ground System is required per five aircraft.

Figures 2-5a and b shol. the net savings per aircraft for each aircraft

type and AIDAP system. The aircraft are arranged in order of increasing com-

plexity. Total savings include savings in maintenance and support personnel,

accidents, logistics, overhaul costs and improvements in aircraft effectiveness.

Additional savings are possible in the maintenance of armament and avionics sys-

tems, but lack of maintenance data precluded these savings from being estimated

on -the same basis. The net savings are the total savings less AIDAPS life cyle

cost.
4.

The net savings increase with increasing aircraft cost, weight, and com-

plexity. However, the variations in AIDAPS DDT&E and procurement costs per

aircraft due to the variations in the number of aircraft of each type causes

the net savings for the unique systems to violate this pattern.

In the case of the lighter weight aircraft, the net savings are actually

negative for the unique systems. Even the universal and grouped systems do

not produce sufficient net savings for the OH-6, 0H-58, and U-21 to justify

procurement of an AIDAPS for these aircraft.

The modular Universal Hybrid I System shows the greatest net savings in

all cases except for the HLH where the modular Unive'csal Airborne AIDAPS shows

a slight advantage. The preference for the Universal Hybrid I System is due to

its lower procurement cost. If equipment for the Universal Airborne System can
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be procured which mets the appropriate cost, weight, volum, reliability and

other design constrainLs, the airborne system is preferred.

2.3.2 Operational Preferences

The AIAPS configurations differ in performance and operational character-

Istics. Table 2-5 shows the more important characteristics affecting aircraft

operations.

These characteristics impose severe operational constraints on the Ground

System and the Hybrid 11 System. The Ground System requires a special aircraft

ground run-up to be effective. This run-up will create light, noise and/or dust

signatures which are undesirable during combat operations. The hybrid and air-

borne systems require no such run-ups and therefore avoid such signatures.

'The Hybrid I1 System requires ground processing equipment to achieve any bene-

fits. This greatly reduces its.effectiveness during dispersed operations.

Under dispersed operations, the Ground Systum must be transported to the

aircraft for any inspection or diagnostic action. For long term prognostics,

each Ground System can only be used on five specific aircraft. With the

Hybrid II System, only the data tape need be transported. Inspection and diag-

nostic capability can be obtained from any ground portion of a system dedica&ted

to an aircraft type. For long term prognostics, however, the tape must be

transported to the ground portion of a system dedicated to a particular air-

craft. One ground portion is dedicated to 15 aircraft. Inspections and diag-

nosis can be performed by the Hybrid I and Airborne systems at any location

without transportation of any tapes. The Airborne system can also perform

ldng term prognostics at any location.

The above constraints demand that the time required for diagnosis and

prognosis is greatly increased for the Hybrid II System and the Ground System

unless the ground 'portion of these systems is dispersed with the aircraft.

This dispersal requires substantial additional logistics effort an well as an

increase in the required number of ground portions. The requirement for trans-

portation of equipment will either reduce the aircraft mobility and dispersi-

bility or, if the ground portions and/or tapes are not transported, will reduce

the AI]APS effectiveness during dispersed operations. It is precisely at

these times, especially during combat, when the ATMAPS is most needed.
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TABIZ 2-5 AZIDAYS OMATIOML CHA3ACTIUISTMCS

Characteristic Airborne Hybrid I Hybrid 11 Ground

Timm required fort
Inspectionu 3 mnm. 6 min. 7 min. 30 *Ln.
Diagnosis 3 min. 3 min. 7 min. 30 min.

Time aircraft required None None None 22 min.
during inspections

Air Warning Yes Yes No No

Dispersibility Equally Diagnostics Diagnostics Diagnostics
effective anywhere only at base only at base
anywhere with portable equipped with equipped

display unit. ground por- with ground
Long term tion. Long portion.
prognosis term prog- Long term
only at home nostics only prognostics
base. at home base. only at

home bass.

0
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to addition, on-condition maintenance does not seem to be praticabla

with the Cround and Nybrid 11 system because of their low test accuracy due

to the mall data samples available to thoe, and to their lack of air warning.

It on-condition maintenance is attempted with these systems, a osable fraction

of the airborne failures which are now avwded by time removals ill then occur

to the air. owmmver, the net number of failures ie sme*what reduced for these

e@etem. See paragraph 7.2.6.4. Since time removal requirements generally

apply to components which present a flight safety hazard, the risk of accidents

may substantially increase for very low test accuracies. This ts particularly

true for those components exhibiting low failure rates and high time removal

rates.

Weight and balance calculations (see paragraph 7.2.4) are also not feasible _

with these systems because of the interference with normal operations. It does

not seem reasonable to require aspecial inspection by these systems prior to

each flight, and after the aircraft is loaded, merely to check weight and balance.

Because of the operational disadvantages inherent in the Ground and

Hybrid 11 systems, there is a strong operational preference for the Airborne and

Hybrid I systems with the Airborne system slightly superior. Because of this

preference, and because of the low cost effectiveness of the unique Hybrid 11

system and the Ground system, these configurations were not included in the

analysis of grouped and universal systems.

2.3.3 Selected System Cost Effectiveness (9

The strong cost effective and operational preferences for the modular

Universal Airborne and Hlybrid I systems dictate that one of these systems be

chosen as the preferred system. The slight operational advantage of the Air-

borne System and the slight cost effective advantage of the Hybrid I system

are not of sufficient magnitude to justify a choice.

Figure 2-6 shows the savings in maintenance personnel per aircraft that

can be achieved by the selected system. The differences in manpower savings

between aircraft of similar types such as O-6, 014-58 and the AH-l and U1-1

are due to differences in inspection procedures. In addition no credit for

weight and balance calculations could be taken with the A11-1 installations.
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The high value achieved for the UTTAS is due to the relatively high complexity

of this aircraft. In this and subsequent figures, savings due to monitoring

avionics and armament equipment are not included.

figure 2-7 shows the savings in logistics. These savings are due to the

reduction in unwarranted removals and time removals. The reduced number of

removals creates a reduction in demand for spares, This allows a one-time

reduction in spares inventory. In addition, packaging, shippit:g and bench

check costs are reduced and the elimination of time removals reduces the number

of overhaulu required.

Figure 2-8 shows the accident savings per aircraft. These savings are

directly proportional to aircraft cost. The high accident rate of the AH-1

accounts for the large accident savings for this aircraft. Although changes

nov in effect may reduce the accident rate of this aircraft, the savings in

accidents as well as maintenance and logistics will still be substantial.

Similarly, the low accident rates for engines and transmissions for the OV-l

account for the resulting savings in accidents on this aircraft.

Figure 2-9 shows the increase in aircraft effectiveness. The measure of

effectiveness is the payload which can be reliably transported per day. The

increase in effectiveness is primarily due to the increase in aircraft avail-

ability due to decreased aircraft downtime. The decrease in aircraft abort

rates also affects this measure. The payload penalty due to AIDAPS weight has

been subtracted.

Figure 2-10 shows the total savings, procurement costs and net savings on

a per aircraft basis. Figure 2-11 gives the same information on a total fleet

basis. Table 2-6 shows the savings accrued through monitoring the avionics

system with AMDAPS.

Since an AMDAPS is considered a cost savings device, one of the prime con-

siderations in a procurement decision is the time required to recover the

initial expenditures. Figure 2-12 shows the time required to recover the

initial expenditures for DDT&Z and procurement of the systems in relation to

the date production is initiated and ended. As a ground rule for the study,

a break-even period of under three years is considered desirable. Due to the

long development period of the future aircraft, their break-even point occurs

before procurement is completed.
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TABLE 2-6 NET SAVINGS ACCRUED FROM MONITORING :AVIONICS SYS.TEMS' BY- AIDAPS,

NET SAVINGS
PER AIRCRAFT TOTAL FLEET'

AIRCRFT I (THOUSANDS' OFbDOLARS (MILLION'S -OF DOLLARS)

0M-6- .183 .043

0H-58 .182- .347

N-1i .182 .652

All- .183 .107

U-21 .221 i .023

9.030 2.086

CHA47 .1.790' .822

SdCHr54, 1.053 .079

U)TTAS 2.207 5.201

HLH 1.581 .068
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Figure 2-13 shows- the costs and' savings .resttl1Eing from the recommended

AIDAPS programs. The OH-6, OH-58 and U-21 aircraft are excluded from this

pr~qgram because the net savings achieved for these aircraft ,are small and

the time required to recover the initial investment is generally more than

5 years..

The recounzended program achieves significant cost savings and improves the

effectiveness of the Army aircraft. The improvements in aircraft availability

and the reduction in aircraft support requirements in wartime are even greater

than the expected benefits shown in this summary. These savings are real 'in

the sense that the study has preserved a direct relationship between the

naintenance tasks eliminated by, the AIDAPS as reflected in the TAM3* data,

the cost benefits claimed, andi the capabilities of the AIDAP system designs.

Although the data upon which this study is based are subject to some variations,

it' -is apparent that modern technology can produce an AIDAP system-Ohich will

result in large savings in peacetime, will ease the maintenance and' logistics

-burdens on the field soldier and supporting elements in wartime, and will

enhance .the safety and operational capability of the air vehicles.

'2.4 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMNDATIONS

The feasibility of an.Automatic Inspection Diagnostic and Prognostic

System is well demonstrated by the existence of a number of commercial and/or

military systems each of which demonstrates one or more of the required charac-

teristics within the weight, volume and cost limitations imposed by Arm-y

aircraft.

Advances in light weight and low cost computer circuitry and recording

and printing components have occurred which makr the design and development of

an adequate AIDAPS for the Army a feasible engineering effort. The only unusual

developmental effort required is the gathering of component performance data

required for long term prognostics. 'This can be easily accomplished during the

developmental program.
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* IAi cost effactive AMW sy*ICM caM be developea foe m~e rig1-IIA-

aircaft over a oew eI ntua1 period of 18 mo s~ at it cast. of aM fmIrepy

" " $4.2 milliou- Pro- -M. of sufficleat quatithm of equipeet to outfit Cbe

entire W-101A5-i fleet can be acemliae crer a period of q.irmroziseiy tw

yiurs at:&a tor1 investment cost of approzimsteiy $77 mIflfres, iuc1din ur•ai-

In~ of pdemaoelaeid spare pots (se~e valiameIi

The addition of PA.4 miiliou for adaptatica costs and proxmiltely $16

million for prol uement will equip the CK-47, CE-54 and OW-i fleets. Equipping

of these fleets cam be easily completed by the end of fiscal yeaw 1976.

AgE additional $1L.8 million for adaptation and approximately $52 muinimn for

"p"crt will equip tfte HID and VMIS aircaft. The AlMuS pocr=-(

program for these aircraft can be concurreut with the aircraft procur nt

proge~MI.

As a result of equipping the AH-I and INE-I Fleets, approxiately $25 mil1ion

w vll initially be saved annually in aircraft maintenance, logistics, accidents

md increased aircraft availability and reliability. A totalt net savings of

$180 million can be expected within approximtely ten years after co0pletion
j of procurement. If AIDAP systems are procured for the CH-47, CH-54, and OC-1

aircraft, an additional $166 million in net savings over a period of ten years

can be expected.

The net savings achievable on the HLH and UrnS during ten years of opera-

tion are approximately $60 million and $850 million, respectively.

Although AIDAP- systems for the OH-6, 0H-58 and U-21 are cost effective, the

ratios of net savings and benefits to development and procurement costs are less

than two to one and the time required to achieve a net return is significantly

longer than three years. For these reasons, an immediate developmental program

for AIDAP systems. for these aircraft does not seem desirable. -However, the

experience gained inm the development and use of AIDAPS on other aircraft may

alfow a;more effective system to be conceived at some future date.

2.4.1 RECOIMENDATIOES

The following recommendations are made:
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a)A d w elekp br efhae~i~e WE-33 aft M-1 ad sf S&MO
be ImIti alti .

3)ll AM" aes*m'e=o and ;@ q~@- a f=w re~ U.!, CM47, and Ci

sbawd as be iac at: am e'ly date.

C) ABM dev komt f ar et =a aid MS asfircft Shwd be

1) iol cresfrs~ar2 Iniiaed~~i and lysebe o£ I cm a btassasitc ibme ICfhd

6) AMW) programs ftr !1e E-6, OE-5 ard U-21 sb=1A mm be imitiaat at tbe

prest t1.. High t*e re - eats for AMP syste for e air-

craft sbid be reilsmed iorn o %prs= e erewa e Is ad ned with A3m ts

onother sirc-raft.

C) The follovis operioatl ors shoo"ld be pursued to hemance AoPS

capabilities in specific s r chnoly gicai capabilities:

1) Airborne oil deterioration sensors

2) CEdSisadI p aalysis of vibration data

3) Optical correlators

4) Adaptive vibration analysis

5) High frequency vibration analysis a

6) Acoustic ertssion unintoring of structurally loaded aircrnft components.

f) Upon introduction of AIDofS into the Army inventory, data retrieved fron

the AIdS operational use should be made available to the managers of Army

Logistics improvement programs as veil as experimental and developmental

JIDAPS programs.

AIDAPS equipiment is fu rapidly advancing technology. Automatic inspection,

diagnosis and prognosis systems 2h-ich will greatly reduce the Army's mainte-

nance and logistics prdlblerrs, help prevent accidents, and iriprove the avail-

ability of aircraft to the using organizations can be designed and produced

immecoiately. The initiation of a program to develop such equipment will not

only provide these benefits, but will also provide basic experience which

will facilitate further advances in AIDAPS technology.
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ftuget flUtOXY CqdI~fCckdsf4i Is I'Se USy 0ed WlawfYfs tMOel

tImnl -XWreqdmes of the esin~.~z~s. SE==t abe ATMP symom 1we=a

"Wefezz a tscrical fOICLcfm, %= is 71 rswed to f~MW~u the ndIsim Copeeiviy of

asscited asrcraft, ch u A1Ssm be csspeftle idtha tI. l

sirdar1ft .peuatimal. wswr aa" k W peistmi

3.-1 AWIn AINAh

Mwe aircrzft: selected ty the Ai" for imclcslom im the st=1y mzze:

CH-47 U-!1

O-55- .-21.

Of0-53 UlmA

A description of these aircraft is contaLied in Appeisdix A. They rane in ca-

plexity fron single engine, ligbt observation helicopters, to wolti-engined helicopters

and winged aircrzft. Although a certain ftmctional comwcality exists betweec the

aircraft systm, the range of complexity is large. Idicative of this complexity is

the number of sensors currently installed. Table 3-! shours the number of sensors for

each system on current aircraft and an estimate of the number Ahich will. be provided

on future aircraft. The ntmber of sensors is important to an AIMP system since they

represent potential signal sources.

3.2 ARKY AIRCiAFT OPEATIOMAL ENVIM IEVG

Army aircraft combat operations are unique in that the aircraft must be located

and employed alongside the field soldier. An AIDAP system must provide reliable

assistance to the soldiers operating, maintaining, and supportinrg the aircraft. It

must accompany the aircraft during deployment on a worldwide basis. Faciiities within

this environment will range from an Airmobile Maintenance Shop parked in the sand, mud,

or snow alongside a forward airstrip, to hard surface or hangar facilities in rear or

secure areas.
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The AJS aipme -M 5e a passive eleme as far aisfczeft apetftim is

camcemd. Ut shoA rqAire lictle or noattentiss fra the pilot rc aircre dwiu~g
am-l operatiass &A" 3e be caoable of providim afi safety iafuciae am a timely

ihosis. U SUO alsot Ma Siodficantly d~egrade the payload, Gr rasp =r foagae aMY
coMstMraIts OM t&e aircraft MIssU. M the ImSjoM IPq S to ImpVSe om the
hAMP-sjs= by aircraft I era tial cmiderations amt that It b he aomt tic,

1it wegatt, reliable, acc•rate a8= capable of fctioming ithin the efir a -ataL

extremes in ed by A=T aircraft oieratio.

3.3 AMT AMIUIA2 RTII~ ~ M

The objectives of the AI[iP system include the reduction in the required amin-jten0ce tasks and skills assc ted with all levels of A maintenance. mw focal

point for these objectives most he the organizational level since this is the point
at which all ain-terrmane requirenears; begin. Within the existing en~iomnent, the

require maintenance reporting forms have an inpact epon the huMPS data printout.

A brief discussion of these factors follows. Fcr a full discussion, see Appendix B.

3.3.1 cTEGaRlEs OF NAI Z IFITEM TM AMI

Categories of maintenance are used as a means of designating the scope of =sin-

tenance to be performed by units and activities at various comand levels within the

Department of the Army. The responsibility for the performance of maintenance witidn

a given category zs assigned to a unit or activity in accordance with its primary

mission, its degree of nobility, and the intended availability of personnel, skills,

and material resources. These categories, briefly defined, are as follows:

a) Organizational Maintenance (ORG) - This category of maintenance is the responsi-

bility of the unit co ander in maintaining the operational readiness of equip-

ment under his control. It includes preventive maintenance, services and those

organizational level functions authorized in the -20 technical manuals. Author-

ize4 mai.ntenance functions at the organizational level include inspection, service,

adjustment, alignment, calibration, replacement and repair. Most on aircraft

maintenance is accomplished at this level.
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b) Kzect S rct 1kistmse (e - Direct spporL ini is assI d to

perfsmed by desigaste ind maintenae activities in airect s"ort of

umsJ orgaizatiws., 7he repair of ead I or umserviceable assaolas is

perfme in supr of using unit on a return-to-aser basis. -

c) cerel Somypra mintenance (•S) - Thi category of iaterance normaly is

sasigned to and prrformd by desIvared Inand mk maintenance =1its or aedi-

vities in support of individual Amy area supply requirmts. CenrI SUpport7

maitenace represents the prin=cipl saistenance capability available to the

Mield Amy Comander for overhaulin his =-teriel assets. Bben required, gen-

eral suppoxr maintenance may provide support Gn a return-to-wer basis for equIp-

nwbose repair is beyond the capability of direct support units.

6) Depot Maintenance - This category of maintenance is the responsibility of, aid

is performed at, organic Army facilities Including the Floating Aircrmft Main-

tenance Facilities, facilities of other DOD elements, and commercial contractor

facilities. Depot maintenance augments depot stocks of serviceable material and

supports organizational, direct, and general support maintenance activities by

use of more extensive shop facilities and equipment, and personnel of higher

technical skill than are available at lower categories of maintenance. Actions

in this category normally consist of the following: inspection and test; repair;

modification; alternatiofi; modernization; conversion; calibration; overhaul;

renovation (for aom only); reclamation arn0 rebuild of parts, assemblies, sub-

assemblies, components, baisc or end items; and the emergency manufacture of non-

available parts for immediate constuption.

3.3.2 FORMS AND RECORDS FOR ARMY MAINTENANCE

The AIDAPS printout must interface properly with the standard forms and records

maintained by the Army. These forms and records are specified in IM 38-750, The Army

Maintenance Management System (TAMMS). An index of TAMMS record and report forms is

presented in Table 3-2.

3.3.3 MAINTENANCE DATA

Aircraft maintenance data was derived from two primary sources. The source for

general aircraft data was EN 101-20. Detailed maintenance data was derived from
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2k Form-gu :11W Eqld Utilizat•i Recorzd
] Form 2461 Oranizactioil Costrol Record for Euiomest

P1 Fain 2402 =xbaue Tag

DA Farm 3!4 ?revewetve Maiatexasce Schedule and Record

b Form 2404 EquiLpmt Inspection and Naitenmce Worksbeet

DA Form 2405 M •aintenance Request Resister

DA Form 2406 Materiel Readiness Report

DA Form 2407 Maintenance Request

DA Form 2407-1 Maintenance Request Continuation Sheet

DA Fore 2410 Component Removal znd RepairOveha-al Record-

DA Form 2410-1 Component Removal, Installation, Movement and Condition
Record (Trans Report)

SNDA Form 2418 Backlog Status and Workload Accounting Card

I;I ISTORICAL (Log)

DA Form 2408 Equipment Log Assembly (Records)

DA Form 2408-1 Equipment Daily or Monthly Log

DA Form 2408-4 Weapon Record Data

DA Form 2408-5 Equipment Modification Record

DA Form 2408-7 Equipment Transfer Report

"DA Form 2408-8 Equipment Acceptance and Registration Record

DA Form 2408-10" Equipment Component Register

DA Form 2408-12 Army Aviator's Flight Record

DA Form 2408-13. Aircraft Inspection and Maintenance Record

DA Form 2408-14 Uncorrected Fault Record

DA Form 2408-15 Historical Record for Aircraft

DA Form 2408-16 Aircraft Component Historical Record

-A Form 2408-17 Aircraft Inventory Record
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TANAZ~ 3-2 lMEl OF IM .RDN AN RZ0tT R)5 (Conmcluded)

Pmn NO. -Title

BLUS!ORIAL (Jog. (Comtinued)

DM Yom 2408-18 Equijumesit Inmpectics List
DL Porn 2406-19 Aircrsf Eigine Tu~imbu V"Il MUstoricalI Record
]a Pmia 240 Equimest Maintenance Log (Consolidated)

Mk Por 2415 Amunition Coni~ticn Report

DM Yom 2416 -Calibration Data Card

Pk or 2417 Unserviceable or MLuted Use Tag

UL& Label 80 US Army Calibration System
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TAMIS data and appears in Ajpendix E, Books 1, 2, 3, and 4. Table 3-3 shows the

maintenance -manhours required per flying hour for each of the aircraft considered

in the study. For some aircraft these manhour estimates have been adjusted for dif-

ferences between models. The manhour estimates for the UTTAS and HLH are based on

comparisoas with similar aircraft systems in existing aircraft. Data labeled with

an.E represents estimates. Table 3-4 shows the inspection requirements for each

aircraft.

3.4 ARMY LOGISTICS

As a result of increasing cost of logistic support for the Army, as'well as the

increasing immobility of field operation due to dependance upon logistic support,

the Department of the Army has initiated a program called Logistics Offensive Program

(LOP). The stated objective of this program is to provide "Optimum material readiness

with minimum maintenance burden near the forward edge of battle." The major elements

within the program are the establishment of Maintenance Assistance Inspection Teams

(MAIT), the Selective Item Maintenance System (SIMS), and the Component Direct Exchange

(DX) program. A long range objective for the LOP program is the Maintenance Support

Positive program (MS+) which is aimed at modularization of all Army equipment, and the

Standard Army Maintenance Reporting and Management Subsystems (SAMRSMS).

The objectives of these programs are as follows:

Maintenance Assistance Inspection Teams (MAIT)

e Reduction of faulty-diagnosed components

* Assistance in repair management of repairables

Selective Item Maintenance System (SIMS)

• Information for TA4M1S/MAC-changes

-Control and Status Information on Components

* Reduction in spare parts levels

Component Direct Exchange Program (DX)

. Efficient and timely handling of repairables

* Facilitate remove and replace functions

• Standardize exchange procedures
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TARLE 3-3 ARMYT AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE ,MAN-HOUR RQUIEMENTS

AIRCRAFT •,RG DS GS TOTAL

AH-I Z,.O 262 '2 ý18 8.85,

CH-47- 1.3:' 12.31 8.85 32.46

CH-ý54, 17.8 785 5.,66, 31,.32

OH- ... 2.25 2.81 0.67 5.74

OH-58 2.25 2.81 0.67' 5.74

OV-1 5.5 3.0' 2.10 10.60

U-21 4.19 2.34 1.51 8.04

UUH-1 3.25. 2.41. 2.02' 7.67

HLH 14.7E 10.E 6.5E 31.7E

UbTrAS 5.3E 3.OE 2.5E ',10.8E

TABLE 3-4 ARMY AIRCRAFT INSPECTION MAN-HOUR REQUIREMENTS

MAINT INSPECTION MAN-HOURS

AIRCRAFT INDE.X DAILY INTERMEDIATE -PERIODIC'''

AHl-I 8.85 1.5E 5.OE 85E

CH-47 32.46. 6.9 61.4 204.9

CH-54 31.32 7.0 32.0 160.0

011-6 5.74 0.8 -- 27.0

OH-58 5.74 1.OE -- 25.OE ()
OV-1 10.6 1.6 7.4 146.6

UH-1 7.67 1.5 5.6 80.4

U-21 8.04 1.9 5.OE 85E

HLH 31.7E 12,OE 116.OE 232.OE

UTTAS 10.8E 1.8E 7.OE 96.OE
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c•wone•t Dirfect Exchange Program (DX) (Continued)

o Improve- nmterial readiness

* Control of total assets

o Realistic stockage levels

Standard Army Maintenance Reporting and- Management System (SAXES)

* Standardized maintenance system

- Management

- Reporting

& CS3 compatibility

ftintenance Support Positive (MS+)

C Modular design of all componentsI * Re=ove and -replace f!nctions at the FEBA

* Reduction in fauity diagnosed Components

* Reduction in spare parts, tools and GSE at the FEBA

* Reduction in skill levels at the FEBA1 Direct exchange support

0 Repair and overhaul in rear areas

* Increased unit mobility and mission readiness

3.5 ARMY AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS

Crash Facts Messages (CFMs) are used to report aborts and accidents. These

reports classify airborne events as incidents, precautionary landings, forced land-

ings, minor accidents, major accidents and total loss accidents. For the purpose of

this analysis, incidents, precautionary landings, and forced landings are called

aborts. The crash meisage summaries identify the aircraft type model and series,

indicate the accident category and accident cause and give brief engineering comments

as well as other data. Table 3-5 shows the abort and accident rates segregated by

aircraft, and type of event. Since an insufficient data base existed for the 01-58,

these data were combined with OH-6 data and the composite date used for the OH-58.

Although very small data bases existed for the certain other aircraft, these data

were not combined because of the differences in configuration and operational use.

These data were derived from crash message summary data provided by USAABAR. The

data covered a one year period of operations.
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TABLE' 3-5- AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT AND. ABORT RATES, PER 100, 000 FLIGHT HOURS

TOtL HOURS SITUATION RATES
FLOWN MAJR OR, TOL LOSS,

AIRCMRtA (12 )E)NTHS) ABORT RATE ACCIDEN'T RATE --ACCIDENT RATE RATE

OH o- 306,471 107.68 0.01 21.54 14.68

OF, -58 252,352 - 101.63 .42 15.84 10.13

tH-1 2,'188,238 7S. 82 .82 7.04 7.45

CH-47 202,979 233.40 .49 4.43. 7.39

CH-54 14,272 398.54 7.01 0.0 14.01

AH-1 328,897 195.57 .61 12.46 11.25

0V-i 73,709 97.65 2.71 1.36 6.78

U--21 75,726 70.14 1.32 9.24 2.80

UTTAS - 104.73E 1.15E 10.25E 8.OOE

HIMR 280.71E .59E 5.56E I 9.30E
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Table 3-6 gives the accident and •abort rates per IGO,O00 flying,hours for each'

aircraft functional group or cause., The data for the UTTAS and HLH are estimates.

These estimates were computed using the iituation rates associated with the UH-lH

and CH-47C, respectively. The situation rates for Engine, Rotor and Transmission,

and Flight Control systems were factored based on the configuration of the-two air-

craft. The remaining system situation rates were utsed directly as presented for the

UH-lH and CH-47C.

3.6 AIDAPS REQUIREMENTS

The basic Army document defining AIDAPS'requirements is a Qualitative Materiel

Requirement (QMR) entitled "Automatic Inspection, Diagnostic and Prognostic System

S( for Army Aircraft" which received Department of Army approval in October 1967. Sub-,

sequently, advanced in test and checkout technologies, including the development of

new sensing, recording, and printing devices, as well as advanced in data processing

techniques, have significantly improved ,the position of industry to accomplish the

basic QMR requirements.

The existence of special Army programs such as the Logistics Offenive Program

(Program LOP), the analysis of Army maintenahce data, and interviews with Army field

personnel clearly show that maintenance and support of modern aircraft presents one

of the most troublesome aspects of 'deploying a modefn field army. This is particularly

true when the field army is deployed within a combat environment at a long distance

from its industrial base.

Aircraft maintenance and logistics problems originate at the aircraft. Today's

Army aircraft represent some. of the most mechanically complicated devices in operation.

These aircraft must exist and function within the environment experienced by the

combat soldier and yet maintain an operational readiness ani, effectiveness compatible

with simple military peapons. To accomplish these objectives, maintenance and logiý-

tic support perbonnel must be equipped witý the most advanced, efficient and reliable

maintenance devices that, can be provided.

The following three capabilities of Army aircraft AIDAPS 'equipment are paramount

to accomplishing, such objectives.
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a) To provide a fast and accurate inspection capability which assures that an air-
craft is safe and mission worthy. 'he inspection =L-t consue a miniusm of the

maintenance personnel's time.

b) To provide a fast and accurate diagnostic capability which will allow the air-
craft to achieve a mission ready status in a minimum time with a minimum expendi-
ture of manhours. The system must have sufficient diagnostic accuracy to prevent

functional components from being entered into the logistic pipeline with all

its attendant costs and time for packag.ng, transportation and bench test.

c) To provide a prognostic capability which will allow components to be utilized
for'the full period of their functional capability (on-condition maintenance)

without degrading the flight safety or missionworthiness of the air vehicle.

This capability reduces packaging and transportation costs, the quantity of
mazeiial required in the logistics pipeline, and repair and overhaul costs.

To provide these capabilities, the AIDAP system must possess the following

additional attributes:

a) Be capable of worldwide deployment

b) Be capable of functioning within the environmental extremes experienced by

deployed troops and aircraft

c) Be capable of operation and maintenance by skill levels presently possessed by

Army personnelE7 d) Possess the functional capabilities and measurement accuracies required to

diagnose existing and prognosticate impending malfunctions

e) Be highly reliable

f) Require low maintenance

g) Be easily deployed and dispersed with the related aircraft

h) Possess self test capability

i) Be modularized and repairable at the organizational level by remove and replace

actions
j) Provide printout in English and/or decimal numerics

k) Be compatible with the CS3 computer system and standard Army TA"MS forms.
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Further, the system must be capable of performing its inspection, diagnotic

and prognostic functions on certain components to be selected on a cost effective

basis from the airframe, propulsion, rotor and transmission, propeller, fuel, oil,

electrical, flight control, hydraulics, armament and avionics functional groups.

0V
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4.0 AIDA SYS= MSIBUMTa

Over the past decade, a variety of air and ground based automatic test

equipmnent has been- designed t. aid in aircraft maintenance. The experience

gained in the design and use of this equipment provides the back•round data

for this study. For an automatic inspection, diagnosis and prognosis system

to be feasible, two criteria must be met: a) the information processing

technology necessary to accomplish these functions must be available; and

b) the basic circuitry and hardware components must be available.

4.1 AIDAPS FUNCTIONAL FEASIBILITY

The technology for aircraft data monitoring systems has made significant

advances in the past decade. This has resulted primarily from NASA and DoD

aerospace program requirements, for compact, lightweight, low power, and highly

reliable systems and components. The successful applicatlon of these systems

:clearly demonstrates the functional feasibility of automatic inspection, diag-

nosis and- prognosis (AIDAP) systems for Army aircraft. AIDAPSJ as applied

herein, is an automatic inspection and maintenance tool for Army aircraft

systems and subsystems. It is a broad-based monitoring and analysis system

which aids in determining the operational status of componints and subsystems

on Army aircraft. The general capabilities of the AIDAP systems considered

in this study are:

a) Inspection - Inspection is defined as the act of determining the physical

SIor operational status of components or systems. AIDAPS will perform preflight,

inflight and ,post-flight inspection to the highest' practical degree as an aid

in determining the safe or, unsafe status of the aircraft. It is not intended

that the implementation of an AIDAPS will eliminate the necessity of all visual

inspection procedures.

b) Diagnosis - Diagnosis is defined as the act of isolating the cause of an

existing adverse condition. Detection of an adverse condition does not neces-

sarily give adequate information as to the cause of the condition. For

example, an indication of engine overtemperature could be caused by an instru-

mentation failure, a procedural error, or an engine problem. Maintenance

action cannot be efficiently initiated until the precise component causing the
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adverse condition has been isolated. AIMDAPS will perform automatic diagnos-

tic analysis of detected adverse conditions in order to clarify the opera-

tional status of the aircraft iind will isolate the cause of the condition to

the Line Replaceable Unit (iDU) level wherever practical.

c) Pronosis - Prognosis is defined as the act of predicting a future event;

.in this case, an inpendng failure. The jUstification for developing an- effec-

tive means of prognosis is that it -iill enable efficient preventive maintenance

based on actual condition 'rather than elapsed time. With this definition,

there is no requirement on ho4 far in advance the prediction must be made.

However, in order to pernit planning of mAintenance activities, AIDAPS prefer-

ably shotild be able 'to predict an impending flight failure prior to take-off.

To provide these capabilities, the AIDAP systems must accomplish the 4
foil•ring functions:

a) Parameter Sensing - Parameter sensing from a systems point of view concerns

the evaluation of the contribution and effectiveness of each parameter being

monitored,, and the cost of monitoring that parameter. System costs include the

cost of signal conditioning and the analyses necessary to •utilize any given

parameter. Contributions to effectiveness are directly related to the amount

of status information contained in a parameter.

b) Data Collection - Data collection includes conditioning of rW sensor

signals to a standard digital form and presenting these signals for analyses.

This function may or may not include the recording of data depending on the

location of the analyses function.

Extensive effort has been expended in previous studies of this type in an

effort to determine an optimum sampling rate. The optimum sampling rate is

dependent on the response rate of each individual parameter, the general opera-

tional mode, and the analyses technique being utilized. The optimum sampling

rate is therefore variable.

Since signal conditioning techniques are available for all types of sensor

outputs, the decisions required at the systems level include "remote vs. cen-

tralized," and "airborne vs. ground." The basic criteria for these decisions
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- .are weight and cost, and are, therefore, dependent on the number of parame-

ters monitored iiid-the selection of sensor locations.

c) Analysis - It is the intent of this section to establish, the type of.

analysis capability required by AIMA rather than to evaluate the feaaibility

of various numerical analysis techniques which have possible AIDPS. applications.

AthAPS will have three basic capabilities- inspection, diaguosis, and prog-

nosis, each of which requires a unique analysis capability.

Inspection and diagnostics are both concerned with evaluating the present

status of the system under test, and therefore have. a considerable amount of

overlap in the type of analysis required. The inspection function is imple-

mented to detect any adverse condition. The analysis involved in this function

Includes detecting if a parameter exceeds some predetermined limit value or

deviates more than a predetermined amount from an expected value. Upon detec-

tion of an adverse condition, the diagnostic function is initiated to further

identify and isolate the condition. In general, there are more causes for

failure than there are indications of failure. The diagnostic function then

becomes a more detailed inspection or a logical deduction capability since

diagnosis can also involve pattern recognition of a combination of parametric

deviations from a normal-operational model.

The prognosis function is concerned with the prediction of the occurrence

of an adverse condition prior to its existence. The prediction of a given

impending failure can be based only on detecting a tendency or trend in opera-

ting characteristics toward a condition which would be diagnosed as a failure

if the trend continues. Prognostic analysis, therefore, requires a trend

detection and extrapolation capability and also requires that failure modes

exhibit a degradation trend which is detectable. It is also concerned with

detecting the wear, depletion or degradation of a part or substance which

could lead to a functional failure if not corrected.

In general, prognosis can be viewed as long term or short range. Theoretically,

it could be separated into any number of time differentiable periods. However,

the selection of two time domains illustrates a basic difference of philosophy

inherent in discussing prognosis. Short terp prognosis is best defined as the

prediction, with reasonable certaintly that the next aircraft mission or two
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will be conpletedwitt out a major component or matrial failure. This

encoupasses a time period of 1-10 flight, hourg.' In the case of long-term

trending, where the prediction is orienited to time periods of 100 or more

"hours, the risk and the approach-to accomplishing both can be different even

though they both 'x.nvolve trend detection and' extrapolation capability. In the

genberal -dis'cussions ýthat fo,114w, an AiDAPS' is assumed, to have -'thle capability

'to~peiormkllprognosis required.

d) -Information Display - The output of AIDAPS is information *to aid operation

and mainter.nce decision making. PFpr optimum effectiveness, AIDAPS mist pro-

vide theý iequired information to the point of decision making in a.,'timely

fashioni.- This information can 'be either' system data or results of analysis.

"ICcan take. any form:ranging from instantaneous in-flight safety wVirnling

'(lightspor voic*e warning)'to a post-flight printout (hard copy) of data which )
ShoWS• degraded 'performance of some aircraft System. The accompanying prog-;

nosis ,may indicate that the degraded system will require repair before the

iiext 'flight or within the next 25 operating hours. 'The pilot has rio need

while in-flight for' the latteri type, of data.

4.1.1 AIDAPs PROdRMS AALYZED

A number of efforts have been funded by DoD to evaluate and/or demonstrate

the feasibility of automatic maintenance concepts. In summarizing these efforts,

emphasis is placed on the evolution from earlier concepts, to present require-

ments for inspection, diagnosis, and prognosis as well as an evaluation of their

effectiveness and identification of their contribution to the state of the art. (-jj

4.1.1.1 Automatic Light Aircraft Readiness 'Monitor (ALARM)

Project ALARM was orgL,,iized, developed and tested by the York Division of

the Bendix Corporation-during 1961 -and 1962 for the U. S. Army Transportation

Research Command' Fort Eustis, Virginia (TRECOM Tech. Report 63-10). It was

a feasibility study of a light aircraft monitor at first and second echelons of

maintenance. It evaluated the automation of preflight and post-flight inspec-

tion procedures and the inflight monitoring of critical safety-of-flight items.

The contractor applied his system to a UH-1 halicopter in a series of func-

'tional, operational, ground, and flight tests. It was determined that automatic

electrical inspection was feasible for engine, transmission and gearbox oil

level, temperature, and chip detection. Engine overspeed detection and oil flow
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and: vibration monitoring Were also deemed feasible. Temperature and vibration

measurements were felt -to be possible sources of waf'ning for impending :failure

when monitored, autbmatically. Hb'4ever, :no criteria were established aS to how

the -temperature and vibration data would be' used. oin.the proghosis tmode.

4.1.1.2 Portable Aircrafti Condi ttŽnEvaluato Recorder (PACER)

Projec't PACER was to be organized, developed and tested by the York

Division of Bendix Corporation as a parallel effort compatible w4th project

ALARM. Whereas the AIARM system was a go/no-go indicator, PACER was a com-

parator. PACER was contracted by the U. S. Army Command located at Fort

Eustis during' approximately the same period that it was deyeloping and test-

ing the ALARM'system. PACER used the same sensor system as ALARM. Vibration

signatures, pressure, flow and temperature were parameters of particular

interest. In the case! of PACER, as in the case of ALARIM, the U. S. Army

Transportation Research Conmnand ,,Aeronautical Systems and Equipment Group,

concluded that normal operating levels of vibration, pressures, andz.tempera-

tures must be established. They indicated, again, particular interest in

establishing normal operation go/no-go limits as a first step toward deriving

an electronic maintenance inspection and diagnostic system. They also recom-

mended, that rather than follow-on fabrication of the PACER'system, further

studies be made using the ALARM system, modified to read out levels of vibra-

tion, temperature, and pressure.

Thus, the PACER system was never tested. It did, however, provide an

opportunity to study the aircraft evaluation requirements and 'design a hard-

ware/software system to meet them. The syotem designed was a ground based

unit. The design was constrained to monitor functions which exhibit deteri-

oration or wearout failures. In that approach, trend prediction was to be the

focal point of the data analysis. The threshold devices which indicated

10/no-go were excluded because of reliance on the ALARM system.,

The PACER system would have compared sensor signals with preestablished

values. These values would have represented either measurement boundaries

beyond which a failure would be indicated, or no-go conditions indicating,

when exceeded,, the need for immediate corrective action. These signals were

compared with the last prior measurement to ascertain if conditions were

altered. Finally, PACER was to be usable only at ground maintenance stations

and it required that a vehicle gr~ound "run up" be made.
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4.-.1-3 Xalne hAalyzer System (EIM

Ai August 1967 report (Nmer -68-3176), prepared for the Systw Elnineer-

lk Croup, krommstical System Division, Ar Force System Conm d, Vright-

Patterom Air Force Base, Oh/a, describes this system. It was the result of a

12-monh 1966-1967 test progrem wtich gas conducted by Aflesearch of the

CA Corportimon. In project EASY, airborne -and Vgid equipment were

cObmiaed to atomatically collect and process engine performance and stress

data. The process output indicated whether F-10i and z-'C aircraft engines

were capable of functioning properly in their next mission usage, - he EASy

progrea was also used to diagnose a faulty engine and predict maintenance
requirens. Thus, the EASY program incorporated the inspection, diagnosis

am prognosis concepts of AMDAPS.

The test progr evaluated engine monitoring concepts. A ground-based UI
computer system was used to evaluate data collected in flight. During each

aircraf post-f.Igt period, the EASY computer/indicator (C/1) vas inspected

for displayed golno-go indications of aircraft faults. Pilot come.ts were

correlated -Ath this infornation, and if both indicated engine vroblems,

maitenance corrective action was made. 'In cases of lizted information or

pilot-CI disagreemnt, the entire inflight magnetic tape data record was

analyzed. If no pilot or CAi indications occurred, only veelly data record

analyses vere suide.

Project SY successfully actr-mplished three objectives: (1) inf light

engne performce data acq-ji ition, (2) detection of inflAght limit exceed-

•eces warranting iu iate maintenance action, and (3) ground based computer

prediction of timely ;murenance reuenents by use of a trending technique.

It was also determned that on-board nomitoring equipAent could be reduced in

weight a., .-ol;me, •aakin the airborne applicaticn ore practical. The PASY

proXrAM d -at- the potential of On - Condition .intenamce, but Identi-

fled a zeed f= 1 cotrolled tests to properly establish muinta ance require-

2wmts. These xegoirezents ame used In deteraining diagnostiz logic, f~i.-:

Zad logistics reqzuireents cozjpati~ble w-Lth *.e EASY application.

4..14 lS Z=-rk MI

This compte~r cout'Oled 2=tcoatic 5nspectin =an diagaostic. syst wa

tested rA~z the Perisod lliedýber "%S6 tcvhJanuary7 1%8. The Mum
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(Report Number T68-6-2). The .equipment ,was installed and, used by the U. S.
Amy maintenance shop at Fort Bragg. The purpose of these efforts was to pro-

vide, for the U. S. Army Tank-Automative Command, Warren, Michigan, a determin-

ation of the practicality of utilizing, Sround based test equipment in troop

units thus providing maintenance support capability and the technical training

and/or technical experience which the maintenance personnel required.

The MAIDS Mark III program consisted of both manual/visual checks, as well

as automatic diagnosis based on dynamic tests. Its automatic documentation of

Sthe diagnosis and parts reý4xed at the conclusion of each test provided a

basis for estimating future parts requirements-in the course of scheduling

vehicle maintenance. The program achieved a high diagnostic accuracy (approxi-

mately 96%).

This program provided confirmation of the feasibility of ground based com-

puter aidied maintenance monitoring equipment. Although the system was speci-

fically designed for supporting automative material, the methods and concepts

are compatible with ground support of aircraft. The overall KAIDS approach

established the validity of a malfunction analysis baseline for developing a

diagnostic test program using "truth tables" to correlate each known malfunction

with a likely cause. It also demonstrated the feasibility of the building block

technique of programming.

4.1.1.5 Aircraft Integrated Data System (ACIDS)

U YThe ACIDS is the product of a systems engineering study by the Parks

College of Aeronautical Technology, prepared for the U. S. Ar-y Aviation

Materiel Co-zand, St. Louis, .- i.ssouri, dated June, 1968 (Report Number 68-1).

It encompassed an analysis of the state of the art of equipment and systems

%-4ich will automatically collect and process data for selected dynadic conpon-

enrs of the tu-iD heliconter systev. This cosprebensive study correlated dara

collected from 6 cctercial aircraft users, the U. S. Ait Force _Xilitary Air-

lift Coa•3, 5 aircraft cozponeat =a•e facters, 7 automted d•ap acquisitic

systens, the resseoxch of 3 Ait 'Force activities md a sitate universit~y, and

the -Federal A-.iatie AgenCy, the ;L 5. Ary Aviedcoa Nateriel L~abora~ories,

thle V- S. 3Naral Air Test cerigm, 23d the IS. S. Arw~ T=:-Midcas szhooa, Z-ort

ZAstis, vlrirpai.



The planned system would record the history of performance and condition

of respective dynamic'components, make deterministic predictioAs of the opera-

tional life of the components so measured and provide a capability for aetec-"

tion and diagnosis of malfunctions. Thl system would also generate data usable

in predicting parts removal requirements, future parts ahd spacing needs, and

fleet analysis.

This study identified the severe weight penalty imposed on airborne equip-

ment for the UH-ID application. The study, therefore, identified those

systems for which the added weight and dollar cost of automatic monitoring'.

would not exceed the estimated maintenance savings. The engine (and its sub-

systems), transmission and gear boxes (420 and 900) were established as

practical ACIDS monitoring targets. The study also emphasized that only k-
"necessary" pararieters be monitored.

4.1.1.6 Aircraft Integrated Data System (AIDS) for Bomber Aircraft

This AIDS study was conducted for the USAF Aeronautical Systems Division

by AIResearch of the Garrett Corporation and reported in comprehensive docu-

mentation dated July 22, 1970 (Report Number 69-5410-2). The effort comprised

three phases: initial study and development; fabrication and ground test; and

aircraft installation, flight test, and final specification revision.

The objective of the effort was to develop AIDS concepts that would improve

operational effectiveness and maintenance efficiency of strategic bomber-type

aircraft. The major work elements employed are, hovever, compatibie with the

AIDAPS light aircraft effort:

a) Analyze missions and identify aircraft applications.

b) Analyze subsystems - line replaceable units (171U's) parameters to be moni-

tored and tvper of monitoring (trend analysi, and failure prediction, fault

isolation and performance inspection), and ascertain quZlity of existing

operational and -aintenance data.

c) anmlyze data prooes-_!ng and Lan-dling require=ents - airborne .ersus groau-A

hard--are 2nd soft-ware, displays, ecuip-zet state of the art.



Other elements included concept definitions, test program definition, use
area visits, and integration of the monitoring system program with other air-

craft data functions, such as battle damage detection, crash data recording,

structural integrity recording, voice recording, aircraft checklist automation,

mission analysis, and reconstruction.

The sununary of this program indicated AIDS would promote increased aircraft

availability, reduce miusion costs, increase mission effectiveness, improve

accident analysis capability, improve mission analy-Is capability, and increase

aircraft safety.

4.1.1.7 ?LPAR Instrumentation Slstem

O This program was conducted for the U. S. Army Aviation Material Labora-

tories, Fort Eustis, Virginia. The results of this program were reported in

USAAVLABS Technical Report 70-46 by MELPAR - division of American-Standard

Company, Falls Church, Virginia.

The objective of this program was to accumulate sufficient viuration and

temperature data to establish baseline operating levels and to determine maxi-

mjm limits for use in the development of an automatic diagnostic and inspection

system for the UH-l series helicopter.

Samples of data were taken from 12 instrumentet) h.elicopters at controlled

times by three aut:omatic self-calibrating data collection sys,ems. Each of the

three data colIection systems consisted of two major packages. One package was

a 14-channel magnetic tape recorder with wide-band FM electronics and operating

at 60 inches per second. The other package contained 14 signal conditioning

circuits, DC to DC power supplies, and a digital data control system and clock

that controlled the period between data collectic-ns, the duration of data col-

lection, and a completely autom-tic calibration system. The relevant data

were processed by a trailer mouuted, ground based, high-speed digital computer.

Maintenance records on the instrLmented helicopters were review,,, sum-

=marized, and correlated with 7e-a-sured changes in temperature and acceleration

levei during the s=e time period.

Thoe su•ary of this t'-o•--;s ino-icated that gro=nd rn-up vibration data

Sjppezred to be of a differeat charat 4 er and less rel~iblc. than in-fKeg_- data



for assessment of helicopter condition. Hover tests out of ground effect and

of iýdted, scope, did not appear to provide augmented sensitivity to worn com-

pohenits. Large differekceS existed in the hormak operating temperatures

betUeen the various aircraft. As a resuit, subtle inoreases in temperature
could not ea'siy be interpreted as impending malfunctions by, a single limit

system. It was thus concluded that individual maximum operating týmperature

limits for helicopters, rather than composite operating temperature limits,

-should be established. It was therefore recogwended that subsequent program

efforts .be expanded in establishing the relationship between maasured accelera-

tions (and temperatures) on UH-iD helicopters and their requirements for

maintenance. This program has demonstrated the basic efficacy of monitoring

vibration and temperatures.

4.1.i.8 UHK- Test Bed Prbgram

Thde-U. S. Army Aviation Systems Command is currently evaluating Automatic

Inspection, Diagnostic and Prognostic Systems supplied by two independent con-

tractors. The objective of thls program is to demonstrate the capability of

off-the-shelf hardware to detect UH-1H helicopter malfunctions, isolate faulty

components, and, by the use of trending techi&iques, predict the life remaining

in serviceable components. The Test Bed AIDAP systems are being applied to

selected UH-1H subsystems. Components and subsystems monitored by the AIDAPS

include the engine, transmission, drive train, hydraulic flight control, elec-

trical system, and fuel systems.

This program is an extension of previous limited scope Army AIDAPS programs U
and will provide an expanded data base. The Test Bed Systems were initially

operated in a controlled test cell environment at the U. S. Army Aeronautical

Depot Maintenance Center (AR•ADWC) in e-r•r to establish baselire signature

data. In addition, subt_•-zadard and discrepant parts, such as bearings, were

installed 1 Lie various major components under test and abnormal signature data

obtained. This effort provided normal vs. abnormal aircraft subsystem signature

ranges and defined the parameter Limits for the failure modes simulated. These

data needs were identified by the previous ALLRH and PAM-E Army program.



The Test Bed Systems- have also been evaluated in normal Army operation

through flight test at-ARADMAC involving approximately 322 flight hours. The

AIDAP systems were evaluated as to their capability in detecting, isolating,

and predicting component malfunction. Aircraft were flown with normal, dis-

crepant and maladjusted components during the flight test phase.

4-.1.2 AIDAP SYSTEM EXAMPIES

Table. 4-1 presents examples of prototype and production maintenance data

systems. These systems exhibit -a wide variation in equipment configurations

and functional capabilities. These variations stem from different require-

ments due to aircraft size and applicable maintenance level as well as design

philosophy. The configuration-of these equipments may be categorized in five

types as follow:

a) Type I System (Ground Based) - No added hardware onboard the aircraft.

This system type performs all signal conditioning, data collection, analysis

and display with the use of ground based equipment. Data collection can be

accomplished by means of a quick-disconnect umbilical with systems operated

over a restricted range. Analyses-can either be performed at the flight line

or -.. the maintenance shop.

b) "pe II System (Hybrid) - Onboard signal conditioning and data collec-

tion. This system allows for the collection of functional data during normal

operation oi the aircraft. Data collection can be by the use of an airborne

recording device or by continuous data link to a maintenance base. Varying

degrees of onboard data compression can be incorporated into this system but

no analysis of aircraft condition is performed onboard the aircraft.

c) Type III.System (Hybrid) - Onboard flight safety inspection. The

onboard portion of this system ccntains enough analysis capability to detect

failure modes that affect the safety of the aircraft. The aixborne system

also collects the data necessary for further ground analysis of the aircraft

condition. Host data analyses and presentations are on the ground.

~t~LII4-11
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d) Type IV System (Hybrid)-- On board inspection, diagnostic, and-

limited prognostic capability. All analyiecs pertaining to the present func-

tional condition of the aircraft are performed on board the aircraft during

normal operation. The results of this analysis can be displayed to the

flight crew or to maintenance personnel on board the aircraft or at the

flight line. This system records only the data which are required for

ground-based prognostic analyses.

e) Type V System (Airborne) - No operational ground-based equipment.

A complete "stand alone" AIDAPS capability is contained on board each air-

craft. All AIDAPS information pertaining to present and future functional

conditions of the aircraft is available in real time during normal operation.K)
The ability of any type of system to perform a desired set of functions

is dependent upon the level of applied technology. This technology, however,

primarily affects the size and weight of the equipment. For instance, at

least six of the systems shown in Table 4-1 (types C,D,E,G,J & K) possess

inspection diagnostic and prognostic capabilities. Of these six systems,

five are airborne configurations. However, only two,. C and J, are small

enough for application to Army aircraft.

It can be concluded from the programs and technologies described in this

section that the technical capability to perform automated inspection, diagnosis

and prognosis is not only feasible, but has been demonstrated. However, the
-) selection of the optimum system size, design philosophy and characteristics

requires considerable attention. This is particularly true because advances

in high density computer logic and memory devices within the past five years,

as well as reliable, light weight printers, permit a much higher degree of

airborne system capability on single aircraft than was previously achievable.

4.1.3 DATA ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

The systems discussed above have demonstrated significant inspection and

diagnostic capabilities on all monitored systems; however, for most systems,

AIDAPS prognostic capability has been limited to a few co--onents. Signifi-

cant advances in prnrcsxs theory a-n analysis techniques have resulted from

17CL i1 4-15



1 prograris. These techniques show considerable promise to extend the

prognostid-.-capabilify to most or all of the monitored components. These
-techniques indlude.4

cepstrum Analysis Threshold Detection and Time,
-integration

Adaptive Vibration Analysis Fourier Spectral Density Transforms

High Frequency Vibration Analysis Fast Fourier Spectral Analysis

Optical-Correlation Trend Analysis

Waveform Correlations Density Plots

Spectrometric Oil Analysis

A description of these and other techniques is contained in Appendix A.

Four of these techniques will be discussed here. j)

4.1.3.1 Threshold Detection and Time Integration

Threshold detection, illustrated in Figure 4-1, is probably the simplest

and oldest form of diagnosis. Basically stated, a decision is made whenever

a. signal rises above or below a predetermined reference level. For some para-

meters, the signal may not be recoverable. In such cases, a permanent degrad-

ation of some component may be indicated. In cases where the signal is recov-

erable, a degree of prognostic capability may be achievable by a simple count

of the number of times the threshold is exceeded, or the duration of the exceed-

ance. A more satisfactory method is to perform time integrations of the exceed-

ance. A similar result can be accomplished by using multiple thresholds. How-

ever, the availability of low volume, low-cost computational circuitry allows

accurate numerical integration to be accomplished at little increase in equip

ment cost and no decrease in reliability.

4.1.3.2 Fourier Spdctral Density Transform

One of the most powerful techniques for analyzing complex pseudoperiodic

signals is the Fourier spectral density transform. Essentially, the method

relies upon the fact that any analog signal (time dependent) is composed of

a series of frequencies of various amplitudes all added together. The Fourier

VOL U1 I-16
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spectral density transform is the amplitude of the various frequencies that

make up the analog signal. One method for finding the spectral density trans-

form is illustrated in Figure 4-2.

The signal for which the transform is to be taken is recorded upon an

endless-loop tape recorder. The playback of this signal is fed into a mixer

along with a high frequency sine wave from a voltage controlled oscillator (VCO).

The heterodyned output is fed through a high frequency narrowband filter. As

the VCO sweeps across its frequency range, the recorded signal is scanned across

the band pass filter. The process is much like tuning in a radio station. The

amplitude of the tuned frequency is detected and outputted.

The object behind taking the transform is that rotating machinery tends to

concentrate its vibrations in certain frequency bands related to the mechanical

construction of the machine. By-observing the generation of new frequencies

and the shifting of previous amplitudes, much can be inferred as to the opera-

tion of the machine.

4.1.3.3 Fast Fourier Spectral Density Plots by Frequency Dilation

The state-of-the-art in high speed MOS shift registers will soon make 10

MHz, 1500 bit registers an economical reality. This makes it possible to per-

form a Fourier Spectral Density Transform over a frequency range of 100 to 10

kHz, with a resolution of less than 30 Hz, every 50 ms. The technique is called

Frequency Dilation.

Figure 4-3 illustrates the procedure in block diagram form. The input

signal, f(t), is low pass filtered to remove frequencies higher than those of

interest. This filtered signal is converted from its analog form by a 9-bit

analog to digital converter into a series of 9-bit digital words. These words

are entered into a 1500-bit circulating shift register via buffer storage and

transfer gates. The data circulates w;ithin the shift register at 500 times

the highest frequency of the input signal. The effect of this high speed

circulation is much like playing a tape recorded message back at high speed.

V( 7 -T 4-18
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The output of the register is converted from it- digital form back into analog

form. The frequency components of this analog ;.,gnal are 500 times the corres-

ponding frequency of the input signal.

After low pass filtering to remove spurious fre,,ericies above 5 MHz, the

frequency dilated signal is heterodyned by the output of a voltage controlled

oscillator into the pass band of a 10 xHz crystal filter. As the VCO sweeps

from 25 to 20 MHz, the frequency dilated signal is swept across the cryot.'_

filter. The output of the filter is rectified, thus producing the spectral

density plot. Since the crystal filter has a bandwidth of 10 kHz, the result-

ing resolution of the spectral components is 10 kHz divided by 500 (the "speed-

up" factor) or 20 Hz. But, because of the filter characteristics this really

amounts to 32 Hz.

Without the aid of frequencydilation, this plot would require almost 35

minutes to perform. Another advantage of this approach is that particular

frequency bands may easily be gated off by means of analog gates timed with

the frequency axis of the spectral density transform (Figure 4-3).

The great speed of this technique for spectral density generation is very

much in line with multiplexing input transducers and output filter bands. This

technique is extremely versatile and with MOS technology it should become

increasingly popular as a means of performing spectral density plots.

4.1.3.4 Trend Analysis Model

This well known model is used to predict component failure. The prediction

is based upon the analysis of accumulated data about one or more component para-

meters, and the relationship of the data to previously established values which

indicate adverse or faulty conditions. On the basis of appropriate mathemaLical

methods, .z curve is fitted to the sampled data. These methods include least-

mean-squares curve fitting and/or curve smoothing mathematics. Some form of

error minimizing technique could also be applied (for example, regression anal-

:,sis). Once a ctrve is established describing the sampled data, a projection

is made. This extension of the curve shows the time when an adverse condition

or failure is expected to occur. Figure 4-4 illustrates two examples of trend

analysis.
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While it is not likely that a single data processing technique can be used

to prognosticate failure for all components, a sufficient number of techniques

exist to apply the prognostic capability to a large number of aircraft sab-

systems and components so that AIDAP systems objectives can be met.

4.2 HARDWARE AVAILABILIT

There have been many advances in the electronics and allied erts 1n the

last five years which will have a direct impact on AIDAPS design. The general

treri has been toward increased perfo-mance at lower costs and hig&; relia-

bility along with smaller sizes and lighter weights. Specifically, the follow-

ing developments have attracted the most interest. It is to be noted that some

oi the items which are discussed were developed before 1966 but have not become

K) economically feasible until recently.

4.2.1 LARGE SCALE INTEGRATED ARRAYS (LSI)

Processing techniques have been improved such that the yield on arrays

of several thousand gates is sufficient to reduce costs to the order of tens

of dollars per unit. The advantages are in the small size (less than one

square inh, ir.cluding leads), the high raliability (external connections are

reduced to an absolute minimum), and the low fabrication costs (the r-it can

be inserted and fixed in place, soldered, welded, etc., automatically in a few

seconds). The following LSI are of particular interest to AIDAPS:

a) All the arithmetic, logic, and control functions of a full capability

digital computer on a single "chip." The addition of memory is all that

is necessary to complete the computer.

b) Complete, prograrmable, digital filters in a single unit. A method of

producing subminiature filters with great freedom in the selection of

time-constants, number of poles and frequency characteristics.

c) Special arrays such as ron-mechanical storage disc simulators, digital

autocorl-clation functions and special purpose computers can be economically

designed using one of several commerical Computer Aided Design (CAD) methods.

StarLing with logical expressions, a functional block diagram or truth
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tables, and using a series of preprogrammed "standard cells" (gates, regis-

ters, inverters, etc.), a ccnputer des.•gns the chip and controls a precision

plotter in the preparation of a rubylith master. The computer also deeigns

a test program and, after the chips have been fabricated, tests them .in all

the possible logical combinations. Such applications of CAD now cost only

a few hundred dollars and the units which are produced usually are under

fifty dollars in lots of one hundred.

4.2.2 INTEGRATED FUNCTIONALLY DEDICATED CIRCUITS

Extensive use of some circuits has permitted this integration as low-cost,

monolithic, single chip units. Some of these are:

a) Operational Amplifiers

b) Precision Comparators

c) Analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog converters

d) Phase-locked loops

e) High efficiency power supplies

f) Monolithic Digital Multipliers

4.2.3 NEW TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENTS

Several new technological develop'ments which may have direct application to

AIDAPS have become practical in the last five years. Among these are the opto-

electronics, tri-state logic, and thermal printing methods and equipments.

4.2.4 NEW MEMORY DEVICES AND TECHNIQUES

Memory, in several fcrms and functions, is necessary to AIDAPS. There

have been improvements in donventicnal memory methods sxch as Magnetic cores

and tape. There are, however, several newer methods or devices which will

allow significant performance improvements, greatly reduced equipment sizes,

or both. Some of these are:

a) Large scale solid-state Random Access Memories (RAM) units are currently

available with capacities of 4K bits per chip. A 4K word memory would

require 14 chips for a 14-bit word and would occupy an area on an etched

circuit board of 2.5 inches by 2.5 inches.

"0,L II 4-24



b) Large scale solid-state Read Only Memories (ROM) Units are currently avail-

able with capacities of up to 8K bits. Some units have the data stored

during fabrication and others are field programmable. They find use as

look-up tables in code conversions, in ariirretic operations, in display

control, in microprogramming and in process control, All of these func-

tions may be useful to AIDAPS. For example, the airborne ADA.PS can be

tailored to an individual aircraft by a single, plug-in ROM.

c) Amorphous Read Mostly Memories, a new device, has a potential for a very

low cost, non-destructive-readout, electrically alterable, memory of small

size and with a high unit capacity. The amorphous material allows rela-

tively large chip areas with high yields.

d) Stored Charge Erasable Read Only Memories. These are high density, low-

cost, logically written units which can be bulk-erased by x-rays or ultra

violet light.

e) Magnetic Domain Shift Memories. These are the "bubble" memories which are

usually configured in long shift registers. The information contained in

the registers is non-volatile but can only be serially accessed. Densities

of the order of one million bits per square inch and shift rates of 1 MHz

have been achieved. By using a series of "short lines", access times of a

millisecond or less can be actaLned. The structures are only a few thous-

andths of an inch thick and many can be stacked. If 0.05 inch were allowed

per layer, a one-inch cube would have a capacity of 20 nmillion bits.

4.2.5 SENSORS

Table 4-2 nresdnts a survey of the sensors currently available. The table

is ordered b:- sensor type with columns indicating different means of measure-

ment. A comparison of this table with the anticipated parameters to be meas-

ured clearly indicates that sensors are available to meet most AIDAPS require-

ments for all Army aircraft. Sensors which have characteristics exceeding the

ranges shown in the table can be obtained. Particularly difficult parameter

measurements on future aircraft may dictate the use of these extended range

sensors.
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Host of the sensors shmm in Table 4-2 are not significantly different fren

* tbate aboard 40rcraft in the mdilate po:- World War II era. Notable exceptims

are the devlopmnt of s:1id irate sensors as well as the tee of solid state

devices for amalificatici, signal conversion and signal conditivaing. Solid state

sensor" genera lT have Improved accuracy and reliability and reduced veight and

size. More recently, significant effort has bee expended to reduce their cost.

"*%e survey of the sensor technology indicates that generally sensors are

available to meet the accuracy :,quired forthe AIDhP system applications. As an

example, a study has been conducted to examine the sensor accuracy requirements

f or a" typica! Amy aircraft. The engine parameters considered were the engine

fuel flow, shaft horsepower, exhaust gas temperature, compressor pressure ratio,

engine core and power turbine speeds, and engine inlet air conditions. The

sensitivity analysis of the sensor accuracies for engine condition indicators

(fuel 'low, compressor pressure rat-o, shaft horsepower, and exhaust gas tempera-

ture) as a function of corrected engine core speed show that the desired accuracy

requirements for the parameters are the following:

* Fuel flow rate within ± 1% of F.S

- Engine core and power turbine speed within ± 0.5% of F.S.

* Shaft horsepower within ± 1% of F.S.

* Exhaust gas temperature within ± 17. of F.S.

0 Compressor discharge pressure within ± 1% of F.S.

* Engine inlet air temperature and pressurewithin ± 1% of F.S.

There are available sensors which will meet these accuracy requirements with the

exception of shaft horsepower. Shaft horsepower is determined from the measured

values of the power turbine speed and torque pressure. Both engine core and power

turbine speeds can be accurately measured. However, the uncertainty of the torque

pressure data is approximately 57. of F.S. Since shaft horsepower is computed from

power turbine speed and torque pressure, the accuracy of the shaft horsepower value

will be greater than 5%. Therefore, the development of a new sensor is recommend.i

to improve the accuracy of the shaft horsepower measurement, if this parameter is

required for a particular AIDAPS application.

Another sensor that could benefit from additional development funds is the

engine fuel flow transmitter. Industry survey indicates that there are many sensors

available which measure fuel volumetric flow for the engine size of the Army air-

crafts, but none are adequate for measuring fuel mass flow rate. In order to
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cz~vert the -7olume~ric: f low rate to mass flow rate, the fuel density and its
variation as a function of fuel temperature must be known in addition to the fuel
temperature when the volumetric flow data wms recorded. These uncertaintJes can

There are several fuel mems flow meters available for larger engines used on the

co mercial and other gover nt aircrafts. Development of sinilar flow xstera

is recomended for the iawller engine sizes of sme Amy aircraft* for the hIDAPS

applications.

A nuzber of new types of sensors have been developed, or are being devel-

oped, which =ay contribute significantly to an ADA.PS system. These include
acoustic emission transducers, variable reluctance displacement transducers,

leakage detectors, metal fatigue sensors, oil analysis sensors and chip detec-

tors (See Appendix A, Section 5.)

The assessment of the sensor requirements forr AIDAPS reveals the general
availability of transducer elements to support present day requirements. The
objective in all cases is to provide sensors which will measure the required

parameters and present an electrical output compatible with the overall AIDAP

system requirements. In all cases, this goal is attainable. Anticipated

sensor improvements will increase sensor accuracy and provide refinements in

AIDAPS functions.

4.3 RECOMGhEED PROGRAMS

Although rresent day equipment and technology are sufficient to meet the

basic AIDAP system requirements, certain developmental or proposed develop-
mental programs could sigrificantly enhance AIDAPS capabilities. The following

programs have been selected for particular emphasis.

a) Airborne Oil Deterioration Sensor

b) Cepstrum Analysis of Vibration Data

c) Optical Correlator

d) Adaptive Vibration Analysis

e) High Frequency Vibration Analysis

f) Acoustic Emission Monitoring of Structurally Loaded Aircraft Components
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*4.4 •EASIULYM SMUM

As a result of the aduancenrxt of aircraft maintenance data smwitorift

equipoent and other pertinent technologies, all me technological capabilities

exist which are required to design an A]hAP system. These technologies include

the sensing, data processing, computing, data storage, data recording and data

printing hardware required to design a systea, as well as the data analyses

techniques required for diagnosis and prognosis. The large reductions in

%might and voluie of daza processing equipment allows incorporation into

a4iborne equipment a great nany functions which previously could only be

accommdared on the ground. As a resait of the stuvey of these current AIDAP

requirements, technology, prograns and equipmnts, the followiig conclusions

can be drawn:

a) The development of an AIDAPS meeting the requirements detailed in the

Department of the Army QNR entitled "Autowatic Inspection, Diagnostic and

Prognostic System for Army Aircraft" requires only an engineering effort.

b) Advances in sensing, computing and recording zechnologies allow further

refinement of the AIDAPS equipment configuration beyond that which night

be envisicned from the QfR.

c) Although diagnostic and prognostic capabilities are technically feasible

for most present aircraft com-ponents, the cost/effectiveness of applying

these technologies to those components, which are not troublesome from

a maintenance and logistic standpoint, sust be analyzed.

d) Certain technological developments are worth pursuing as potential con-

tributions to improved AIDAPS capabilities.

e) The requirement that the sensors have a mean time between failure (MTBF)

rate equal to or exceeding the mean time between overhaul (MTBO) or MTBF

of the component being monitored can now be attained. In order to meet a

suitable MTBF for the en~ire AIDAPS, and to provide a suitable diagnostic

and prognostic capability, the sensors should preferably have an MTBF which

is considerably greater than (preferably twice) the .'TBO or MTBF of the

monitored components. Such sensor reliabilities are well within current

state of the art for most of the sensor types required.
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5.0 IWP STS COWI 16= = AP12ACIS

The objective of this section is to define practical system approsacbes

to the selection of bardwre systemr for cost effectiveness analysis. only

a sumry of the details of s-esr.em selection is presented here. For a full

discussion see Appendix 3, Sections 2.0 and 3.0.

5.1 LIMAPS FEUCTlS

To define the possible system design alternatives, the LIMPS capibilities

are divided into four functional blocks; sensing, collection, analysis and

display/record. These functional divisions are basic to any ALIMP system.

In this logical division each functional block performs a separate and

distinct ,peration related to the overall objective of AIDPS.

5.1.1 SENSING

The function of sensing is defined herein as the act of detecting an

electrical or physical unit of measure; i.e., parameter, by means of a device

referred to as a sensor or transducer. For the purposes of this study signal

conditioners are categorized under the function of collection and/or acquisition.

The sensing fuiction includes all wiring from the sensors to tbe collection

interface and any additional transducers which must be added to monitor

parameters not presently .nstrumented.

5.1.2 COLLECTION

( Data collection includes the acquisition of the analog or discrete signals

from the sensors; all multiplexing prior to, and subsequent to, signal condi-

tioning; analog to digital conversion; primary editing; and digital data

formating necessary to arrange the data in the best form for analysis.

5.1.3 ANALYSIS

Analysis refers to operations performed on the data to obtain useful

information. This includes secondary level data editing and compression,

threshold detection, parameter cross correlation, trend analysis, signature

comparisons, and the control of data transmission, which are necessary to

achieve the objectives of fault detection, fault isolation, and fault prediction.
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Processing will include the =Es to determine if noizorlng conditions

are valId relative to the determination of intenance itms. As an ezatale,

the conditions of fuel demand by rbe engine oust be kno for the deteminttiosm

of satisfactory fuel flow race.

Consicererion =utst be gi,;en to tech=iques -w.ich allow fcr apurioas or

sbort tere "invalid" inputs fron signal conditioning. These spurious inputs

can be camsed by sensor transients or external electrical influences sad

should nor inoicate nraLrtenýnce iftets. Methods of confirnation or time

dependence should be evaluated in relation to the eli-iaatioa of incorrect

or superfluous data.

Dispiay is defined as the presentation of the information resultang

..ro= AIDPS inv!enentat•o.n tE -he Arm- xinteance or flight persoonel,

i.e., the !ink beriieen =an and nachine.

Displayv tecbhiieues and coaponents utilized for presentation oust be

opti--ized in relation to their abilicy t- meet presentation requxreaents and

their s, iabi-.;ty in adopting outputs fro= processing circuits. Existing

aircraft dispiay equipmenr.s relevant to inflight safety will be utilized in

lieu of additional display equipments.

Presentation of maintenance items should be as simple s possible and

compatible with the maintenance concept.

Information to be displayed or analyzed on the ground must be recorded

so that ground display is possible with airborne data acquisition.

5.2 AIRBURNE/GROcEND BASED/HYBRID CONFIGURATIONS

The Automatic Inspection, Diagnosis and Prognosis System (AIDAPS) is

Sdesigned to monitor, analyze, is-1ate, display, record, report and present

information relative to the aircraft and its systems, to the aircrew and/or

the ground crew, as appropriate. Numerous mechanizations of AIDAPIE may be

configured to satisfy these requirenents.
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There are three basic types of systems; airborne, ground ba4ed, and a

cosbi-atice of both, herein referred to as hybrid. Essentiall, each t-pe

- w•:lves equipment in either the aircraft or on the ground, configured and

preportioned as inplted in the name. Each type of system has certain

inherent a.dvanatges and disadvantages. The relative merf-ts and -pplfcability

of -each approach are evaleated for all 10 Army aircrait both individuslly

and collectively.

Evaluation criteria for these three 5&sc system , airborne, ground kased,

anc hybrid, for future aircraf-., UTrAS and IRL, could be somnhzt different

than for existing aircraft. Cabling, oaseline tensors, and BME co•id be

established In the original aircraft desigr, ha7Mever, the "independent

considerations" apply regardless of aircraft type. The cradeoffs Involved

are compounded hy the Army's vide range wf aircraft type, -nodel and series

comprised of fixcd wing and helicopters.

The fundamental disparity betwe-n the airborne and greynd based concepts
is the question uf the capaoility of a ground-based system to adequately
diagnose an air vehicle condition and progn-se impending failures when it

is on the ground, in contrast to an airborne system whic-, can continuously

unitor the vehicle in all modes of flight. Since the ground-based data

collection systems assune an umbilical cable to couple the aircraft to a

ground-based console, it is apparent thac fixed-wiug versus helicopter

operation would present a different set of constraints, Within the limits

of flight safety, it can be assumed that the helicopter can operate in a

hover mode in addition to normal ground operation, whereas fixed-wing air-

craft is limited to only an engine runup on the ground. The basic advantage

of the ground-based system, with its need tc have only sensors on board the

aircraft, is that the signal conditioning and processing equipment can be

shared by several aircraft and therefore overall equipment costs and air-

borne weight can be reduced. There are ozher aspects of the ground-based

versus the airborne data collection systems which will be presented sub-

sequently in this report.
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The four basic functional blocks are considered wtth respect to an airborne,

ground or hybrid application because each of the functions could be accomplished

in the air or on the ground.

There are nunerous variations of these fundamental approaches. To be

objective, the criteria for selection must consider only what is required to
vekform the function in the most reliable, useful and cost-effective manner

consistent with the aircraft mission and related operational constraints.

5.2.1 AIRBORNE DEFINIflGM

An airborne system has all the elements located in and flown as part of

the aircraft. An airborne system has many more possible configuraticns than
a ground system due to tbe ability to perform both data analysis and data

presentation functions ta the air. Some onboard analysis "aystems compare the
conditioned data with k not. signature values or curves. The data is displayed'

only when it exceeds sper.ified values. Other systems record all data for

subsequent ground analysis and display.

The principal advantage of an airborne acquisition system over a ground-

based system is its ability to monitor the aircraft in all modes of operation.

Intermittent or transient problems which are not necessarily repeated in a

ground runup and hover, can be detected and identified. Another advantage is

the potential to increase real-time inflight safety by alerting the pilot to

an adverse condition which is not readily identifiable via the cockpit
instruments.

The obvious disadvantages are the decrease in aircraft payload, and the

increase in the cost of providing one AIDAPS for each aircraft as opposed to

a ground system which can be used to service several aircraft.

a) Airborne Sensing - Sensing will be considered airborne if the sensors

are permanently installed in the aircraft.

b) Airborne Collection - Collection will be considez:- airborne when the

hardware is an integral part of the aircraft and is flown on the air-

craft ouring all "2rmal flight operations.
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c) Airborne Analysis - Analysis will be considered airborne if performed in
real time while the aircraft is in flight and the hardweae is installed

in the aircraft during all flight modes.

d) Airborne Display - The display equipment nvst be flown with the aircraft
during all modes of flight to be considered airborne. A display which
is connected directly to the aircraft after it has landed, then removed

prior to normal flight, will not be considered airborne diiplay.

5.2.2 HYBRID DEFINITION

With a hybrid system, some of its functions are performed in the air and
•m~e on the ground. The sensors are considered an integral part of the air-
craft. Many variations of a hybrid system are possible. One a.ý.ernative is

41 inflight data collection, ground analysis, and ground display. There are
many versionE that perform some onboard analysis and some ground analysis.
Once the data has been analyzed, either in the air or on the ground, it is
then displayed. The display can be in flight, on the ground, or combinations

of each. The displays can take the form of lights, flags, analog traces,
numerical printout, code printout, CRT displays, voice uirning messages, or
combinations thereof. If any part of the data is to be presented on the
ground, some form of data storage is required. This data storage can be
accomplished by various types of recorders. Examples of hybrid systems are
shown in Table 5.1 to illustrate two possible hybrid system configurations.

TABLE 5-1 EXAMPLES OF HYBRID SYSTEMS

SYSTEM AIRBORNE EQUIPMENT GROUND EQUIPMENT

Sensors: (1) Existing Data Transfer

A (2) New

Signal Conditioning Analysis

Recording Display

Sensors: (1) Existing Data Transfer
B (2) New Partial Analysis

Signal Conditioning Display

Partial Analysis

Recording

Partial Display
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System Type A is categorized as a flight data system in which all data is

acquired, conditioned and recorded in flight for complete computerized data

analysis on the ground. This is a recording system rather than an analytical

system. In essence, it approximates the traditional mechanizations that

have been used for several decades for flight test programs. Extensive

avalysis on the ground is required to separate the pertinent information from

the mass of data collected. Any extended delay in maintenance data due to

analysis following landing is incompatible with the QHR and practical

applications.

System Type B recognizes the limitations of Type A above and performs

partial airborne computation with subsequent ground computation. System

Type B is superior to Type A, with respect to providing some data that can

be displayed during flight. The system also has more airborne complexity

than Type A. Type B involves data acquisition, recording and in-flight

computation for the specific aircraft. Because the computation is done in

the air, inflight real time display is feasible. This concept has the dual

capability of presenting inflight critical information in real time and

pertinent information after landing in minimal time with ground recovery

equipment. The data recovery equipment permits review of the information

on the flight line by maintenance personnel.

5.2.3 GROUND-BASED DEFINITIONS

A ground-based system has none of its components except sensors perma-

nently installed in the aircraft. Any component temporarily installed to

gather data, and then removed before normal flight operations, is considered

as ground based.

5.3 AIDAPS HARDWARE DESIGN ALTERNATIVES

In addition to the basic configuration choices, a number of design

philosophies or techniques must be considered. Table 5.2 summarizes the

possible decign alternatives, indicates the selection made for further

analysis, and briefly indicates the reason for the choice. For a full

discussion of design considerations, see Sections 2.0 and 3.0 of Appendix B.
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The hardware design characteristics applicable to all systems are as

follows:

"* Digital systems will be used including digital data transmission and

recording.

"* Maximum use of existing sensors will be made.

"* New sensors will be of similar types as existing sensors, except where

improved performance is required and possible.

* Documentary data will be accommodated wherever practical.

* Solid-state multiplexing will be used.

* Existing aircraft flight safety displays will be used.

* Ground display will be a printer.

I * Data compression will be used.

* Telemetry will not be used.

5.4 SYSTEM CONFIGURATION APPROACHES

The remaining system design alternatives apply to the location (i.e.,

ground, hybrid and airborne of each AIDAPS functional capability) and the

degree of complexity (i.e., simple, medium and complex). The degrees of

complexity are defined for each functional capability as follows:

* Sensing

Simple - less than 40 parameters monitored

Medium - between 40 and 80 parameters

Complex - more than 80 parameters

0 Collection

Simple - analog

Medium - time shared analog to digital conversion

Complex - analog to digital conversion with data compression and

process control
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* Analysiýs

Simple - comparison to fi-ed preset limits

Medium - comparison to fixed preset limits and comparison to

interrelated limits and logical situations with a

digital output

Co=plex - complete medium capability plus trend analysis and

recognition of failure signatures.

The possible system configurations consist of all the combinations of

four functional capabilities with three locations and three levels of
2

complexity for each. This allows 3 = 9 combinations of location and

complexities for each functional capability. Since there are four functional

capabilities for each aircraft, there are 94 or 6561 different possible

combinations to be analyzed for each aircraft.

5.4.1 LOGICAL CONSTRAINTS

The number of rissible combinations to be analyzed for each aircraft can

be greatly reduced by operational, design and logic constraints. These are:

a) Sensing must be on aircraft (airborne). Hybrid or ground sensing is

costly and requires excessive time.

b) Data collection should not be hybrid since the data acquisition circuitry

is small and lightweight and the same circuitry can be shared by many

parameters.

c) The analysis function must be ground based if data collection is ground

based.

,) The display and record function should be airborne or hybrid, if airborne

analysis is used. Safety of flight information is only of value if it

is displayed to the aircrew on a timely basis.

e) The display and record function can only be ground based if analysis is

ground based.

Application of these constraints reduces the number of alternatives to 1539.
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5.6.2 CSC -S UIIAI3

5.4.2.1 Sensor Canplexity

T'he degree of soph.istication required by sensor and data collection

depends upon the aircraft complexity and the system concepts developed. From

the standpoint of AIDAPS, one major meas.rement of this complexity is the

nume- of sensors and type of sensors u'ich mist be amonitored. Sensors of

different types require differences in data processing and analysis. There-

fore, it is necessary to derive a measure vhich is related to both the

number of sensors and the data processing complexity. For this study, a

weighted sensor count was derived for each aircraft. The definition of the

weighted sensor count is shown on Table 5-3. This table also shows the ratio

of weighted sensor count for existing sensors to the weighted sensor count of U
added sensors. This ratio is sborn for the UH-I engines (61/53) as well as

the balance of the aircraft (57/59).

Table 5-4 shows a comparison of many factors associated with aircraft

complexity. From this table initial aircraft groupings were made. Each

group contains those aircraft which are sufficiently similar to warrant

similar AIDAP system applications. Although the AIDAP systems are similar in

many respects, they are still capable of processing varying numbers of sensors

for the types of aircraft within the groups. These preliminary groups are

shown in Table 5-5 and are used to define the cost effectiveness for unique

systems. Unique AIDAP systems are defined as those w-hich are designed for

application to a specific aircraft type.
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5.&.2.2 Data Collectiam CbrPletiYr

Cmqlez data coeictiom is used I.n all cases to re&=ce cases amd bring

the data steorage and presentatfia requiremens wihin feasible rages.

5.4.2.3 A=talwsis CMWlexity

Scam.lez data analysis is required to accomplish cwr diapgrosls nd

.Xrnsosis.

5.4.2.4 Displa/lecord

Smole displays are inaeequate for prowiding permnent data records and

storage. -Me•se records are required to support obser-vation and interpreta-

tico :f diagnostic and prognostic information. Com~plex displays are -

•tr~ele costly and lack operational portability and mobility. The mediun

'eve! display using hardcopy printed records in mmeric or English lanrage

is the best comupromiise.

-he combination of the location and sophistication constraints results

in four basic system configurations for cost effectiveness analysis. These

systens are:

Airborne - with couplex data collection and analysis and nedium

displays

Hybrid I - with complex airborne data collection and analysis,

airbor:.e display of flight safety information and a

medium complexity ground display of maintenance data.

Hybrid II - with complex airborne data collection at selected intervals

and complex ground based data analysis and medium display.

'Ground - with complex data collection, analysis and medium display,

all ground based.

The sensing complexity for all four systems is simple, mediur: or complex

depending on requirements of the aircraft on which the unique system is

ins talled.
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5.5 ERAZRMU DESM3PITMK

7he renaianer of Vnis section descr -es the evolution of the har4-are

cefiguratioxs from the unique systems, through the group and universal

systes- Th hardware units are shouw Jcr each system.

55.1 CA•IUME AIDAW SY'T 1 (E-TQUE)

This section shows the tnique ALDAP systens .hich are candidates foc the

cost effectivenese analysis. A detailed discussion of system characteristics

appears in Appendix B.

A modular hardware ce-acept ;as selected for each, of the four AIDAPS

configurations. The nodular approach permits the adaptability of the basicSdata acqtisiti"oa and processing units to a variety of AIMWP system applica-

"ri= --.----- =n...;. R--asnable-ex-ansion o c.nditiofing and processing

capabilities nay be introduced without any c nange to a modular envelope and

without significant change in weig!ft. Solid state MOS integrated digital

circuit devices are applied to the great st degree possible to minimize

power requirements, =odular weight and cost. As previously noted, the

bardware configuration is based on a constant AIDAP functional base. Like-

wise the iLternal configurations of the modular units are essentially

controlled by this sae base. A reduction of this base can be readily

accomplished by eliminating a specific modular element and, as necessary,

incorporating a desired functional replacement within a remaining unit.

(- This can be done without affecting the aircraft/AIDAPS peripheral interface

design.

Figure 5-1 shows a block diagram applicable to all unique systems. The

sensor outputs are fed to electronic processing units for analog to digital

conversion. Documentary data consisting of certain data entered, such as

aircraft number and certain part numbers, date, etc., which are entered

automatically, or manually by the ground or aircrews. The sensor data is

continuously monitored. In the Airbc:ne or Hybrid I systems, flight

safety data is transmitted to the aural and/or light displays. In the

hybrid sy.tems, d-ta is transmitted to the ground data analysis and printer

unit by means of a magnetic tape. For the Ground System, data transmission
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is accomplished by means of a digital umbilical transmission wire. The data

is analyzed for diagnostic and prognostic indications and printed out in

English language on a paper tape.

5.5.1.1 Airborne Configuration

Figure 5-2 shows the equipment physical configuration for an airborne

system.

The Flight Data Entry Panel (FDEP) provides the following functions:

e Manual/Automatic insertion of aircraft "Documertary Data" (DOCD)

* Power and operational mode control of a voice warning unit.

1 Primary power control of an airborne digital processor, when applied

to the AIDAP system.

The Voice Warning Unit (VWU) is utilized to enhance aircraft and crew

inflight safety. The unit performs the following functions:

9 Accepts conditioned and processed sensor analog data from selected

flight critical aircraft parameters in a direct mode via digital

data front a central electronics unit.

* Provides control logic for selection of prerecorded voice warning

messages. Outputs voice messages to the pilot headset, and to an

inflight magnetic tape recorder for data storage.

The Airborne Data Processor (ADP) performs the real time prognosis.0
The Central Electronics UnP.- (CEU) is the basic data acquisition and

processing module for the system. It is essentially a general purpose

computer similar to the CEU for thp Hybrid I system. All diagnostic

interchanges are performed by the CEU. It serves the following purposes:

0 Accepts sensor analog data from selected aircraft parameters in a

direct mode, and digital data from a remote data acquisition unit.

* Provides aircraft interface circuit isolation.

@ Performs signal noise filtering, operational process control, multi-

plexing, conditioning, analog-to-digital signal conversion, data

compression, computational analysis, and record process control.

VOL II 5-19
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* Provides appropriate displays for visual monitoring of selected aircraft

-- subaysteems-and..A-DAP-eystem operational status, i.e., go/no-go.

* Outputs timing and operational logic data to the VWU, to the remote data

acquisition unit, and to an inflight recorder unit.

* Outputs inspection and diagnostic digital data to the inflight recorder

unit for data storage, and to an airborne digital processor when applied

in the AIDAPS pure airborne configuration.

The Remote Data Acquisition Unit (RDAU) is primarily used to permit the

adaptability of the basic CEU to aircraft types of significantly different

complexities. This configuration approach also reduces the harness wire

weight normally required between remote sensing areas and a centrally

(9 located data conditioning and processing unit. The functional purpose(s)

of the unit are as foliows:

* Accepts sensor analog data from selected aircraft parameters; provides

aircraft interface circuit isolation; performs signal noise filtering,

signal multiplexing, and analog-to-digital signal conversion.

* Outputs digital data to the CEU for subsequent processing functions as

previously described.

Primary power to the RDAU and the CEU is locally provided by aircraft

28 vdc power. Power regulation is integral with each of the units.

-• 5.5.1.2 Hybrid Configurations

Figure 5-3 depicts a hybrid allocation of AIDAP system hardware. The

hardware elements for the Hybrid I configuration have the same functions as

the airborne units except for the substitution of a magnetic tape recorder

for the ADP. The ADP functions are performed by the ground processor

equipment. For the Hybrid II system, the CEU has been omitted and control

of the recorder is incorporated into the RDAU. The ground processor equip-

ment incorporates the remaining CEU and ADP functions for trending compu-

tations and long term prognosis. Fault isolation logic for automatic

inspection and diagnosis is accomplished within the airborne CEU.
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The Inflight Recorder Unit (IRU) is utilized for inflight data storage.

It is an incremental speed, four track cartridge type magnetic tape recorder.

The tape motion is automatically controlled by the CEU or RDAU output data

logic. The data tracks consist of

* One Audio channel

* Two digital data channels

• One time data channel

The IRU is a split case design which permits quick removal of the tape

cartridge. The cartridge is conveyed' to the ground processing equipment

for data reconstruction and readout. The unit accepts the following data

inputs:

> C 0 Digital data from the CEU

* Voice data from the VWU afid/or the crew.

The Ground Processing Equipment is utilized for flight line data recon-

struction and data printout. It is a ground portable or mobile unit. It

consisti of modular segments identified as:

* Magnetic 'tape reproducer

• Data processor with a medium size magnetic tape memory

* Non-impact hardcopy data printer

The GPE accepts data in the following configurations:

* Magnetic tape cartridge from A/C recorder

& * Aircraft 'data via a remote data acquisition unit and hardware umbilical

0 System checkout and test data from ground test support equipment.

The GPE has the following capabilities:

o Reprogrammable general purpose 'computer

0 Long term data storage

* Computes data trends

O utputs data to higher maintenance levels when logistic interface

capability permits such.
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5.5.1.3 Ground ConfIg~tration

Figure 5-4 depicts a ground based allocation of AIDAP system hardware.

The RDAU is the same basic package described for the hybrid cOnfiguration.

It is sized such that it can be used as a ground based data acquisition

unit. Multiple units are employed as required. The RDAU is temporarily

installed in the aircraft and interfaces with the ground umbilical cablE.

It accepts sensor analog data from selected aircraft parameters and performs

operations as previously dcscribed. Digital data is transmitted via the

hardwire umbilical cable to the GPE for data compression; computational

processing for inspection, diagnostic and prognostic data; record process

control; and hardcopy data printout. The GPE processor providea timing

and control logic for sysLem operation.

5.5.1.4 Hardware Elements

Figures 5-5 through 5-12 illustrate the hardware elements which are used

in the unique AIDAP systems. The cost data is based on a buy of approximately

500 units. The cost and weight data vary for each aircraft type. See

Section 7.3 for the pre-ise cost and weight data for each AIDAPS type and

aircraft appl ication.

5.5.2 CANDIDATE AIDAP SYSTEMS (GROUP)

As a result of the unique system cost effectiveness tradeoffs, the Hybrid

II and Ground Based systems were eliminated from further consideration and

the Hybrid I and Airborne systems were redesigned to be applicable to a

group of aircraft. Since it became apparent the original aircraft grouping

was inadequate, the aircraft were organized into three groups. Thus there

are three Group AIDAP designs of each generic type.

Aircraft
SSysem Application Aircraft Group

Airborne
& Hybrid OH-6, OH-58

Airborne AH-I, UH-I,
& Hybrid U-21, OV-I

Airborne CH-47, CH-54,
& Hybrid HLH, UTTAS

VOL i1 5-24
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hi

PROCESOR.BUS BOARD

I~ • ---

SELF ITST/.NO-GO DIDICATOR

(BASIC)
WT 2.5 LBS

CB COMFIG PHYSICAL DATA: PUR 20 WATTS

INPUT/OUTPUT (IIO)__. 1 AT 28 VDC

PROCESSOR --- -- -------- VOL 0.046 FT3

MAGNETIC MEMORY.... 1I
ROM AND RAM N------- COST DATA:
SPARES-- 2

BUS BOARD- - - I -2.GK
WITH CHASSIS AND
CONNECTOR

FIGURE 5-9 AIDAPS AIRBORNE DIGITAL PROCESSOR (ADP)
HARDWARE DESCRIPTION
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DATA

rGI

PRINTER DTA:

NON-rxVACT TYPE -
wqr -5 LBS

COST =$6K
PRINT RATE 30 CPS, 300 WORDS/MN]f
PAPER WIDTH =3 518"
PRINT MEDIUM THERMAL
INPUT PHI REQ' TS 10 WATL'S AT 28 VDC

FIGURE 5-10 AIDAPS AIRBORNE PRINTER (ABP) HARDWARE DESCRIPTION
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In addition, there were changes in the parameters monitored to achieve

greater AIDAPS eff3ctiveness.

The basic configurations as shown in Figures 5-5 through 5-12 did not

change. However, system costs and weights did change as a result of this

system redefinition. The changes resulted from sizing the CEU to accommodate

the most complex aircraft of the group.

The major cost changes were due to prorating the DDT&E coists across

more aircraft, and from reduction in procdrement costs due to larger

quantity production. These effects were most apparent for aircraft avail-

able in small numbers. For a comparison of system costs aud weights

see paragraph 7.3.

5.5.3 CANDIDATE AIDAP SYSTEMS (UNIVERSAL)

During the development of the Group systems, iL became apparent that

further cost reductions could be accomplished by designing modular Universal

systems.

The CEU for the Universal systems was designed for the aircraft in

Group II. The RDAU was designed to accommodate the aircraft in Group III.

A Communications Unit (CU) serves as the data link between the CEU and the

aircrew and maintenance pt sonnel. In a completely airborne configuration

it consists of an airborne printer with communications completed via the

printed record. In a hybrid system the CU is composed of a magnetic memory

unit (a tape recorder, bubble memory, or the equivalent) and a readout

device and printer on the ground. The printed record completes the communica-

tions link.

Other combinations are possible. For example, the data may be stored

in permanent memory in the CEU and a printer brought aboard the aircraft

after every flight to printout the record. As an additional alternative,

communications to the maintenance man could be via an alphanumeric display,

either in the aircraft or ground based with information transferred by a

magnetic memory unit.

The concept of the Universal system approach is that basic hardware elements

will be designed and employed for various aircraft applications. The airborne

equipment and applicable ground equipment will be reprogrammed using software

prepared during the development program for its specific incorporation i
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different aircraft types or models. On occasion, however, as a universally

designed (IU is employed in these other aircraft, portions of the signal

conditioning section will be physically changed by removing selected circuit

boards and replacing them with already designed circuit boards for the

aircraft signal conditioning in question.

Illustrations of the modular Universal Hybrid I System are contained

in Section 2.0, Figures 2-1 through 2-3. Figure 5-13 shows the modular

Lniversal Airborne System. The units comprising this system are similar

to those of the hybrid system except for the Communications Unit shown in

Figure 5-14.

5.6 AIDAP SYSTEM CAPACITIES

One of the most important system characteristics affecting system size,

, weight and cost is the number of parameters required to be monitored. A

relatively large number of parameters must be monitored for the inspections

and the first few components. As shown in Figure 5-15, almost 50 parameters

are required for the first 10 items (inspections and components) on the AH-l air-

craft. From the tenth to the twenty-fifth component, each additional component

requires approximately one additional parameter. Beyond the twenty-fifth

component, less than one parameter per component is required. This is due

to the ability to correlate the signals of various parameters and logically

diagnose the source of a failure. Indeed, the last few components are

obtained free in the sense that the parameters required for monitoring

these components are already monitored for other purposes. Figures 5-16

through 5-23 show the parameter count versus component count for the other

aircraft. The components are ranked in order by maintenance indices. The

components with the highest maintenance indices are shown first. Daily,

intermediate, and periodic inspections are included, and since these have

high maintenance indices, they usually are the first three components.

Table 5-6 shows the sensor types, quantities, and weighted sensor count

required for each aircraft.

The AIDAPS configurations established in this section represent a

spectrum of design philosophies and system approaches optimized in respect

to normal desii.. tradeoffs. As noted below, the candidate AIDAPS configura-

tions represent the best available choices to provide one or more of the

basic AIDAPS requirements, or a compromise system of these requirements.
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80 ELECT SYSTEM °

Sc FUEL SYSTEM

70 AVIONICS GRP

60 *-HYD GRP
ROTOR GRP

• i -•ENGINE GRP

50

0

402 o.

-I 30

J. 20

t0 END OF COMPONENT

10 ,RANKING

10 20 30 40 50 60 70

COMPONENT CO(JNT

DECREASING RANK ORDER

FIGURE 5-15 AH-l AIRCRAFT COMPONENTS VS APPLIED PARAMETERS
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FIGURE 5-16 LII- I AIRCRAFT COMPONENTS VS APPLIED PARAMETERS
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FIGURE 5-17 CH-47 AIRCRAFr COMPONENTS VS APPLIED PARAhETERS
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FIGURE 5-19 OH-6/OH-58 AIRCRAFT COMPONENTS VS APPLIED PARAMETERS
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Lightweight and low cost -- Ground Based System

Accuracy and operational suitability -- Airborne Unique System

Compromise of the above -- Hybrid I, Hybrid II, and all Group and

Universal systems

The final selection of the recommended systems are made by cost effective

new tradeoffs in section 7.0.

A note of design commonality is worth observing before leaving this subject.

As discussed in Appendix B, the state of the art in electronic component

technology is moving rapidly. Heretofore, it was only possible to design an

AIDAPS using a very large general purpose airborne computer or to provide a

small, almost hardwired special purpose computer to do the job. With the

advancements made in the last two years, it is possible to obtain the versatility

of a general purpose machine without accepting a weight penalty. This means

; jthat the configurations and physical characteristics of the AIDAPS presented in

this study can be realized and will incorporate general computer technology

that permits use of software to modify system logic, threhsolds and computations

without physical changes to the hardware. Whether the equipment is airborne or

ground-based, if significant computational capability is required in any portion

of the hardware, standard processes will be employed. This will, of course,

necessitate the development of software for each specific aircraft application.

However, some engineering must be accomplished in all cases, whether to hard-

wire a system or program it with software. Software costs are obviously the

best approach for highly versatility equipment. The computer language employed

is a function of the processor and the application and not critical to the

advancement of the effort. Programs can be written to make an AIDAPS interface

with almost any test language.
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6.0 AIDAPS OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS

6.1 OPERATIONAL PLAN

The AIDAP configurations described in Section 5 are highly flexible designs A

capable of being deployed with the aircraft or the aircraft supporting organiza-

tions and operated by the air or ground crews. Each AIDAPS generic type,

however, has inherent operating, deployment and/or mobility advantages and

disadvantages which are discussed in this section.

6.1.1 AIRBORNE SYSTEM

6.1.1.1 Deployment

The Airborne System is a self-contained airborne equipment set which is

deployed with the aircraft and maintains its full operational capability at

all times and all locations. Thp AIDAPS Test Set for the Airborne System is

airmobile, and is deployed with GS unita. In the event there are no.lccal GS

units, it may be deployed to the DS level.

6.1.1.2 Employment

The Airborne AIDAP System (see Figure 6-1) requires no attention from the

aircrew other than their option to insert the late. Failure to insert this

date in no way degrades the system operation but no data correlation date will

appear on the printout. When a condition affecting safety of flight occurs,

warring is transmitted to the aircrew through the normal warning system.

Whenever any malfunction occurs or is impending, the appropriate information

is printed and can be examined by the aircrew and/or retained for the main-

tenance crew. Once during each flight, a complete prognostic printout of the

status of the aircraft systems is accomplished.

After a flight, the Sround crew checks the aircraft status light for

indication of a malfunction. If one has occurred, the maintenance mechanic

examines the data printout to diagnose the malfunction. The interpretation

of this data will require approximately 3 minutes. The AIDAPS autoratically

isolates the malfunction to componebnts or groupo of components.
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Once each day the crew chiefs or maintenance officer examines the aircraft

&tatus printouts for indication of the health of each aircraft component

.. monitored. This printout indicates the remaining time to on condition re-

placement of major components. These replacements can then be scheduled

for subsequent days.

When a malfunction occurs, a copy of the AIDAPS diagnostic printout is

attached to the appropriate TAMMS report. If a component is replaced, the

origitial copy is attached to the repairable part.

6.1.1.3 Maintenance

The Arborne AIDAYS has an automatic built-in test capability. Hence no

test equipment is rcquired at the organizational level. When an AIDAPS mal-

(9 function is indicated, the indicated module is removed and replaced. This

requires an average of less than 10 minutes. If the CEU has malfunctioned,

the modular memory is removed and installed in the replacement CEU. In this

manner, the memory required for diagnostics or prognostics is preserved.

The faulty components are transferred to the DS or GS unit which has the

AIDAPS Test Set. One of these test sets will be required for approximately

each 100 aircraft. This test set isolates the malfunction to a replaceable

card or component which is shipped to the depot or factory for repair.

6.1.2 HYBRID I SYSTEM

6.1.2.1 Deployment

The airborne portion of the Hybrid I system is deployed with Lhe aircraft.

The ground portion is airmobile and portable and is deployed with the

organizational units. One ground processing unit is required for approxi-

mately 15 aircraft. Deployment of the AIDAP System Test Set is the same as

for the Airborne System.
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6.1.2.2 Employment

The airborne employment of the Hybrid I System is identical to that of the

Airborne AIDAPS with the exception that the maintenance data printout will not

be available inflight.

After a flight, the maintenance personnel will examine the aircraft status

light and/or digital display. The status light will be lit if a malfunction

is detected. If the light is on, the memory unit is removed and transported

to the ground unit and processed for diagnostic information. The printout

indicates the component or group of components which have malfunctioned.

Removing the memory unit, transporting it to the ground unit and processing

the information requires approximately six minutes. The dispoFition of the

printed records is identical to the airborne system. In the Hybrid systems

the memory units can be made available to the depots or the contractors for

special studies if this is desired.

Once each day, the memory unit is removed and processed for prognostic

data. This allows the on condition removals to be scheduled.

6.1.2.3 Maintenance

Maintenance of the Hybrid I System is identical to the Airborne System.

6.1.3 HYBRID II SYSTEM

6.1.3.1 Deployment

The deployment of the Hybrid II System ib identical to Hybrid I.

6.1.3.2 Employment

Airborne operation of the Hybrid II System is identical to Hybrid I

except that no air safety nor diagnostic information can be supplied to the

aircrew.

Ground operation of the Hybrid II System is similar to Hybrid I except that

no aircraft status light is provided and the data memory unit must be

processed after every flight. Processing time is increased to seven minutes.
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6.1.4 GROUND SYSTEM

6.1.4.1 Deployment

For the Ground System, only the sensoic and associat-d wiring are deployed

with the aircraft. One ground processor muat be provided for five aircraft.

The ground processor may no longer be portabie. Deployment of the AIDAPS

Test Set is the same as for the Airborne System.

6.1.4.2 Employment

A special ground runup is required for the Ground System. Once each day,

the Ground AIDAP System is moved to one of its aircraft (the ground systems

must be dedicated to five specific aircraft for full diagnostic and prognostic

capability). The Ground System is then connected to its power source and the

RDAU is installed on the aircraft. A pilot is then required to bring a rotary

wing aircraft to a three foot hover. Fixed wing aircraft can be brought to

full throttle by a maintenance mechanic. Five minutes of maximum operation

are required while the data is being sampled. An additional sample is made

during coast down. Figure 6-2 shows estimated time lines for the ground run

up. The top section of the figure indicates the time required for the ground

crew, while the lower portion shows the time required for the aircraft.

The use of the data printouts are the same as for the Airborne System.

6.1.4.3 Maintenance

Maintenance of the Ground AIDAP system is identical to the Airborne System.

6.2 AIDAPS IMPACT ON ARMY AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE CAPABILITIES

6.2.1 IMPACT ON ORG, DS, GS AND DEPOT MAINTENANCE

The envisioned impact of AIDAPS on organizational levels of maintenance

includes possible MAC changes, reduction or elimination of inspections, quantity

changes in allowances of spares, repair parts, special tools and GSE, and a

reduction in TAMMS record keeping.

The positive identification of a malfunctioning component by AIDAPS will
permit downgrdding of MAC removal or replacement functions to the organizational
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level of maintenance consistent with skills, special took requirements, time

and the tactical situation.

Current inspections including the PHD, PHI and PHP are designed to insure

daily and hourly checks of aircraft and components. They are required mainly

because of the "unknown" condition of aircraft subsystems. An AIDAPS will

reduce these unknowns so that it may be possible to eliminate the PMI's

(every 25 hours) and extend the 100 hour PMP. Table 6-1 shows the potential

effects of AIDAPS upon Army maintenance procedures.
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6.2.2 IM2ACT ON ARMY. MATNTLWINCE AND LOGISTIC PROGRAMS

The general purpose of an AIDAP System is to improve the maintainability

and supportability of an aircraft. Since this objective is identical to the

objectives of the Army programs organized under the Logistic Offensive Program

(Section 3.0), the AIDAPS will enhance their overall achievement.

The employment of an AIDAPS will allow more accurate and iore detailed

information to be gathered. This data, when properly processed, can provide

a realistic basis for the studies, actions and decisions involved in these

Army programs. In addition, AIDAPS can provide basic information required

for experimental and developmental programs for maintenance equipment.

Specifically, AIDAPS is a tool by which many of the objectives of the Army

ci logistics programs can be accomplished. The contributions AIDAPS can make to

these program objectives are listed in Table 6-2.
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TABLE 6-2 POTENTIAL IMPACT (O AIDAPS
ON ARMY LOGISTIC PROGRAMS

Logistic Program Impact

Maintenance Assistance Improved workload allocation provided
Instruction Team (KM1T) by data from the AIDAPS printout

Positive diagnosis of malfunctions

Enhanced repair capabilities at lower
maintenance levels

Selective Item Management More accurate TAMMS data from AIDAPS
System (SIMS) printout

Provides data usable for updating
Maintenance Allocation Charts (-AC)

More accurate component repair
frequenc ies L
More accurate spare parts demand rates

Direct Exchange (DX) Positive diagnosis of malfunctions
Fault isolation below module level

More accurate aircraft status reports

More accurate stockage predictions

Spare parts
Fuel (from flight time)

Standard Army Maintenance Better information for MAC updating
Reporting and Management More accurate TA1MS data and component1 ~ ~Subsystems (SAlMS) uaedtusage data

More accurate reportin)g of operating time )

More accurate CS3 data

More accurate aircraft status reports

Maintenance Support Positive Diagnostic/prognostic capability to
(MS+) modular level and belao

Positive diagnosis

Reduced inspection and troubleshooting
=aintenance man-hour requirements

Reduced una.rranted removals

aReduced tize change redcr-.t is

xRedutced ajiicraft caintenance dowent ize

U 6-20
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6.4 AIDAP OPERATIONAL PREFERENCES

This discussion analyzes the major operational factors which affect AIDAP

system selection. These factors include the ability to deploy and operate

aircraft equipped with alternative AIDAP system candidates. The operational

advantages and disadvantages of each AIDAP system are determined by its opera-

tional requirements. The major differences due to the operational requirements

of the candidate AIDAP system are presented below:

a) The Ground System requires approximately thirty minutes to check out an

aircraft.

b) Flight-rated personnel are required by the Ground AIDAPS to put the air-

craft in hover. This is in addition to the need to have nonrated persons

to operate the AIDAPS. k-

c) Safety considerations dictate that the aircraft not be raised beyond ground

effect and convention limits the hover to about three feet. Under these

conditions, since it is presumed the aircraft is not loaded, only about

50 percent of rated power could be drawn. Under such limited loading,

there are many engine and cransmission malfunctions or degradations which

would not be revealed. Examples are malfunctions of the fuel control at

rated power, the damage of the compressor, power turbine or nozzles due

to previoiis foreign object damage, abuse, or wear (shown by high gas

generator output temperature or abnormal fuel flow at approximately

rated power), and wear in the power train. It is not reasonable to assume

that an aircraft would be fully loaded before runup and ter; i.e., with a

reasonable doubt that the aircraft could be dispatched. This is particularly

evident if the load consists of personnel.

d) The complete absence of horizontal motion conceals a series of malfunctions

or maintenance requirements which involve the aerodynamic surfaces. Examples

are low and medium frequency vibrations due to forward air speed over aero-

dynamic surfaces such as main rotors, stabilizers, tail rotors, etc.

e) If nonrazed personncl run up the aircraft, oniy about 20 percent of rated

peoer could be drawn (AR's prohibit the uionrated man from moving the

collective from the down/locked position).

L 11I 6-2!a



f) Further, if a limited number of AIDAPS are available; weight, balance and

safe lift-off (W, B and SLO) can only be performed once per flight-day.

This would be of little service in operations involving multiple flights,

or those in which the task is to depart home base, land at another location,

pick up a load, and deliver that load to a still different location.

The major advantage of the Ground System is its ability to be procured in

less numbers than the number of aircraft it services. If one Ground System is

procured for five aircraft, a total of 2.5 hours is required to process the

AIDAPS daily inspection on all five aircraft. In addition, unscheduled air-

craft maintenance during flying activities will require its use.

With the Hybrid II _.¢stem, the daily inspections can be accomplished without

additional aircraft operation. The tape cartridge is simply removed and replaced.

The tape is then processed by the ground portion of this system providing accurate

diagnostic and prognostic indications of the status of the aircraft. It is

estimated that this operation will consume approximately seven minutes. The

aircraft will not necessarily be out of service during this time since normal

lop and unload ýtivities can continue. In addition, rated personnel are

not required. The data gathered during the preceding flight provides a much

better data base than can be acquired in a ground runup or short duration flight.

Weight, balance and safe lift-off calculations cannot be performed with this

system.

The Hybrid I System has substantially the same operational characteristics

as Hybrid II, except that an onboard status light is provided to indicate the

presence of a malfunction, and air safety data is provided to the aircraft

warning system.

The Airborne System performs the equivalent of the Hybrid I daily inspections

ct" inuously in flight. A prognostic printout is provided at the end of each

f! ght.

Both the Airborne and Hybrid I systems are capable of accomplishing weight
and balance and safe lift-off calcula:ions prior to takeoff. In addition, they

possess the zo=putational capability for providing safety of flight information
to a warning systema during flight.
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A situation can occur such that the elapsed time for use of any of the

systems might be approximately the same. If an aircraft has not been flown

for long periods of time, this could result in a special request for a full

report on vehicle health which requires a flight just to obtain the information.

Under normal circumstances, however, the Airborne or Hybrid I systems would

provide this data at liftoff/hover via voice warning to the crew if an incipient

failure had occurred in the interim.

Table 6-4 presents a summary of the operational advantages and disadvantages

of the alternative systems. The listed environmental factors include Army

doctrinal considerations which enable equipment to "live with the troops"

under worldwide environmental extremes throughout the conflict intensity

spectrum identified under U.S. Army tasks. Further discussion of each item

is presented in Table 6-4.

-1.
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6.4.1 DEPLOYMENT

The AIDAPS equipment must be capable of worldwide deployment. Further, the

deployment of the AIDAPS equipped aircraft must be enhanced rather than degraded.

All AIDAP systems are capable of this deployment, although costs and transporta-

tion requirements are somewhat greater for the ground systems because of their

size and weight.

6.4.2 LIGHT, NOISE AND DUST DISCIPLINE

The requirements for concealment .nd dispersion are historical battlefield

constraints. The most significant requirement influenced by AIDAPS is the

requirement for light, noise and dust discipline. Most operational aircraft

are committed to missions or standby status during the day. In addition,

they may be committed to selected missions at night, such as battlefield

illumination and surveillance, long-range patrol implants and extraction, etc.

For this reason, it is desirable to conduct much maintenance during the twilight

hours when it is particularly desirable to avoid noise, dust or light signatures.

The Ground System requires a daily runup and/or hover for inspection purposec.

This is avoided by the other three systems since the data recorded on the

previous flight constitutes a better test than can be achieved by ground runups

or short duration hovers. This is due to the larger data samples as well as

the high system stresses encountered during wartime or peacetime missions.

When a ground runup or hover is required, the generation of dust, noise and/or

the exposure of light sources at night cannot be eliminated.

6.4.3 TACTICAL DISPERSION

Two modes of dispersion can be considered, one is tactical dispersion

wherein the aircraft are deployed to alternate landing areas, the other is

base dispersion wherein the aircraft are located on or near a single base

which provides the logistic support.

When aircraft are dispersed for extended periods to alternate landing sites,

the ground portions of appropriate AIDAPS muit likewise be dispersed if it is

to fulfill its mission. (Dispersements of a few days do not require the

accompaniment of the ground based portion of the Hybrid I System.) In the
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case of a pure ground based system, the total complement of equipment must be

transported. For the hybrid systems only a portion of the hardware needs

dispersement. The ground portion of the AIDAPS hardware becomes easier to

deploy for Hybrid II and Hybrid I due to the smaller size and weight of the

equipment and its inherent increase in portability. The Hybrid I system has a

very small, portable unit for display of the information and is the easiest of

the three systems to deploy in the field. In addition, only one display per

fifteen aircraft is required whereas a ground based system is required for every

five aircraft.

For the hybrid systems, an alternative to deploying equipment is to trans-

port the tape cartridges and thus maintain a high degree of effectiveness. The

only degradation is the time associated with troubleshooting. Alternatively,

the Airborne System maintains full effectiveness at any location. In addition,

if a malfunction warning occurs during flight, the air warning provided by the

Hybrid I and Airborne systems allows pilots to land at the nearest or most

suitable maintenance facilities.

6.4.4 BASE DISPERSION

None of the AIDAP systems have any effect upon the requirement to disperse

aircraft around a base for concealment or avoidance of concentrated target

areas. However, such dispersal increases the time required to accomplish

daily inspections or troubleshooting actions for all AIDAP systems except the

airborne system. Dispersal doctrine will, however, be defined by the tactical

situation.

6.4.5 USAGE

Although all AIDAP systems reduce the total maintenance requirements of an

aircraft, the Ground System requires an additional 15 minutes of aircraft

operating time per inspection or troubleshooting action. This is accompanied

by the additional aircraft operating cost for this period of time. In addition,

rated personnel are required for this test. This increases maintenance

scheduling problems, especially under dispersed operating conditions.
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6.4.6 MOBILITV

The helicopter has revolutionized battlefield mobility. Combat coamanders

can now move quickly over and around the battlefield. The ground frontages

that an infantry unit can control have been expanded ten-fold. Inherent in

tactical or air mobility is a requirement that logistic equipment possesses

the same mobility as a tactical unit being supported. All AIDAP systems will

enhance aircraft mobility by providing easier maintenance and by improving

the ability of the aircraft to operate independently from it: support base.

However, only the Airborne AIDAP system inherently possesses the same mobill.ty

as the aircraft which it services.

The Hybrid I System is only slightly less mobile than the Airborne System

as it requires the use of a portable ground display and storage device. The

-Hybrid II System equipment is larger and less portable. The Ground System,

which is designed as normal aerospace ground equipment, is the least portable of

the three.

As an alternative, the two hybrid systems can employ transportation of

tape cartridges to any AIDAPS equipped field for diagnosit and prognosis.

They must, however, be transported to the ground portion dedicated to the

particular aircraft for full prognostic capability. The Ground AIDAP System

is only as mobile as the aircraft support unit. Either a Ground AIDAPS must

be transported to the aircrafc or the aircraft must be flown to a Ground System

if it is to be used at all. In addition, the prognostic capability as well as

some diagnostic capability is only applicable on the five aircraft to which

each Ground System is dedicated.

6.5 SUMMARY OF AIDAPS OPERATIONAL PREFERENCES

The ranking of operational desirability of the candidate AIDAP systems

is as followý.:

a) Airborne System

* Superior in all operational factors considered except deployment.
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)) Hybrid I

0 Equal to airborne system in usage, light, noise and dust discliline

and effectiveness.

4 Inferior to airborne system in tactical and base dispersion and

mobility.

0 Better than the airborne system in deployment.

I c) Hybrid II

0 Equal to Hybrid I in usage; light, noise and dust discipline, and

deployment.

* Inferior to Hybrid I in tactical and base dispersion, mobility and
effectiveness.

Sd) Ground System

* Inferior to all candidate systems in every respect.
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7.0 AIDAPS COST EFFECTIVENESS INPUTS

The assessment of the cost eifectiveness of an AIDAP System requires the

processing of large amounts of data related to maintenance actions as well as

detailed costs. To accurately process this data, three models were developed

as shown in Figure 7-1. The AIDAP System Procurement Cost Model develops the

AIDAPS hardware development and procurement costs and certain cost factors

such as AIDAPS maintenance index and spares requirements. The AIDAPS/Aircraft

Maintenance Analysis Model computes the differences in resource requirements

between an AIDAPS equipped aircraft ard one without AIDAPS. The AIDAP System

Cost Benefit Model computes the life cycle costs of the AIDAPS and the savings

and benefits due to the reduced aircraft resource requirements. The sum of

.- the cost savings plus the value of the effectiveness benefits less the AIDAPS

life cycle cost equals the net benefits. The following discussion describes

the basic cost effectiveness relationships used. For a complete nwodel des-

cription, see Appendix C.

7.1 AIDAP SYSTEM COST EFFECTIVENESS RELATIONSHIPS

7.1.1 AIDAPS PROCUREMENT COSTS, COST FACTORS AND WEIGHTS

The AIDAPS Procurement CosL Model is used to develop cost factors which

are dependent upon hardware characteristics and are used as inputs to the

AIDAPS life cycle cost. These fa-tors are divided into tvo groups, those

which show significant variatio1i, for different AIDAPS and those which are

t(9 relatively independent of AIDAPS configuration. These variable aod constant

cost factors are showa on Figure 7-2.

The configuration dependent cost factors were calculated for the following

AIDAPS applications:

UNIQUE GROUPED UNIVERSAL

AIRCRAFT AIDAPS AIDAPS AIDAPS

AH-I Airborne, Hybrid i, Group II Airborne Basic Airborne
Hybrid II, Ground Group II Hybrid I Basic Hybrid I

CPF-47 Airborne, Hybrid I Group III Airborne Basic Airborne + RDAU
Hybrid II, Ground Group III Hybrid I Basic Hybrid I + RDAU
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UNIQUE GROUPED UNIVERSAL
AIRCRAFT AIDAPS AIDAPS AIDAPS

CH-54 Airborne, Hybrid I, Group III Airborne Basic Airborne + RDAU
Hybrid II, Ground Group Ill Hybrid Basic Hybrid I + RDAU

OH-6 Airborne, Hybrid I Group I Airborne Basic Airborne
Hybrid II, Ground Group I Hybrid I Basic Hybrid I

OH-58 Airborne, Hybrid I Group I Airborne Basic Airborne
Hybrid II Group I Hybrid I Basic Hybrid I

OV-I Airborne, Hybrid I Group II Airborne Basic Airborne
Hybrid II, Ground Group II Hybrid I Basic Hybrid I

UHLI Airborne, Hybrid I Group II Airborne Basic Airborne
Hybrid II, Ground Group II Hybrid I Basic Hybrid I

U-21 Airborne, Hybrid I Group II Airborne Basic Airborne
Hybrid II, Groun Group II Hybrid I Basic Hybrid I

HLH Airborne, Hybrid I Group III Airborne Basic Airborne + RDAU
Hybrid II, Ground Group III Hybrid Basic Hybrid I + RDAU

UTTAS Airborne, Hybrid I Group III Airborne Basic Airborne + RDAU
Hybrid II, Ground Group III Hybrid Basic Hybrid I + RDAU

The cost factors for the above systems were computed from the following

con::iderations:

DDTE - Comparison with similar programs, particularly the
UH-I Test Bed, and Army Flight Safety System program.

Sensors - Detailed list of sensors required plus manufacturers'
quotes.

Installation - Detailed cost estimate of material and man-hours
required using standard cost estimating procedures.

Hardware - Comparison with similar programs for similar equip-
meat. Modified by complexity factors associated with
each AIDAPS configuration and aircraft application.

Maintenance Index - Developed from design reliability figures of similar
equipment degraded by field experience.
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Spares - Based on maintenance and equipment condemnation races,
120 days initial supply plus replenis~eint spares.

Operations - Based on maintenance index and consumables.

For the cost estimates of the AIDAP systems, see paragraph 7.3.

7.1.2 AIDAPS/AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE ANALYSIS MODEL

This model has the following basic inputs for each maintenance task which

is influenced by AIDAPS:

a) Frequency

b) Task duration (time)

(9 c) Number of men required (crew size)

d) Frequency reduction due to AIDAPS

e) Time reduction due to AIDAPS

f) Reduction in number of men required due to AIDAPS

The means by which the maintenance tasks are selected are described in

paragraph 7.2, and the input data for all aircraft are contained in Appendix C.

The formulas used for calculating the man-hour savings are shown in Figure

7-3. This figure also shows the particular maintenance parameter, frequency,

time, and number of maintenance men which are affected by AIDAPS for each basic

maintenance task. An AIDAPS set can reduce the frequency of unwarranted remov-

als and scheduled removals. It is also possible that the frequency of daily,

intermediate, and periodic inspections can be reduced. However, since the

AIDAPS can only perform a part of these inspections, this study assumed that

the only inspection items accomplished by AIDAPS would be eliminated, thus

reducing the inspection time but not the frequency. The time required, as

well as the number of men required for troubleshooting, also can be reduced.

Only on• man is required to read the AIDAPS printout, while frequently two or

more men are required for conventional troubleshooting. This is particularly

*,rue when engine run-up is required.
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AIDAPS MAINTENANCE MAINTENANCE PARAMETERS

FUNCTION ACTION FREQUENCY TIME NO. OF MEN

INSPECTION INSP

TROUBLE

SHOOTING
DIAGNOSIS

UNWARRANTED

REMOVALS

SCHEDULED

PROGNOSIS REOVALS

AIRCRAFT WITHOUT AIDAPS

FREQ. x TIME x NO. OF MEN - MANHOURS WITHOUT AIDAPS

AIRCRAFT WITH AIDAPS

(FREQ.-DFREQ.)x(TIME - DTIME) x (NO. MEN-DMEN) MANHOURS WITH AIDAPS EQUALS
SAVINGS IN MAWIOURS

FIGURE 7-3 MODEL LOGIC RESOURCE CALCULATIONS
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In addition to maintenance man-hours, the following maintenance factoro

(resources) are also affected.

a) Aircraft downtime (availability)

b) Number of LRU's packaged and shipped to higher echelons for benchchecks

c) N'mber of LRU's packaged and shipped to depot for overhaul

d) Number of aircraft accidents

e) Number of mission aborts

The 'ife cycle value of the reduction in the preceding maintenance factors

are nompvited in the AIDAP System Cost/Benefit Model.

7.1.3 AI)AP SYSTEM COST/BENEFIT MODEL

This model accepts t!" inputs from the AIDAPS Procurement Cost Model and

computes the AIDAPS life cycle cost. The cost elements computed are shown

on Table 7-1. It also accepts the zcsource savings from the AIDAPS/Aircraft

Maintenance Analysis Model and computes the aircraft life cycle savings using

the same methodology, and same computer program as is used for the AIDAP sys-

t, life cycle costs. The formulation of the cost elements is described in

Appendix C. The cost items affected by the outputs of the AIDAPS/Aircraft

Maintenance Anaisis Mode] are shown below:

Resource Saving Cost Item Affected

1 jMaintenance Man-hours Personnel Costs

Packaging & Shipping Logistic Support Costs

Number of O,ýrhauls Depot Labor & Material

Number of Accidents Accident Costs

In addition to the actual cost savings, certain aircraft effectiveness

parameters are also influenced. These parameters are:

a) Aircraft downtime (availability)

b) Aircraft abort rates

c) Aircraft av'erage payloads
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The net effect of imp.ovement in these parameters is that they allow the

aircraft to successfully deliver more-pounds of payload per day. Therefore,

the model computes the ratio of 'the deliverable pounds of payload per day of

an aircraft equipped with AIDAPS, to the delivered pay.oad per day of an air-

craft without AIDAPS. This ratio is called the relative increase in aircraft

effectiveness. The cargo delivery capability of a fleet of aircraft equipped

with AIDAPS is increased over a non-AIDAPS-equipped fleet by the same ratio.

Therefore, the increase in effectiveness achieved by adding AIDAPS to an air-

craft fleet is equivalent 'to purchasing a quantity of aircraft which provides

the same increase in payload delivery. The cost of those additional aircraft

is used as the dollar value of the increased aircraft effectiveness. For air-

craft which are not cargo carriers, the measure of effectiveness is pounds of

armament delivered per day, or range covered per day (fuel).

The formulation of the relative effectiveness is:

RE A x P -

A = Aircraft Availability AVO - Aircraft Availability

A = Aircraft Abort Rate AA = Aircraft Abort Rate,

(J R = Ratio of Missions Which PO = Average Payload
Are Payload Limited to
Total Missions

WA a AIDAPS Airborne Weight

The measure of aircraft reliability used is 1.0 minus tho abort rate

(per mission). The payload with AIDAPS is the normal payload minus the AIDAPS.

weight modified by the factor R. This factor is the ratio of the flights

which are payload limited to the total number of flights. Not all flights

are accomplished at maximum allowable payload. For this study, tis ratio
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was assumed to be 0.5:1. In cases where this factor was significant (OH-6 and

OH-58), R was varied from 0.0 to 1.0. Table 7.2 summarizes the model .nethod-

ology for each AIDAPS capability.

7.2 AIDAPS EFFECTIViNESS

The basic worth of an AIDAPS is found in the elimination of specific main-

tenance tasks, reduction in man-hours required for specific maintenance tasks,

and the reduction in specific air safety hazards. Therefore, the prime focus

of this study must be on the detailed maintenance data available from TA4MS

and on accident summaries. Particular emphasis is placed on ensuring that a

one-for-one correspondence exists between the effects claimed in the AIDAPS

effectiveness analysis, the savings and benefits claimed in the cost effect- -

iveness analysis, and the final AIDAPS preliminary design and specification.

This should assure that the AIDAPS eventually produced will, in fact, accom-

plish the intended actions and achieve the estimated savings.

The following paragraphs explain the procedures followed in the effective-

ness analysis.

7.2.1 TAMMS MAINTENANCE DATA ANALYSIS

In order to establish the detailed maintenance characteristics for the

aircraft being considered in the study, one year of raw TAMMS data in the form

of IBM magnetic tapes were acquired on each type, model, and series (TMS) air-

craft. These tapes were acquired from the Automatic Data Processing Office,

Management Control Branch, AVSCOM; St. Louis, Missouri. These data reflected

the maintenance actions reported on DA Forms 2408-3, 2407, and 2410. The

following paragraphs describe how the data were processed into a format for

use in the AIDAPS study concept. The computer printouts are contained in

Appendix E Books 1, 2, 3 an. 4.

7.2.1.1 Initial Data Processing

The raw data included all basic card formats associated with an individual

maintenance record. In order to accumulate the maintenance data required, the

"B" card from DA Form 2408-3, the "4" card from DA Form 2407 and certain
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pertinent maintenance data from the 370 character DA Form 2410 were extracted

from the raw TAMMS data. These data were transcribed into a standardized data

format to allow compilation of the data on a common basis. In addition, all

identically reported individual records were summarized to a single record with

the reported units and man-hours summed Lo reduce the number of records to be

processed.

In accordance with procedures outlined in TM 38-750, only certain main-

tenance activities associated with a specific identifiable component require

identification of the component by its federal stock number (FSN) or its manu-

facturer's part number. However, in order to accumulate the total maintenance

history against a particular component, all other maintenance activities require

this component identification. Since the data were accumulated over an exten-

sive period of time, a number of different Federal Stock Numbers (FSN) were

used to identify a single component type because of product improvement, diff-

erent manufacturers, etc. Also included in the data base were maintenance

actions containing erroneous FSN's. To correct these three conditions, two

procedures were used depending upon the number of data records received for

a specific type, model, and series aircraft.

7.2.1.2 Records Without a Reported FSN

All data records, regardless of record count, not containing a FSN were

punched onto standard IBM key punch cards. Using the nomenclature as a guide,

these records were matched to data with FSN's and the appropriately identified

FSN was manually added to these records. System codes were developed to allow

accumulation of the reported maintenance data that could not be identified to

a specified component. A miscellaneous service code was added for those

records which could not be identified, even to a system level. This was

accomplished in order to retain all reported maintenance labor performed

on a particular type, model, series (Il.) aircraft.

7.2.1.3 Components With Several Reported FSN's

Maintenance records were punched onto standard IBM key punch cards for

those components with maintenance records which were within the capability of
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of manual processing. The appropriate -35P's manuals (Direct Support, General

Support and Depot parts) were consulted to acquire the most recently valid FSN

being used. All other reported FSN's for the same component were then manually

changed to this FSN to allow development of the total maintenance history for

this component.

For TMS aircraft with a large amount of reported maintenance records, a

single IBM card was punched with the reported FSN; the valid FSN was then

manually added to this card. Correction of the reported FSN to the valid

FSN was then accomplished through use of a conversion program written for

the IBM 360 computer.

7.2.1.4 Records With Erroneous Reported FSN's

* These records were punched either in their entirety, or as a conversion

card depending on total record count. If the nomenclature could be identified

to a valid FSN, this FSN was manually added to the card or cards. If the

record could not be identified to a specific FSN, it w.s .identified to the

Federal Stock Class (FSC) as reported, or to the syst=m code if identifiable

to that level by the reported nomenclature.

7.2.1.5 DA Form 2410 Records

A number of records existed for a specific maintenance action, depending

on the level of repair and the number of copies of the basic 2410 Form that

may have been transmitted to the TAMMS data center. For this rt-ason, the

tj Form 2410 document control number was usea to identify the occurrence of a

maintenance activity. Pertinent data from each of the various records con-

taining the same document control number were then transcribed to a single

record. This procedure was accomplished through use of a computer program.

A survey of these composite DA Form 2410 records revealed that man-hour require-

ments had not been included, and that action taken codes and/or malfunction

codes were missing in different proportions from many of them. It was there-

for- necessary to transcribe these records onto IBM key punch cards for correc-

ti,±ns and additions. The percentage of action taken code to the total number

.eCpc:ted was determined. Each type of reported action taken code was then
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manually added to the remaining records in this same proportion. An estimate

in man-hours for each action taken category was determined based on previous

experience on like components, personal knowledge or similarity to other com-

ponents with a known maintenance history. These man-hour values wre also

manually added to the punched cards. No attempt was made to add failure code3

to the records without such codes, as there was no justifiably valid manner

to make such corrections.

7.2.1.6 Depot Level Maintenance Requirements

To satisfy the basic maintenance data requirements of the AIDAPS study,

it was necessary cc extract depot level requirements from the total mainten-

ance data base. This was accomplished by using the Directory of Authorized

Support Organizations to identify specific depot codes. The maintenance data )
identified with these codes were extracted from the DA Form 2407 data. A

similar procedure was used with the DA Form 2410 data; however, these data

did not, in all cases, contain the organizations associated with the main-

tenance recorded. In these cases, the Maintenance Allocation Charts (MAC)

were consulted to determine, by reported component, which maintenance activi-

2ies involved depot participation. By using the action taken codes, depot

level requirements were identified and manually coded on the key pLnch card.

These depot cards were separately accumulated and removed from the basic

maintenance data base to allow development of the maintenance requirements

consistent 4ith the naintenance levels identified in FM 101-20.

7.2.1.7 Man-Hour Per Flight Hour (MH/FH) Determi:-ation

With the maintenance data base for each TMS aircraft completed, the main-

tenance analysis computer program was exercised using the aircraft flight hours

reported for the data time period. Initial results reflected MH/FH values

lower than what should normally be expected. An aircraft serial number count

indicated fewer aircraft than were reflected with the reported flight hours.

As a result, a computer program was developed which extracted the flight hours

associated with the basic DA Form 2408-3 records. This was accomplished by

taking the ficsL reported record and the last reported record for each aircraft

.-d determining the individual aircraft cumulative flight hours.
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In addition, a maintenance record count was made by aircraft serial number.

The number of records reported and the total flight hours were compared for

each aircraft. In those instances where the number of reported records indi-

cated incomplete maintenance data, based on the =eported flight hours for the

same aircraft, the flight hours were igrored but the maintenance data was

retained because the negligible bias to the data base did not justify the

effort involved to extract the data. The adjusted flight hours were then

summed for all legitimate aircraft serial numbers and used as the flight hour

base for the maintenance data assembled. The resulting direct man-hours per

flight hour obtained compared favorably with those published in FM 101-20.

7.2.2 UNSCHEDULED MAINTENANCE

An AIDAP system has the capability of inspecting an aircraft, either on

the ground or in the air, of diagnosiing the status of the aircraft systems

and compornents, and of predicting the remaining time to failure of systems

and/or components (prognosis).

To determine the impact of these capabilities upon maintenance, a detailed

analysis of maintenance data is necessary. This analysis is conducted in three

major steps:

a) Candidate components for monitoring are selected from rank ordered

component lists.

b) The detailed maintenance records are examined for maintenance actions which

can be affected by AIDAPS and appropriate data transcribed to the work sheets.

c) The results of the examination are transferred from the work sheets to the

computer input format sheets.

,.2.2.1 Candidate Components

Table 7-3 shows a portion of a listing of CH-54A components and general

aircraft maintenance actions rank ordered by maintenance man-hours. Similar

listings are available with the components rank ordered by maintenance fre-

quency and job average. Job average is the average number of man-hours con-

sumed per maintenance action.
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TABLE 7-3 RAWk ORDER LISTPal 1

9100 son

Iamo TITLE also NE j 1am0ea mUUopu

I a OeO m 3111.494106 12.7 4195.11"n
a C 0340 "NO 18.1896 SO1. 323.09"60
3 69aa60el 619410m 60A 55.930190009.IS*102n
5 ft 2699806001" MI " LA" nft 1603.62 1.9 60651.960
6, a* 10591o" 3110 ItS S00 LAME 69.0*1 6.3 96"A~99
7 1,111191 MAIN aoaaisao MAO~ AS5? O.00 40.1 500.41630
a a t HISesOk* &tk 090E18AI 44109.257 S.2 s)R.42163,
9 1 m40Insc SERVICES 94.31144 5.6 gosteoo

go 60 14007911635 5.860s 11.3076 as.$ 2413.2652
is *6 aoaloo6 s uim MJM GRANms 14.44668 191.6 311.1121
12 1 so$"5 1601W. 16090C11 91.316102 2.0 165.99674

a' IS z"9031019 APO amln &.~$09 51.2 116.96194
Is 0900o IMSDKCTION SIT 3.'9992 2.5 1111,6341"
10 04 16011062371 WAITi gIMIRM oSSgms., 9.62979 IAo ae3.imo
IT 0t aoal"lS1a42 CLUTM :11.54977 9.2 91.753"
to F 06160 TICas SULIIME COMLIC i4.33106 0.5 40.11811
to .6 1O1502&41 TAIL. small "ASSO 4.27991 It.% 192

2 0106 It1898060A 3S.44421 2.4 s1.13190s
21 so 20150529349 TAIL M0TOR 11100 ASS? 4.69090 16.9 74.35122
22 F 64600 AIRCRAFT CUIAOI60 ,.7.1,0 151 72.993117
23 86 14960 18465U11516WOOM6 So% .9.2169 14.? 12.1"191
24 @1 190601156222 DOOR 11009 .4 0.1
25 17 160006260509 CARGO too0 12.19113 9.0 18.121114
29 10 110650922 0AWL CULL 33.1.492 1.9 96.1"*20 "
21 i 1 411915290434 AICS STOOD CYLINDER ".4605 24.1 196.0519
26 03260"01441" TAIL PIPE &$SS 12.04671 1.6 49.225101

29 16001966M03 Dawn1 514*246 1.3020 .90 9A.111505
30 11 160060195217 NOST COOLE 4.17291 10.2 42.17106

31 17 19060416040 ST15 11350,02 16.0 11.90616
332 02 5fl49263303 RIVET 79.99135 0.5 35.6201"
33 27 10009366062 CARGO 110M off0*51? 9.09310 3.41 33.42600

14 1 41160 CALl 6.69101 4.30.37&59
3) 03 29199213960 FUEL CONTROL 3.10203 9.5 29,112169

to a61496059 9 CLUTCH "ST? 5.109391 9.0 30.02266
39 43 2096991169 ENGINE 631451 SI&A 6091391 6.1 .45

0069 16t1591997 0010R MAKI St"L 1.930102 1.1 27.211,111
41 to 23160 APO SYSTEM 9.40000 5.0 3$.03170
Q2 " 1&1016964199 INTERMEDIAE WA I 3.99,39s, 9.0 29.96432

93 0t 294921190"S0 ARTICLE SIP0161O 1.600996 14.2 25904491
94 a1 &til RUT 20.00936 0.9 as 41114s
49 60 W0S6019154 ROT0R MA4NE PACKAGE 7.311M 3.9 is 4609s
94 27 100.%9103215 00CODPLE8 2.99903 6.3 39.12645

0 7 t 91692064902172 &OF £11083 &S S.906001 4.S 23.0246
45 to 2915611435 FUEL FILTER 23.160041 1.0 239.1951
99 03 29990195040 COALI 11.15571 2.0 31.3"011
50 03 26950907610107 1IA CABLE 1.~649 13.0 22.24810

1 09 0161507322S2 6011607T 0.94401 2.9 26.001122
12 i1 91000 FLIC14 CONTROL SYSTEM 3.24993 0.9 *0.S4403
33 09 1"060$41497 TIML R010R COSLE 3.92392 5.0 9131
S9 04 620926050 STOUT "AOli 2.40605 1.1 19.0"4.T¶
55 09 59351251005 CANNON1 PLUS 10.91310 1.7 19.0"160
50 09 025109000O WINE 12.62112 1.4 10.29999
ST 09 19100 It0108 9.10291 5.0 11.40651
S: 00 951000, HYDRAULIC SISTER 0.64105 2.5 10.39430
s59 1640300001 APO STAR7 SIS71W 0.90296 11.9 10.65225
00 09 42100 NINE 1.%O953 2.2 14.1019*
01 09 92080 ELECTAICAL SYSTEM 0.74065 2.5 10.S9612
42 09 1390110419605 0 AING PACKING 3.2099s 5.1 L6.34,211
03 09 10290314019 MAIN R0TO8 TIP CA 9.93113 1.0 16.50"s3
04 01 913062495*0 COUPLING 1.0094% 10.1 16.20366
As 02 10309393315 MAKI! LIISING 10.95511 2.5 05.71195

00 04 10159630094 OIL PIJMP 1.49971 10.2 21.21920
071 03 21000 POWEBPLOMV SYSTEM S.13539 2.9 11.0,5415
03 00 201509253904 008, VI AP Uh?.172,91 3.0 15.02204
09 01 11140 soLls 21.13052 0.7 Is.o1270
70 03 2945150125TI far% 3.79492 3.9 24.09820
7 71 19 03000 AVIONICS 5151611 5.99161 2.9 14.21396
72 02 I50002127se. WINDOW 3.S3092 4.0 tt.24ts31
73 03 204096904916 58909 1.92590 7.0 14.2100s
79 02 19006340522 STRUT loom0 2.24099 6.0 11.41150
?s5 t 1501106214027 UHF AMAAC-5I 3.4953t 3.t B.211110
70 0t 30609426000) 110862011L SIOSILIAIN 2.?4091 5.9 13.21410
11 dfj 26909111954 TU1.811* ASSIMSLY 0.32099 40.2 12.0710i
?6 09 30306600916 OIL COOLI* V-IfL? 0.112200 2.0 I2.S6112
19 04 215030056I' 0ROOP RSIRINOlM 4.16090 2.9 12.540[Z
s0 00 95200 HOSE A551 12.19113 2.0 12.I5021

1 03 13105670 0 112'TI PONaM i.90 0. 1209071
62 "1 2959295s COLL fYI VI PITCH 2.99)40 29441

6 3 09 16159093152 Rollie SNAKE 1203. 2.24011 $.1 11.44416
69 04 3)309339929 PACKING 2.1101- 4.4 11.38045
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The candidate components are coded onto a computer input format sheet

(see Table 7-4), along with their Federal Stock Number, and are assigned a

J and K index which is used by the computer to identify each component. The

J index is the functional group to which the component belongs, and the K index

is arbitrarily assigned.

Table 7-5 shows an example of the detailed printout of the CE-54 engine

maintenance data. It shows the maintenance rate per 1000 flying hours for each

type of maintenance action, the man-hours expended per 1000 flying hours for

each maintenance action, "INDEX", the average manhours per action (job average)

"AVG", and the percentage of total actions due '- :t particular type of malfunction.

The actions which can be substantially eliminated by AIuAPS are circled, and

those which can be reduced are marked with an X.

The primary benefits of AIDAPS are:

a) Reduction or elimination of "Unwarranted Removals" coded as "No Defect."

These codes am found under Remove/Replace, A, L and R. "No Defect Removals"

are considered unwarranted removals.

b) Elimination of Scheduled Removals "SR". Incorporation of "On Condition

Maintenance" will eliminate the necessity of periodic removals for over-

haul or inspections. "No Defect--Removed Time" and "No Defect Rmvd Scheduled"

are considered scheduled removals.

c) Reduction of the incidence of airborne failures. Specifically, failure

codes such as Flameout, Slow Acceleration, Surged, Internal Failure,

(-) Bearing Failure, Seized, Burned and Overheats, can be reduced by an

estimated overall 10 percent. The sum of these codes under Code A is

0.128 and 10 percent thereof is .013. This is summed with the Unwarranted

Lemovals.

d) The reduction or elimination of the "On Aircraft" tests and checks. These

actions are listed under "Checked" and "Tested (J)" and the "Checked,

Service (P)" subcodes thereunder. Additional diagnostic time can be found

under the item "Checked, Serviceable (Code A)." This code is a shop code,

so the job average is inserted into Table 7-7 under MHBC (bench check).
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" A*0 AL 7-5 DETAILEDI MADMuiAiNu PRI*TOU-T

- 1970o DATA
-IORG.DStAO 65)

ACTION R~Aiioo01 JWAIX AVG NAL F U II OilS-PftCENT

II(EMOUCIP,.CE 11.913? 4#41.4"s *0.REMOWE/RFPtACE IRS 7.S990 .302.4190 1: ove.MfT,~ TIRE oiM~g.l sre Y 01 SEIZES, 9.016
1wT~n u=%.. L 0 06 BRAC E a 0.1??

)CFLAME..II 0.113v 90.7911KI
INTEENITTENT 0.010 FOREIG OCEC OAMM 0.069 BURNSED *.16
SLOW ACCELERATION 0.016 4001 l----l NotISY 0.016

UIOM 0A D'v N INTAENAL FAILURE 0.00S OVERNEATS 0.040A CSENFTARING FAILURE 0.016 OUT OF ADJUSTMENT 0.014
M IRATIOM EXCF SSIVE 0.016 MISSING 0.0110

IPPEO 0.01610 NOf1-C? FACLTF MAIN 0.010

AlmltM~iEINSTALLILI 6.1"29 30.0001? I._E RESVL 1:000 40 NODEECT FACLTI MAIN 0. 105

KROEIS0.1070 NO*0 0# 1MVG EXCESSFAN10%1
0P4STALLIt' ISO 0.1070 0.6139 0.3 MItstSI 1.000 U

rc 21495 105.92* *
TE1., J)1"61 30N DFC 1.000

rmfcafo,ýFAVICE IFlot $<g 10.3253 16I.? No 0EI1'ECT 0.04I LIAKING 0.111 WIThINt SPEFO TDLARNC 0.111
U INCORTIECT MODULATION 011

CpfOKi,044s IN) 0.10 d3 0.1070 I.MLAING .000
ECB A.#I 1*F IN)
1Vktf14 TS ! 9) 9.1686 40.0 NO? LISTED 0.162 NO DEFECT QMYD TRAIN 0.00S CANNISALIZATION 0.009

PeTS-NT UTOT -I~NO DEFECT 0.221 Ila OIFCT FACLIE MAIN 0.130

NATS-CNDEMOT UHI'DS

NUTSLAC OF OF DJUTMET 000
W(SGACLOG 1;F 1RY-ANIE

NOt9 'AK XCESIVEL

REPAIRE IE.63) 9.0*091 6.

RPAIEOS TOO LOW15 0. ROE 0.00? NOT LISTED 0.104 7 ST ADJUTMN 0.409

VILATONE EXTMsCESSVE 0.00 NOT LISTED 0.0012 AlROELYCAUSO ONE OP 0.023

SURGELLA0.0230.LOO0S.0091 1.94O DEFECT .XC0ENSTVLSTEC 0.29

SCHVFCD 0..033 10.0120TI 0.* UR NCRET .2
* SERVICE (ES 3.0239 10.3120 0.2 CRON ACK T 0.02 NO DFO G &ECT AG 0.107 GROOKEN 0. 00);

CORROOPO 0.03b2N LEAING 0.06) LOKO1SE N IR/E 0.002,
CTRACPED 0.06020 PO IDIFC-NGO1`9 0.006 OILEAKY 0.00

CNEOULeECTO M IITNAD 0.003 SURGED 0.002 CISSINAMGE 0:00*

REAIr~l 24" 9.497 8.0NO? ISTE 0.00? NOUT OF DJSTE EN 0.0142O TR .4

INTERNALLE 0.0UA 0.08 0.0N .8pI OSNI IIS .4

COMONT OT. 0.d02 01.909 1?? OI LEECTAR V T 0.0*3 WORKEMGN BECTIVELV 0:012 SIIZEDi 0.000
VIBNOTIO L EXCSSV 0.0400TTNO DEFECT 0.0 CACKE 0.0/ ~ ~ SIZPOEDL-MTLE 0.00 LAIM AN004 NO 1EET-NI SCNE 0:000,

SEVCE 1 343 1b042 .2WOG PART 0.000 NOKDEIC 0.0110 FROREIN COETDMG0.032
U'CORROEDF 0.0 GRLEDKN 0..063 LOOSE 0.042

~I~ CR~T AACKSTENTD MPOE 0:.0420 MISSINDIG 0.012 CuRTY 0.002
SCHOULIC MAS IVOILkLEA 0.012 MuROFC1 ACT MI 0.030 FLAH AMAGOU 0.002

A A . RPMOTOLO0.0MO LISTED 0.000 OUT OF ADJUSTMENT 0.000

POO BINDING 0.0 0R.0e 0.000.

rurWN OTL 3498 617.9109~ 1? 1M RMV EXFCESSNY TMAI 0.006 WORKNEXCSSNWIRE/KY 0.012 NEIOTLSE 0.8004
NOT ISY E 0.00400 MENAICAFK NDN 0.10 CNTRMALCFALUD O.OT6

"STPRIPP Y INE ALI 0.000 OVRHA TSN 0.062 WISO HEIN SCF-1NO T oLEN 0.040
IRTY PR 0.000 "KNOSTT 0.00 FORIN COBJEMCT DMAOXS 0.002

U~CRROEARNDALR 0.004 IMROPOLV MCIED 0.000 IOVESPEO 0.002
NODJUTEET, IMPROTPEN 0.020 MISINGE 0.020 cuPCtANEICAE 0.000

FP OILCUO LOTW M 0.004 CHA LSED '0.000 INCOFRC MODJUSATIENT 0.0DO0

LOW ACCANINATION 0.004 TORLUS INCORRECT 0.004 CANO OAISTED 0.004

NURSY 0.004 MVERCHARICALIteOIG 0.004 INIGRNA FAILUR 0.000
STRIPPED 0.04OVERHEATSDiIG 0.000 WIHNO LSTED TLIW 0.000
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Additional maintenance which can be prevented (unwarranter "emoval) can be

found in the repair activities, specifically, under the action "Repaired (B)."

The items indicated by an "X" will be reduced by AIDAPS an estimated 10 percent.

No defect actions reported under miscellaneous and services are not included

because they usually refer to general maintenance activities such as oiling,

greasing, visual inspections, etc., upon which AIDAPS will have little or no

effect.

Additional diagnostic time is consumed when an aircraft 14 transferred from

one organization to another. These actions are usually coded "Incoming Inspec-

tions" and are not segregated by malfunctioning systems. For the CH-54A, approx-

imately 3.1% of the total component caused maintenance actions are of this nature.

Therefore, 3.1% of the total component maintenance rate can be attributed to diag-

nostic actions.

The remaining portion of the maintenance tasks are to be found on the com-

puter listing for the depot for the same part--in this case, Table 7-6. This

table indicates that 32.1% of the items sent to the depot were scheduled main-

tenance items which AIDAPS would reduce.

The items circled on the illustration of Table 7-5 and 7-6 are recorded on

a work sheet (Table 7-7). One entry is made for each of the action codes and

AIDAPS effect that is coded Scheduled Removal, Unwarrinted Removal or Diagnostic.

In addition, for each type of maintenance action, the maintenance rate is recor-

ded in the column labeled "Maintenance Rate, MR," and the work average is recor-

(led in column "MHRR" for unwarranted removals and scheduled removais, or column

"MIHTS" for rliagnostic items. For example, the code for the maintenance action

as reported in Table 7-5 is written in the first column. The indicators of the

system and component, the name of the component, and the Federal Stock Number

of the component are placed in columns 2 through 5, respectively. Column 6

contains an abbreviation of the type of maintennace action. Column 7 contains
' the ma'ntenance rate for that maintenance action. Columns 8,9,10 and 11 con-

tain the total percentages of the maintenance action which can be attributed

to scheduled removals,emovals, diagnostic actions ol inspections,

respectively.
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TMrLE . -6 DEPOT MAINTENIANCE PRINTOUT

I DI OT 1

.0 0.0 0.0

1.9jCC1/1 WXTLLLtL 3
xE~fart ART
tRSTIELf0 IS)

0' CA Eo 0.20 1.4077 34.0

Cp:CALE2SE3tICf IF1
£ C.*CLEO.XMTS IK3

C-CcEzA.mT lfp. IRI
stslvicuf gasl 0.1210 12.8391 40.0 NOT LISTED 1.000

w&TS-ILC XQIP(23
'ATS--LACIL S.KILLS931

&tATS-3-LLACx FPIT94

AITS-LACZ OF 0AT*I1i

14TS-NOTESSOI7

11A IS-<DC o= I 12 0.1070 Z.5479 24.0 NOT LISTED 1.000
' LAILOCV (ZI

REPAIR 0.2140 17.1194 80.0
A3JUST*0 Is)
&E1555KW (C)
CA40I31TEO (01

- EPAIRECIIII 0.2140 11.1146 30.0 LEAKIMIG 0.SO0 INTERALAI FAILURE 0.S00

FMCILLAXOU'

SE2qICls 0.c 0.0 0.0
SERVICES its S1

UYERj'JLEO 5.670S 407.3395 160.0
- .U~~a&AJ± - ... JL 7i1~-1614LA LIOSLPASARI.- AP -LIQ -f~l -.LA------------ p

CRACKED 0.09 &0O LIKy ir'oN a ECSIEL 0.031 -

NOT START a.1 CONTAMINATION 0.1
FORfIGN OBJECT DAMAG 10.132 AIDLDMllNT RioC0015 ATECMG .3
310 OEFCT FACLTE RATIO 0.038

CCjrP0%fTT TOTAL 6.3129 919.8172 148.9 CRASH DAMAGE 0.034 NOT LISTED 0.288 OIL LEAK 0.00?
C~RACKED 0.085 NO OEFEC?-RHVO TIME 0.271 WORK EXCE$SIVELY 0.034
NOT START 0.017 LEAKING 0.034 CONTAMINATION 0.017
FOREIGN OBJECT OAMAG 0.119 SCNEOU''.O IIAINTENANC 0.011 INTERNAL FAILURE 0.01?
BATTLE DAMAGE 0.017 NO OEFCT FACLTE MAIN 1.034
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Columns 12 through 15 are filled in by multiplying the respective percen-

tages in columns 8 through 11 by the maintenance raýe in calumn 7. In column

12, actions reported from the depot level should be duplicated by remove and

replace action at ORG, DS or GS. Therefore, the actions are not addei and only

the largest reported (in this case ORG, DS and GS) is considered ans used 'because

it is assumed to be the most accurate. Column 16 contains the organizational

code from the MAC charts., Column 17 contains the overhaul interval derived

from Chapter 3 of the -20 manual. The entr5 in column 18 is obtained by divi-

ding the total depot actions by the total maintenance actions. Columns 19 and

20 are the sensor types and their lotations necessary for the monitoring of'

the component. In this case the list was too long, so the reader is referred

.o the AIDAPS parameter list for the engine. Column 21 contains the ratio of

the total of column 12 to the total number' of remove and replace actions.

Columns 22 and 23 have been previously dis~ussed. Column'24 contains the

man-hours required for bench check which is taken from the job average opposite

the item marked "Serviceable(A)." Coluinn 25 is obtained from the job average

as recorded for overhauls on the depot printout on the same component, Table D.

The totals on columns 22 through 25 are the average times and crew sizes weighted

by the frequencies listed 'n columns 12 through 14. Once the work sheet is

completed, the data is transferred onto computer input format sheets froin which

computer input cards are keypunched.

The maintenance data describing the aircraft maintenance without AIDAPS is

( ) listed on card types f4 and 5. As shown in Table 7-8k on card type 4, the first

two columns contain the component index numbers. The third column contains the

maintenance index which is used to place the cards in rank order. Columns 4,

5 and 6 refer to inspection ate filled out'only for inspection items. Column 4

contains inspection frequency; column'5 contains the inspection time; and column

6 contains the number of maintenance men required. Columns 7,8 and 9 contain

the diagnostic data. Column 7 contains frequency as listed at the bottom of

column 14.in Table 7-7. The entry in column & is determined from column 22

of Table 7-7 by dividing the troubleshooting man-hours by the crew size which

appears in parentheses just below the man-hour figure. The crew size is then
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recorded in column 9. Column 10 is obtained from the total of column 13 of

Table 7-7. Columns 11 and 12 are derived from column 23 of Table 7-7 in the

same manner as discussed for columns 8 and 9. Columns 13, 14 and 15 are

obtained from the Accident Analysis Study, (paragraph 7.2.5).

Aircraft description card 5 ccntains similar data. The first two columns
contain the component identification indices. The maintenance ratio for columun

6 is the first entry, and this is obtained from column 18 of the work sheet.

Columns 3,4, and 5 are then filled in from ratios attributable to the aircraft

as a whole. For the CH-54A, che third column is determined by multiplying .57

(ratio obtained from FM 1Oi-20) by 1 minus the depot ratio. The fourth column

is determined by multiplying .25 by I minus the depot ratio, and the fifth

column is determined by multiplying .18 by 1 minus the depot ratio. Column 7

/- ,comes directly from column 24 of Table 7-7, and column 8 comes from the Accident

Analysis Study. Column 9 contains the component cost as determined from the

Federal Stock Catalogue, and column 10 contains the overhaul cost as determined

from Reference 1 adjusted to 1971 prices and other sources.

The last card illustrated is the AIDAPS description card, Type 2, which gives

the difference in maintenance requirements between an aircraft not equipped with

AIDAPS and an, aircraft equipped with AIDAPS. Columns 1 and 2 are once again the

component identification indices. Columns 3, 4 and 5 contain the differences

in inspection frequency, elapsed time or maintenance men requirements. Column

6 contains the difference in the time required for troubleshooting. The time

cequired to troubleshoot with the AIDAP Airborne System is approximately three

) minutes; i.e., .05 hours, for reading the AIDAPS output tape (display) and

determining appropriate corrective action. The average troubleshooting time

without AIDAPS is 4.44 hours. This is determined by dividing MHTS (8.879)

in column 22, Table 7-7 by the average crew size (2) in the same column. The

difference is 4.39 hours. In addition, only one man is required for trouble-

shooting, while the non,,al average requirement is two. The difference, one man,

ILt. Col. John E. Munnelly and Major Rolf S. Scovell, "An Analysis of Depot
Maintenance Requirements and the Development of a Model to Estimate Fixed
Depot Workload...", August 1966 aD806825.
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is entered into column 7. Column 8 contains the difference in unwarranted

removal rates. These are obtained directly from column 13 of Table 7-7. The

computer model adjusts both this number and the troubleshooting frequency by

the test accuracy for the AIDAP System involved. Column 9 contains the differ-

ence in scheduled removal frequency. This is obtained by using the ratio of

scheduled removals to total removals as listed in column 21 of Table 7-7.

This numbet is entered into the appropriate chart in the On Condition Main-'

tenance Study (paragraph 7.2.4) to determine the difference in frequency of

removals achieved by going from a time removal requirement to on condition
maintenance. This difference is entered in column 9. Column 10 contains the

difference in the component accident hazard expressed as a ratio. Column 11

contains the difference in component abort rate, and column 12 contains the

difference in aircraft system accident frequency expressed as a ratio. For

the development of this data, see paragraph 7.2.5.

7.2.3 PROCESSING OF INSPECTION DATA

In addition to the unscheduled maintenance, a large number of maintenance

man-hours (MH) are expended in daily, intermediate, and periodic inspections.

For example, the maintenance data analysis computer printouts for the UH-lH

(reference Appendix E, Book 1) show that 552.65 MH/I,000 flight hours were

devoted to the daily inspection, 257.33 MH/I,000 flight hours were devoted to

the intermediate inspections, and 932.34 MH/I,000 flight hours were devoted to

the periodic inspections, for a total of 1,742.32 MH/I,000 flight hours.

While many of the inspeLtion tasks involve human visual observation and

judgment, there are also many tasks which ca; be automated with the sane AIDAPS

hardware and techniques which are contemplated for the diagnostic and prognostic

functions. In some instances, the automatic inspection could not be performed

by the initially planned hardware; however, the addition of a simple transducer,

such as a solid-state hydrocarbon leak detector, often provides the additional

capability.
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To quantize the eftects of AIDAPS on this important aspect of maintenance,

the following procedure was utilized.

a) The current inspection checklists for the daily, intermediate, and periodic

were examined. The number of inspection items for each were compiled. For

the UH-IH there were 65 items on the daily, 62 items on the intermediate,

and 89 items on the periodic. From the printout data, it was found to

require an average of 2.7 MH for each daily, 8.7 MH for each intermediate,

and 99.2 MH for each periodic. Dividing tLa respective quantities, an

average inspection item on the daily required 0.042 MH, an average inspec-

tion item on the intermediate required 0.14 MH, and an average inspection

item on the periodic required 1.12 MH.

b) The checklists were then examined, item by item (see Table 7.9). If the

r %task could ue performed by planned (or easily added) instrumentation, an
"x" was placed by the item. If only a fraction of the task could be auto-

mated, Lhe estimated fraction was noted; i.e., x/2, x/3, etc. An example

of such notation is shown in Table 7-9. Item 5.19 is marked x/4, since

the task is performed only every second inspertion and only about half of

the task can be automated (checked for leaks). Item 6.4 is marked "x"

since the oil level, leaks and chip detector will be instrumented. Similar

rationale is applied to the examination and marking of each item.

c) The number of "x's" for each inspection was summed, including all fractions,

to arrive ct an equivalent number of manual items which could be eliminated

by automatic inspections. This equivalent number is 22 for the daily inspec-

tion, 14 for the intermediate, and 28 for the periodic.

d) By multiplying the equivalent number of items by the average time required

for an item, the time saved for each inspection is computed. Finally,

multiplying the time saved for each inspection by the frequency of th;vt
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Ave. Tim No. of -te•- Ave. Tim Equiv. Tice Szaed Freq. MJJ1000 FH
W/O AIDAPS W/O AIDAPS Per Item 4 Eli=. Per InsD. of lnso. Savec

FMD 2.7 hr. 65 0.042 hr. 22 0.92 hr. 204 187.0

PHI 8.7 hr. 62 0.140 hr. 14 1.96 hr. 29.5 57.8

PHY 99.2 hr. 89 1.116 hr. 28 31.2 hr. 9.4 293.5

T(TAL MH SAVIlNG/1000 FH = 538.3

With regard to automatic inspections, it is important to note that the

essentially continuous inspections which are perform-ed by the hybird or air-

borne AIDAPS will yield information about the condition of a component or sub-

system that is superior to the information which can be secured by a "cold

aircraft" inspection or even a ground runup.

7.2.4 WEIGHT AND CENTER OF GRAVITY CAICUATIONS

During the course of the study, it was recognized that the computational

capabilities of the AIDAP system could be used to accomplish the wiight and

balance calculations presently done by hand. AMRDL efforts in this area

support consideration of this technique for AIDAPS. Personnel at the Army

Flight Safety Center, Fort Rucker, Alabama, estimated that at least 50% of the

accidents on liftoff were due to an unbalanced load or an attempt to lift off a

load greater than that allowed by the ambient altitude-temperature conditions.

Many of these accidents can be prev nted by a timely warning of excessive

weight or c,3. locations outside the acceptable limits. The Hybrie I and

Airborne AIDAP systems can provide such warning if the alighting gear is

appropriately instrumented. In addition, the time required to perform the

calculations can be greatly shortened.

The number of accidents which could be eliminated were calculated in the

accident study. Considerably less than 50% of the pilot caused actions could

be eliminated. Many accidents due to weight and c.g. are coded as "rotor struck

object" or similar notations. Since the number of such codings which were really

weight and balance problems is unknown, only the accidents actually listed as

weight and balance problems were used.
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7.2.5 AIDAPS W-S ACCURACY

"he differences in the monitoring actions of the various AIDA?_S con-

fig;.nm tions result in diffezent levels of effectiveness in the performance

of autmatic inspection, diagnosis and prognosis. The monitoring of a

component varies fron continuous sampling for the Airborne and Hybrid I system,

through a six-second saiple every three minutes for the Hybrid i-, to a five-

minute sample once a day for the Ground system. In order to quantify this

effect, Northrop has introduced the concept of "test accuracy, TA'V and

defined it as "a measure of the probability that an AIDAP! will recognize

that a malfunction or degradation exists if a malfunction or degradation

actually does exist, and, conversely, will recognize that a malfunction or

degradation does not exist when a malfunction or degradation does not actually )

exist." Further, it follows that I-TA is either the probability that a

malfunction or degradation will be indicated when no malfunction or degradation

exists or the probability that a malfunction or degradation will not be cor-

rectly recognized when they do exist. The first condition may be called the

"false alarm" probability, and tre second condition may be called the '"miss"

probability. The TA then becomes the "detection" probability. These terms

are shown graphically in Figure 7-4.

Test Accuracy is directly related to the data sampling schedule since

deleterious events may occur during periods of nonobservation. If all events

would leave permanent, AIDAPS-discernible traces, a malfunction or degradation

would always be discovered upon the next sampling, irrespective of the time

period. In such an instance, the test accuracy would be the accuracy of the

instrumentation and the test accuracy would be the same for the Airborne,

Hybrid I, Hybrid II and Ground Based systems. All events do not leave

discernible traces, however, although they can be important to inspection

and of even greater importance to diagnosis and prognosis.

The TA, the "confidence factor" is, therefore, composed of accuracy of

instrumentation and the probability of missing an event which would leave no

trace. In actual practice, the failure and degradation modes of each component

to which AIDAPS is applied will be known, and a TA will have to be computed

or measured so limits and decision levels can be established. However, as an
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FIGURE 7-4 DEFINITION OF TEST ACCURACY

input to the cost effectiveness models of this study, a generalized Test

Accuracy was necessary. In examination of the printout for each component,

in the manner described in paragraph 7.2.2 and in subordinate paragraphs,

the assumption of perfect performance in inspection, diagnosis and prognosis

was initially assumed; i.e., on aircraft inspections, and scheduled and

() unwarranted removals would be eliminated for any component to which AIDAPS

was applied. -his ideal situation, in reality, would not exist and the actual

performance would be degraded by some factor which reflects the uncertainty

of the decisions, the Test Accuracy, TA.

The determination of TA for each component is beyond the scope of a

concept formulation study. However, the method which is described in the

following paragraphs was used to determine the necesspry factor for the models.
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7.2.5.1 Components of TA

The failure to detect a malfuaction or degradation (1-TA) is a function

of the systemic errors and errors due to the frequency of data acquisition.

These are composed of the following:

7.2.5.1.1 Systemic Errors (with estiz-xes of realizable accuracies) -

a) Transducer or sensor errors (±0.5 to ±1.0%)

b) Conversion error (±0.2%)

c) Aliasing errors (0.5%)

d) Computational errors (±1.8%)

The digital computation circuitry is essentially error free, but the

computation of a quantity in which each ot the factors have an error will

result in a possible error in that quantity which is the RSS value of the

errors of the factors. if the quantity is ,.omposed of five factors, each of

which has a possible ±0.8% error, the computational error would be a possible

. = 1.8%.

The systemic error would then be the RSS of the error elements or approxi-

mately ± v44.17 = ±2.1%. It can b seen that the computational error is the

controlling factor. In order to approximate a "worst case" condition, the

following computations assume a systemic error of 5%. (Section 4.2.5 discusses

sensor and system accuracies.)

7.2.5.1.2 Frequency-.of-Sampling Errois - Since Lhe Airboine and Hybrid I con-

figurations sample essentially continuously, there is little possibility that

an event will be missed. However, the Hybrid I. and the Ground configuration

can experience considerable degradation of data due to missed events; i.e.,

events which leave no discernible trace. This is shown graphically in

Figure 7-5 where the "A" type event results in a permanent condition which

can be discovered at any subsequent time, and the "E" type event is the

recoverable condition which leaves no trace. .je~use of the relatively short

sampling periods of the Hybrid II and Ground systems, it can be shown that

the probability of a Type B event being recognized by the Ground system is

virtually zezo, and only about one in nine forthe Hybrid II system. (It is

assumed that a Type B failure would occur for a 15-20 second duration in

flight before returning to normal.) That is, the miss probability is 100%

for the Ground system and about 88% for the Hybrid II system.
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7.2.5.2 Estimate of a Numerical Value for TA

In order to estimate a value for the possible degradation of the instru-

mentation data, the parameter list for the UH-l was examined and for each

parameter an estimate was made of the relative frequency of the Type "A" to

the Type "B" occurrences. That is, assuming the parameter I-ad experienced

100 meaningful excursions, how often would it leave a permanent trace (Type A)

or leave no trace (Type B).

While the concern of AIDAPS is with the behavior of the components of the

aircraft, test accuracy must be determined via the parameters. Decisions which

(9 are made about a component can only be based upon the observation of the

associated parameters of that component with full knowledge of the degree of

uncertainty in the observation; i.e., TA.

These estimates and a brief rationale for each estimate are given in Table

7-10. To illustrate, consider items 15 and 16. In the case of item 15, fuel

flow may surge due to malfunctions of the fuel control or due to improper

operacion. It also may be less than normal due to reduced fuel pressure.

Therefore, it was estimated that 50% of tne excursions would be of Type "A"

and 50% would be of Type "B". In the case of item 16, it was judged that

reduced fuel pressure would ususally be due to worn fuel pump parts and,

therefore, would be 90% of Type "A" and only 10% of Type "B".
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The "A's" and "B's" were summed and divided by the total t-umber of parameters

to determine average values for "A" and "B":

A = A average = 42.9/63 = 68%
r

ZB = B average = 20.1/63 = 32%
r

The estimation of the relative values of A and B for each parameter was performed

completely independently by three engineering specialists who w l.re all

knowledgeable regarding AIDAPS and the UH-I. While there wcre some differences

in the A/B value for some parar.teters, the average values for "A" and "B" were

as follows:

Specialist I A 68% B 32%

Specialist II A 71% B 29%

Specialist III A = 68% B = 32%

Combining the instrumentation or systemic errors, the "miss probability"

due to short sampling and the average of values "A" and "B" yields the following

tabulation:

AiLrborne Hybrid I Hybrid 11 Ground

Errors due to "miss" 0 C 32 x 88% = 28.2 32 x 100% = 32

Systemic errors 5% 5% 5% 5%

Total Errors (1-TA) 5% 5% 33% 37%

Test Accuracy (TA) 95% 95% 67% 63%

Test Accuracy used 95% 95% 80% 75%
for all costs/benefits
eva luat ions

In the operation of the cost benefits models, TA values )f 80% for the Hybrid II

systeiii and 75% for the Ground system were actually employed. Paragraph 8.3.4

discusses the senbitivity of the models to variation in TA tor inCpection,

diagnosis and prognosis.
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7.2.6 ON CONDITION MAINTENA.NCE STLJDY

IV The capability of monitoring devices such as AIDAPS may allow maintenance

to be performed on an on condition basis rather than at specific flying hour

intervals. While good diagnostic capability is sufficient to apply this approach,

savings are considerably enhanced by a prognostic capability. The most signifi-

cant contribution of on condition maintenance to the maintenance organization

is the reduction in the number of time removals. This reduction in removals not

only eliminates aircraft down time and organizational maintenance man-hours for

removing and replacing components, but also eliminates the costly transportation

of some equipments back to depots. It also reduces the attendant long shipping

times and large number of spare items in the pipeline, as well as the cost of

overhauls.

". ) When a time change requirement is removed from a component, such as an

I [engine, the component will continue to be operated until the monitoring equip-

ment indicates that a malfunction is imminent. Thus, although time change

requirements will be eliminated, on co.tdition removals will rise slightly.

This analysis seeks to provide a measure of the removal frequency (or mean time

until rewoval) of those components which are at present removed or. a tim: basis.

7.2.6.1 Methodology

A typical distribution of the time to removal of a time c.ange is shown

in Figure 7-6a. It is plotted un probability paper for convenience. When

plotted on this paper, the distributions frequently display two separate slopes:

one with a relatively constant slope extending over a large portion of the chart,

and a second distribution of a relatively hig:a slope representing the time

Sremovals. Occasionally, a third distribution appears near the origin and repre-

sents early failurc-

These graphs involve an underlying assumption that the frequency distrib-

utions are Gaussian. The Gauscian assumption was made because it character-

izes processes involving aging or wearout phenomena. The assumption is made

that the total distribution consists of two underlying Gaussian distributions,

TIT-, one characterizing the main failure modes of the equipment and the other char-

acterizing thi time removals. Under this assumptLion, the elimination of time

ro.mowval requirement means that the distribution characterizing the main failure
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=--des .redcninates. The ezected extension of the tie to re:=_al would be

the expected value obtained frcm the -in faihlre distribution beyond the point

Fwhere it is truncated by the tie rercva! dist.-ibu-tio. Since the asst.amed

Gaussian distrrbutions allow negative parater values, these graphs do not

adequately describe the early failure rates. Emever, these early failures

are of no significance to this study.

As shown on figure 7-6a, avprorirtely 46% of the reovals are due to

failures, and 54% are due to time rezavals. Trans=issions reroved because

of failures showed an average mean ti=e to renoval of 420 hours, while

co-rtonents re_.oved because of tire had an average mean ti-re between reovals

of 625 hours. The c•_bined average life of both categories is 515 hours.

If on condition maintenance is allowed, no time re•ovals will occur.
Those transmissions presently removed because of ti=o (between 585 and 650

hours) will be allowed to operate until they fail according to the usual

failure modes. The distribution of the usual failure -odes is characterized

by the initial portion of the curve. However, this represents only 46% of

the present total. An underlying assumption is made that the distribution of

failures is Gaussian because this distribution characterizes processes involving

aging or wearout phenomena. Figure 7-6b further illustrates the situation.

The heavy dark line represents the present frequency distribution which, when

"integrated, yields the cum:lative distribution shown in figure 7-6a. It should

be noted that this figure is for illustrative purposes and is not entirely to

scale. The two solid vertical lines show the MMTR for the failed transmissions

t and the transmissions removed because of time, respectively. If the trans-

missions presently removed becatise of time were allowed to operate until

failure, they would fail according to the curve defining areas and C.

The MTTR of this area, extending from 585 hours to infinity, is 785 hours.

This means that the average time for removal for components presently removed

because of time would be increased from 625 hours to approximately 785 hours--

a difference of 160 hours, However, since the components would be removed

when the AIDAPS indicated a failure was imminent, prior to actual failure,

an increase of 150 hours or 24% was used for this component in this study.
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7.2.6.2 Drr,-r A-talsis

A selected s--pie of CH-47A copcnents zanifestLig a relatively high

percentage of time change reovals .er-- used in this analysis. T'he cu=lative

distribution of tire to re=covals w'as obtained by ranking the data in order of

increasing tire to re2ovals, and plotting this against the c=Ulative percent

of removals.

Upon the eliminaticn of the time re-oval requirement, the "on condition"

removals will have a mean time to removal .1!iO) greater than the mean tire

to removal for tire changes (MTTTh). This new expected -value can be obtained

by integration of the distribution curve between proper limits. However, for

this exercise, an estimated value was obtained and this is indicated in the

I, graphs.

t The difference between the on condition mean time to removal and the time

change mean time to removal provides the essential data. A tabulated summary

of these data is shown in Table 7-11.

* 7.2.6.3 Reduction in Frequency of Removal

The results of this analysis are summarized in tne graphs in Figures 7-7

through 7-11. These graphs project the potential reduction in maintenance

through use of AIDAPS and the on condition maintenance concept.

Figure 7-7 shows the percent increase in mean time to removal for time

change as a function of the percent of removals due to time change. It should

be noted that the "percent increase in mean time to removal for time change"

represents the difference between the time change mean time to removal and the

on condition mean time to removal (MTTRTC - MTR ), expressed as a percentage

of the mean time to removal for time change.
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TABLE 7-11 ON CONDITION MAINTENANCE DATA SUH-HA.RY

HTTR. HTT Roc 7. INCREASE 7. DECREASE % REMOVALS DUE
I MTTR FREQUENCY TO TIME CHAME

Transmission Components

1. 320 395 23.5 19.0 59.0

2. 625 775 23.5 19.0 54.0

3. 760 850 11.7 10.5 37.0

4. 540 605 11.9 10.7 37.0

5. 560 660 17.6 15.0 51.0

6. 1050 1100 5.3 5.0 30.0

7. 1050 1165 11.1 10.0 43.0 2

Swashplate Components

8. 650 725 11.7 10.5 42.0

7- 9. 635 780 22.7 18.5 50.0

10. 445 500 12.4 11.0 45.0

11. 545 625 14.3 12.5 50.0

12. 670 830 24.2 19.5 59.0

13. 615 715 16.3 14.0 54.0

Shaft, Adapter Assembly Components

14. 860 910 5.8 5.5 22.0

15. 1170 1300 11.1 10.0 33.0

16. 930 1180 26.9 21.2 46.0

17. 910 1090 19.7 16.5 40.0

18. 620 670 8.1 7.5 33.0

19. 1250 1430 14.3 12.5 43.0

MTTRTC = Mean Time to Removal (Time Change)

MTTROC = Mean Time to Removal (On Condition)
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I. In Figiure 7-8- the -iean time to- removal for-each item was converted Lo a

removal frequency (the reciprocal of the mean time to removal) and thus the

'Al percent decreases in ,aquency of time change removals is plotted as a function

of the percent of removals due to time change. Figures 7-9 through 7-11 pre-

sent similar graphs; however, the data has been separated into three component

groupings.

7.2.6.4 The Possible Extent of "On Condition" Maintenance 11sinz an AIDAPS
With a Low Test Accuracy

Components removed on a time basis are usually those which have an impact

on air safety. As an example of the effects of "on condition" maintenance on

air safety, consider aft transmission no. 1615 045-9961 (Figure 7-6). This

figure shows approximately 55% of removals are presently due to time changes

and approximately 45% are due to malfunctions. The total expected number of

removals (see Table 7-12) per 100,000 FH is 385 of which 212 were time removals

and 173 were due to failures, presumably incurred during operations. CH-47
accident data reveals that these 173 operational failures can be expected to
yield approximately 1.0 total loss accidents, .7 major accidents and .2 minor

accidents per 100,000 flying hours. Applying an AIDAPS with a .(: test accuracy

but retaining time removals will reduce the expected number of operating fail-

ures by 60% with an attendant r 'uction in expected number of accidents.

If on condition maintenance is allowed, the time removals will remain on

the aircraft until a failure or indication of failure occurs. This reduces the

total number of removals per 100,000 flyli.g hours to 347; however, the number

of operational failures increases to 139, or almost as high as without AIDAPS.

The resulting increase in accidents will be much more costly than the savings

due to the change to on condition maintenance. The next example illustrates

that if the AIDAPS fails to achieve prognostic capability 0.4, i.e., if it

fails to detect 40% or more of the impending malfunctions prior to the flight

on which they would occur, the number of accidents with AIDAPS and on condition

maintenance exceeds the number of accidents cf an aircraft without AIDAPS.
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1A•.L• /-12 EFFCTS OF ON CONDITION MAINTENANCE ON AIR SAFETT
WITH AIDAPS SYSTEM (O VARIOUS TEST ACCURACIES

(TRANSMISSION 1615 045-9961)

4PIRA:TING FAIL

PERR i6,080 RATE PER EXPECTED ACCIDENTS
CONDITION LII M MFLyIIM HOUR PER leo,00 FLYING HOURS

TOTAL MAJOR MINOR

Present
Without AIIPS

Time Removals 212
FAilures 173 173 .97 .47 .26

TOTAL 385 173 °97 .67 .26

AIAPS With .6 Test
Accuracy and Time
Removal

Time Eemowals 212
g Failures 173 69 .39 .27 .08

TOTAL 385 69 .39 .27 .08

AIDAPS With .6 Test
Accuracy and On Cond.
Maintenance

OFormer Time 174* 70 .39 .27 .08
Former Failures 173 69 .39 .27 .08

TOTAL 347 139 .78 .54 .16

AIDAPS With .4 Test
Accuracy and On Condý
Maintenance

On Condition Former Time 174* 104 .58 .40 .10
oFormer Failures 173 104 .58 .40 .10

TOTAL 347 208 1.16 .80 .20

AIDAPS With .95 Test
Accuracy and On Cond.
Maintenance and Air Warning

On Condition Former Times 174k 9 N N N
Former Failures 173 9 N N N

TOTAL 347 18 N N N

*Represents the expected operational fa'lures due to the components presently removed

on a time basis. Number of failures = 212 x (1.0 .18). The factor .18 represents

the reduction in removal frequency frorr Figure 7-9

N = Negligible
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If an AIDAPS with a high test accuracy is achieved the number of opera-

tional failures is greatly reduced. Further, since reliable airborne warning

can be provided with these systems, the accident potential from this compon-

ent will be reduced to substantially zero in this case.

Although it is apparent that on condition maintenance should not be

allowed with AIDAPS of low test accuracy, there appears to be no definite value

of test accuracy below which on condition mairtenance is not feasible. How-

ever, for test accuracies above 80% and with airborne diagnosis, short term

prognosis and warning, accidents due to failure of the heavily monitored com-

ponents should be substantially eliminated. Therefore, the ability to go to

on condition maintenance has Leen limited to those systems displaying the

above characteristics. A detailed look at each time removal component is

warranted to establish if specific components might be suitable for on condi-

tion maintenance with the Ground System. Obviously, those components which

always exhibit a type A failure indication are candidates for on condition

maintenance regardless of the type of AIDAPS system used.

Table 7-13 lists the parameters for the UH-I which have a 100% "A" desig-

nation together with the components monitored. It is evident fro.n the tab-

ulated conrnents that only the following items can be maintained on an "on

condition" basis by the Ground AIDAP System:

a) Engine Fuel Drain

b) Pitot Tube Heater

c) Main Rotor Assembly

d) Power Cylinders and Irreversible Valves

e) Hydraulic System

f) Electrical System

g) Fuel System

Only one of these, the Main Rotor Assembly, is listed in the Overhaul

and Retirement Schedule (TM55-1520-210-20, poge 3-37).
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TABLE 7-13 PARAMETERS OF 100% "A" TYPE FAILURE !.DICATIONS

ITEM SUBSYSTEM COMPONENT MONITORED l COyK ENTS

12 03 Engine Oil Quantity Rate of oil consumption can be an
indication of engine condition -

not sufficient ailone for engine
analysis.

13 03 Engine Fuel Drain Indication of proper ope: tion of

fuel drain valve.

14 misc. Pitct Tube Heater Operation cat. be monitored.

19 03 .nterstage Airbleed Operation can be monitored; will
operate during staet and decel-
eration of engine.

23 03 Engine Air Partical AP across filters can be
Separator monitored for maintenance.

25 03 Engine Fuei Filter AP across filters can be
monitored for maintenance.

31 04 420 Gearbox, Chips Discrete for ft, safety & main.

33 04 90* Gearbox, Chips Discrete for flt, safety & main.

35 04 Main Gearbox, Chips Discrete for flt. safety & main.

43 04 Main Rotor Assembly Vibration monitoring will reveal
wear or looseness in bearing,
linkages, clamps, etc. Faults
may become more evident at 60 to
100K airspeed.

46,47,48 06 Power Cylinders and Can be monitored for primary
Irreversible Valves failure mode of leakage.

50 06 Hydraulic Pressure Probably due to hydraulic pump
wear.

51 06 Hydraulic Control Operation can be monitored.
Solenoid.

53 09 Bus Control Relay Operation can be monitored.

54 09 Inverter Bus Voltage Operation can be monitored.

56 10 Aft Fuel Cell Leakage Can be monitored.

57 10 Fwd Fuel Cell Leakage Can be monitored.

58 10 Rt Fuel Boost Pump Operation can be monitored.

59 10 Left Fuel Boost Pump Operation can be monitored.

60 10 Main Fuel Filter AP Switch

62 10 Starting Fuel Solenoid Operation can be monitored.

'a V
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Iters (a) and (b) in Table 7-13 are primarily concerned with inspections.

All ,I cae other items exhibited scheduled remmvals on the UHi-! maintenance

history printout. This indicates that at least some of te--, major co=ponents

of t!e subsystems have removal schedules and, presumably, could be maintained

on an on conditio.. basis with Grotmd AIDAPS.

It must be emphasized that these s--bsystems represent only a minor portion

of the aircraft. For example, the tcta. maintenance index for the subsystems

which are listed is 49 MHI/1000 FH in contrast to the total for the UH-1 of 4322

MH/IO00 FH. Man-hours required for scheduled removals are only a small fraction

of this. The situation is similar for thre Hybrid II System. Therefore, although

it is evider.t that on condition maintenance is possible on sore components with

the Ground and Hybrid II AIDAP Systems, the benefits derived therefrom are negli-

gible and have been omitted from this study.
II

7.2.6.5 Air Safety Analysis

More than 600 accident reports from the UH-i, OH-6 and AH-i aircraft

were analyzed with the objective of determining the ability of AIDAPS to:

(a) detect impending failures of eac- c:cident causing system prior co flight

or, (b) for those potential malfunctions not detected, providing sufficient

warning to the pilot during flight to prevent an accident. The first capa-

biliLy eliminates aborts as well as accidents. The second capability reduces

accidents only. The ,asic data examined consisted of printouts of classified

USAABAR Crash Measage Tape Records. A sample of the data evaluated as the first

step In the analysis process is shown •s Table 7-14a.

For the purposes of this accident analysis only, those aborts a d accidents

associated with a malfunctioning engine, transmission or other AIDAPS-monitored

components, and those accidents associated with faulty weight and balance con-

ditions, were considered. No credit was taken for accidents associated with

pilot errors, collisions or compokents not suitable for monitoring by AIDAPS.

When a Lomponent is monitored by AIDAPS, the prognostic capability will necessarily

improve ao the component nears the end of its life. It is easier to predict that

i component will fail i. the next 2 hours after 500 hours of histo-y are available,

than it is to predict a component will fail after 500 hours when only two hours

of history are available. This is particularly true when specific parameters
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such as vibration, copressor efficiency, teaperaeure, e-c. are used to predict

the condition of c -on-ents. This short-term. prognostic accuracy all•ws those

Scozcnts .hich are near failure to be replaced after th-e flight in which the

-An.!'S detected an impending failure. This prevents the failure from occur- ng

on the next fliah: causing an abort or an accident. 'Presently, maintenance =en

cannot prevent these types of failures because they either do not monitor the

pertinent parameters often enngh, or they do not monitor them at all (i.e., vibration).

Air warning provides an additimual means for preventing accidents for failure

rmodes which do not lend themselves to prognosis and as a safety feature for the

AIAPS prognostic capability. Many accidents are caused because a pilot does

not realize the performance of some system is belo;w normal. For instance, if

he calls for full engine power during a landing, a degraded engine may not have

sufficient power to recover or avoid an obstacle. An AIDAP system will provide

notice of degradation prior to the time it would normally be observed by the ,J

pilot. In such cases, this airborne warning capability will help avoid the

accident.

For accidents involving weight and balance, credit for accident prevention

was taken only if the accident data showed that the weight and balance calcula-

tic'-. were either wrong or never made. The AIDAPS can make these calculations

much more rapidly and accurately than the presenc hand procedure, and, further,
will make them at the initiation of every flight.

In tbe accident/abort study, each accident was studied to determine if AIDAPS

could have prevented it, ana, if so, which of the modes; i.e., detection of an

impending malfunction or airborne warning, would have applied.

Accident data from three aircraft, UH-IH, OH-6A and the AH-IG were available
and were analyzed separately. For each aircraft, the data were grouped by systems
in order to observe any systematic trend in their contribution to accidents.

It was observed that three systems--engine, transmission/rotor and hydraulic--

, -ntribute to the majority of the accidents, approximately 75% or more. Each

occident report was examined individually, and a determination was made whether

AIDAPS would have a major, a minor, or no effect upon the likelihood of the

occurrence of the malfunction. A determination ias also made as to the effect

of AIDAPS upon the likelihood of the accident occurring given that a malfunction

has occurred. This relates to the reduction in the hazard frequency.
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A simmry of the factors eoplo3 -d after the basic effectiveness decision

bad been =ade is shc.-n below.

AIWAPS D-2PAZT FMZ0UFElCY H EAZ7A-RDr_] i

YAjOR thCT .93 .50

M( R, L-TCT .30 .20

ACCIDE'T TrEPRO--NT FA TORS

The .95 is derived from the test accuracy value determined earlier providing that

the application of an AIDAPS will have a majcr impact on determining as well as

predicting the condition of a component. If the overall impact cannot be

substantiated as well, but there is strong reason to suspect that the accident

could have benefited from AIDAPS, a degraded value of .30 was e ?loyed.

Even if a component still fails in the air, it is possible to warn the pilot

and avoid an accident or prevent the accident from becoming as serious as it

would have been without the AIDAPS. These events are reflected in the hazard

rate. The selected values for this factor were determined after a review of

various Air Force tests performed to determine the effectiveness of voice warning.

Once the effect of AIDAPS has been assigned, the percent reduction can be

computed. Accident reports of the first three categories--total loss, major

accident and minor accident--were combined to obtain the percent reduction in

the accident frequency and the percent reduction in the hazard frequency. The

reduction in the frequency of aborts das obtained by analyzing accident reports

of the remainng categories--incidents, forced landin6s and precautionary landings.

By similar analysis, the AIDAPS effect on the likelihood of the occurrence of
the malfunction was determined and the percent reduction in frequenzy was computed.

A detailed discussion regarding the actual computations used in the models to

determine savings resulting from improved accident characteristics is presented

in Appendix C, sections 3.0 and 4.0.

Table 7-14b shows the results of this study. Sufficient accident data was

not available on al] aircraft to accomplish a detailed analysis. The composite

data was used for the aircraft not listed ori Table 7-14b. For the OH-58, the
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data [or the OH-6 were used. The items designated ". reduction in accident

frequency" and "% reduction in abort frequency" indicates the detection of

impending malfunctions prior to flight. The item called "% reduction in hazard"

is the reduction in accidents due to airborne diagnosis and warning. The

figures shown are for an AIDAPS System with a 95% test accuracy. Less accurate

AIDAP Systems have a proportional degradation in accident prevention. For

AIDAP Systems with no air warning capability, the percentage reduction in

hazard is zero.

7.3 AIDAPS PROCUREMENT COSTS, COST FACTORS AND WEIGHTS

This secLion presents the outputs of the AIDAPS Procurement Cost Model.

See Appendix C for the cost derivation. These outputs form the basis of the

equipment dependent costs of the AIDAPS Life Cycle Cost/Benefit Model. Some

equipment dependent cost factors vary with the AIDAPS configuration and some

do noL. Table 7-15 shows the cost factors which do not vary significantly

with the AIDAPS configuration.

TABLE 7-15 AIDAPS INDEPENDENT COST FACTORS

Cost Basic Cost Per Cost Per
Item Cost Aircraft 1000 Flying Hrs.

Test Units $50,200 per set $502.00 N/A

Test Equip. Maint. 3% per year $15.06/Yr. $31.37

Training $6,855 per student N/A N/A
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7.3.1 UNIQUE AIDAP SYSTEM COSTS

Table 7-16 shows the basic hardware costs for the unique systems by aircraft

groups. These costs are based on a buy of 500 and are in 1971 dollars. There

may be slight differences in system cost between aircraft within a group. These

cost differences are due to small changes in the number of sensors required and

resulting differences in PC boards to handle additional parameters. However,

these cost changes are negligible.

Table 7-17 shows the same cost items adjusted for learning curve effects

due to the procurement quantities required to outfit a complete aircraft fleet.

Tables 7-18 through 7-20 show cost information computed by the AIDAPS

Life Cycle Cost Model. It is presented here for purposes of continuity.

Table 7-18 shows the total DDT&E and procurement cost on a per aircraft

basis. These costs include the hardware, aircraft modification and DDT&E

costs prorated across all aircraft of a given type. Only one ground portion
of the hybrid systems is required per 15 aircraft, and only one Ground AIDAPS

is required for five aircraft. The high unit cost of the U-21, CH-54, and

HLH systems is due primarily to the low number of AIDAPS required. The pro-

rated DDTE costs make up a major portion of the total AIDAPS procurement price

for these aircraft.

fable 7-19 shows the 10 year operating costs. The difference in cost for

operating different AIDAP Systems on the same aircraft is primarily due to

differences in the time required for aircraft inspections and diagnosis. The

difference in operating costs for the san- AIDAPS generic type applied to

diflerent aircraft is due primarily to spares provisioning costs wh ch are

dependent upon the system procurement cost. Differences in aircraft utiliza-

tion and attendant differences in AI)APS utilization are also important.
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Table 7-20 bhsous the total life cycle costs for the generic AIDAP System

types and aircraft applications. The life cycle costs generally increase as

one progresses from the Ground System to the Airborne System. An exception

is the HLH, for which the Hybrid I System shows the highest cost. This is

due to the proration of DDT&E cost across the small number of systems required.

The DDT&E cost is highest for the Hybrid I System.

Table 7-21 shows the airborne weights of the system including sensors,

cabling and electronics. The weight shown for the Ground Based System consists

entirely of sensors and wiring. It is equal to approximately one half the

weight of tiie entire Airborne System.

Table 7-22 shows all the cost factors computed by the AIDAPS Procurement

Cost Model.

7.3.2 GROUPED A.DAP SYSTEM COSTS

As a result of tradeoffs for the unique system, the Hybrid II and Ground-

Based AIDAP Systems were eliminated from further consideration. The Airborne

and Hybrid I systems were modified to be applicable to groups of aircraft

based on refinements on the number of sensors to be monitored. These design

changes produced only a minor effect upon basic (i.e., quantity 500) sys-

tems costs. However, the quantity produced, as well as the prorating of

DDT&E costs over larger numbers of aircraft, produced significant cost reduc-

tions for those aircraft types existing in small numbers. Table 7-23 shows the

cost outputs of the AIDAPS procurement model for the Group AIDAP sistems.

For a definition of the aircraft/AIDAP system groups see paragraph 5.6.
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7.3.3 UNIVSRSAL AIDAP SYSTEM COSTS

While generating the costs of the grouped AIDAP systems, it became appar-

ent that additional cost savings can be achieved by creating universal modules

at no sacrifice in AIDAPS effectiveness. This allowed a constant effectiveness,

"lowest cost tradeoff to be accomplished to establish the least cost universal

system of two generic types, Airborne and Hybrid 1. (See Section 7.3). Table

7-24 presents the outputs of the AIDAPS Procurement Cost Model for the modular

universal AIDAP systems.

7.4 AIRCRAFT OPERATIONAL & COST FACTORS

Although hypothetical combat .3cenarios were not necessary for this study,

it was necessary to make some assumptions and estimates of the world wide Army

F environment in the post 1975 time era. Only a few of the assumptions have a

strong impact on the study.

7.4.1 GENERAL ASSUMPTIONS

The general assumptions are:

a) Ten years of substantially peacetime operations.

b) Basic time frame is 1975 through 1985.

c) All costs in 1971 dollars except aircraft procurement and part procure-

ment costs.

4; d) Aircraft procurement cost of existing aircraft are as listed in Fi-lO10-20.

e) Part procurement costs as listed in the Federal Stock Catalogue.

f) Military Environment as defined in FM-101-20.

g) Army aircraft maintenance policies remain substantially unchanged except

as influenced by AIDAPS.

The basic time frame was extended in certain cases where the AIDAPS or

aircraft procurement schedule did not allow for 10 years of operation within

the base period. This extension applied primarily to the HLH and UTTAS.
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7.4.2 OPERATIONAL DATA

In order to assess the total impact of AIDAPS upon Army operations, it is

necessary to estimate certain operational and logistic data. These data were

projected to the 1975-85 time frame. The primary operational data inputs are:

a) Average aircraft utilization for each type

b) Number of aircraft in inventory for each aircraft type by fiscal year

c) Aircraft deployment (percent overseas and percent in CONUS)

d) Average number of missions per day for each aircraft type

e) Number of operational days per month

f) Representative mission payloads for each aircraft type

g) Aircraft abort rates for each aircraft type

h) Average aircraft availability for each aircraft Lype

i) Average aircraft accident rate for each aircraft type and for each class

"U of accidents

Some of these inputs were subject to large deviations. For instance,

present world wide aircraft utilization is over twice the value listed in

FM-1OI-20 for peacetime operation for some aircraft. Hence, three estimates

were made for each of the inputs which show significant deviations, and which

have significant effects upon the study results. These estimates are labeled

pessimistic, expected and optimistic. The pessimistic assumptions are those

which are least favorable to AIDAPS. Expected assumaptions are those which are

our best estimate of the 1975-85 environment. The optimistic assumptions are

those most favorable to AIDAPS. In certain cases an alternate pessimistic

assumption or alternate optimistic assumption is listed. These are assump-

tions which have been made for sensitivity analysis of the specific parameters.

Data taken from FM-101-20 peacetime operations is considered pessimistic

since these data, particularly aircraft utilization, are the most pessimistic

available. These data were used to perform the tradeoffs for the unique sys-

tems since only the relative performance of the AIDAPS candidates is neces-

sary so that more realistic cost and savings estimations could be made for

the AIDAPS justification. The expected values are based on the assumption that

no large scale war (Vietnam type) would occur, but that the normal exigencies

such as occurred between the Korean War and Vietnam would continue.
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Table 7-25 shows a summary of the operational factors and cost which are

dependent upon aircraft type. These data are shown for the standard (pessi-

mistic) conditions. On subsequent tables, three figures are shown for those

data which ce "-e accurately estimated. The estimates which were not avail-

able from oft _. sources or data are marked with an "E".

The following discussion lists the source and/or the methods used to

develop each estimate.

7.4.2.1 Aircraft Costs

These data were derived from SB 700-20 for all aircraft except the HLH

and the UTTAS. The costs of these airciaft were obtained from commercial

publications.

A 7.4.2.2 Aircraft Utilization, Deployment, Missions and Inventory

Table 7-26 shows current Army aircraft deployment utilization and status

from April 1969 through Dece:'ber 1970. Table 7-27 shows a projection of this

data to the years 1975 to 1985 based upon the following assumptions:

a) End of Vietnam conflict will require reassessment/realignment of strategic

deployment capability.

b) Combat forces redeployed from Vietnam will substantially be sent to Europe

or other foreign countries (AH-I, CH-54).

c) Low density of CH-54's requires wide dispersion.

d) National Guard and reserve forces will be updated with CH-47A and UH-IA's.

e) Proficiency and ttaining requirements will increase the percentage of

OH-58's and OH-6's required in CONUS.

f) Distribution of ILH will be approximately the same as the CH-54 and dis-

tribution of the UTTAS will be approximately the same as the UH-I.

No differentiation is nade between overseas and CONUS deployment for air-

craft utilization and status since these factors are probably more sensitive

to other variableb and official estimates are being used. Three estimates are
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presented for each variable to which the AIDAPS analysis is sensitive. Air-

craft NORS rate does not Affect the analysis. Aircraft NORM rate is dependent

upon aircraft utilization and manning. It was assumed that Army manning

policies would remain substaintially the.sarme (if'AIDAPS is not available) so

that the adjusted NORMI rates only reflect the assumptions made on aircraft
utilization. It is generally assumed, that rhe amount of maintenance required,! I

and thus downtime for maintenance, is a direct ratio to the amount of flying

accomplished. It t

Aircraft utilization is the major variable for which optimistic, expected,

and pessimistic type assumptions are made.

The predicted aircraft inventories were derived from F91-!01-2G and a letterI •-from DA staff stating Aircraft Inventory Projections dated 21 December 1,970.

7.4.2.3 Payload :

The installation of an AIDAP System aboard an aircraft involves only one

performance penalty. This penalty is the increase in weight. Since this

increase is small, its impact upon most aircraft operations is not severe;

however, it -ist be evaluated to pre.5erve an unbiased analysis.

The weight of the AIDAP System will affect operations only on those missions

which call for a pm payload capacity under the cxistir._ takeoff conditions.

SFor these missions, there are a nuzber of possible alternative effects. These

are:

a) An equivalent veeight of cargo may not be carried.

b) A lenger takeoff run r-ay be required.

c) Rotary w•i-G aircraft ray not be able to ceeraze in Che vertical takeoff =ode.

d) P-n equi'.Talent smigýt cf fzel rayj nst be carried.

Stactical rai airtraft are az7a1-y l:-e3 to! nzxj- c:';.a-y

Szir~~- -- S- .. ' -, -•_.a -~• re- -••zr: i5'--,• -- aK-,;a

!..... I4c Z-"



Table 7-28 shows the missions to be evaluated in this analysis. Three

missions are shown for each aircraft. Wherever possible, these missions were

taken from excerpts from. FM -101-20, "Army Aviation Planning Manual." Each

mission is described in terms of three characteristics: takeoff altitude,

maximum payload, and an estimate of the percentage of missions which will

utilize the maximum payload under combat conditions.

The primary mission for each aircraft is usually the basic mission listed

in the referenced material. The mission labeled "optimistic" represents a

selection of a typical mission which will be penalized very little by the

AIDAPS weight. The pessimistic mission is one that is the most severely penal-

'ized mission of the missions listed in the reference material. It is the mis-

sion carrying the least payload. Usually this reduced payload is due to a

takeoff restriction. The table lists this takeoff restriction in terms of a

takeoff (pressure) altitude. Pressure altitude was selected due to the vari-

ables associated with computation of density altitude, and the fact that pre-

4cise aircraft performance based .on density altitude is not required. The only

assumption the analysis actually makes is +!tat the payload capacity is restric-

ted to the value shown because of some combat, altitude or temperature condition.

Although the additional AIDAPS weight may cause degradation of some missicns,

it is not reasonable to assume that all missions are payload limited. For this

reason, an assumption on the number of missions which are payload limited was
Y- made. This assurption was that 50% :f the missions are payload limited. How-

ever, a sensitivity analysis was acco.mplished on the lighter aircraft for this

parameter. The primary payload was usee on the expected and pessimistic computer

runs. The alternate pessimistic payload was used for payl2ad sensitivity analysis.

7.4.2.4 Average Hissicns Per Day

Table ;-29 shcws z.!:e average vission durations which were derived fro= the

"r-issic7-s listed in FX-10-20. •hen thc. average daily flying hours derived from

-:- S- the z'z -cnthly aircraft iliz~aiirs is ,i~i~ed -- the-se -=ission dZ.atic.-s, ze

ý7=sb.er Z-f 7issic=s ;-r La s c--t~aineA. 1his is 5szVw im. Tahi1e 7-31).
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TABLE 7-29 AVERAGE MISSION DURATION

EXPECTED ALTERNATIVE
-AND PESSIMISTIC OPTIMISTIC PESSIMISTIC
PAYLOAD DURATION PAYLOAD DURATION PAYLOAD DURATION

AH-1 1,933 1.27 2,699 .87 270 2.6EHI
CH-47 6,445 1.2 15,390 .62 7,000 .80

CH-54 11,522 1.25 20,000 .45 7,300 1.97

OH-6 600 1.5 637 1.65 400 1.85

0H-58 600 1.5 650 1.65 400 1.85

OV-1 1,930 1.0 2,194 .98 1,930 .50

4JH-1 1,800 1.5 2,400 1.40 800 1.51

U-21 2,010 3.5 3,000 2.3 190 2.2

HIM 45,OOOE 1.25E 60,OOOE .45E 15,OOOE 1.2E

UTTAS 2,640E 1.5E 3,600E 1.4E 1,500E 1.5E

I}
I

I
LL
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7.4.2.5 Estimation of Maintenance Parameters

In order to determine the effect of AIDAPS on aircraft availability, it is

necessary to determine the aircraft Not Operationally Ready (NORM) rates. Basic

NORM rates corresponding to peacetime TOE conditions are available from FM-101-

20. It is necessary to vary these for utilizations different from peacetime

TOE conditions. The amount of unscheduled maintenance, and the portion of

periodic maintenance dependent upon flying time are functions of aircraft util-

ization. On a per flight basis, the average maintenance duration is a function

of the probability that maintenance is performed, multiplied by the expected

maintenance duration given that maintenance is required.

7.4.2.6 Probability of Maintenance and Average Maintenance Duration

The estimates of the aircraft probability of maintenance is divided into

two parameters, the probability of unscheduled maintenance and the probability

of scheduled maintenance. The probability of unscheduled maintenance is obtained

from the system break rates are sumned for all systems to obtain an aircraft

break rate per flying hour. Multiplying by the average mission duration gives

the break rate per mission. Under the assumption that the system breaks are

independent, the following expression .or the probability of unscheduled main-

tenance per mission (PU) can be written:

PU = !.0 - exp. -MT

v-here:

M = aircraft break rate per flying hour

T = average r~ission duration

Scheduled =aintenance consists primarily of daily inspections which occur

once per day cn days rr 'cich flying is acc--lished. Therefore if, on the

a,.erage, less than irze -isýzicn per day is acce-plished, this 2rebability can

- - ass--ed rc be l.rC Zhn =:r, 0r-:, =e -issicn per day _is acc•cplished, t02

-rc•Jility cf s(Fedul. -aiSLna: (P) is:

~ ~ -...- ~.:r-f 71

IT



The total probability of maintenance (P then becomes:

P + P P PU
PM = U +PS - Pus

The calculations shown above are based on a constant maintenance manpower.

It is assumed that the amount of maintenance required is directly proportional

to aircraft utilization. The repair times, downtimes and NORM rates for the

HL.H were derived to match the QMR requirements and are very low. However,
since these values have only a minor effect on the results of the model, no

adjustments to the QMR data were made.

Table 7-31 shows the maintenance parameters used in the study. The columns

are identified as follows:
U

A/C = Aircraft type (input)

MR = Maintenance rate per flying hour as determined from TAMMS

data (input)

MT = Average mission duration (input)

PU = Probability of unscheduled maintenance per mission

PS = Probability of scheduled maintenance per mission

DMD = Daily maintenance duration

TPM = Total probability of maintenance per mission

AED = Average maintenance duration per mission

RT = Average time to perform unscheduled maintenance

A t I = Average maintenance down time per day

!.'ORM = Not operationally ready-maintenance rates (from FH-101-20 for the

expected case only)-

7.4.3 ODDITIO•AL COST FACTORS

Additional co-. factcrs ruecessary to estimate the costs and benefi.ts of the

AtDAF syste~s are shmwn in Tablcs 7-32 and 7-33. The sy•-ols used ,n the AIDAPS

G.:st Berzit M,-•.el arA tleir definitic, zre also, shcvn-. V-ese cost 3ata iere

eferi:ed ftrrn L!PA A-=y F-rce PhL;CS7L 1>i2c. izrt-_eni -f tVea r:-:,
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TABLE 7-32 AIDIAPS COST BENEFIT MODEL
DEFINITION OF TERMS AND COST FACTORS

Fixed Inputs

FEPS = Initial stocks and supplies ($/man). Includes cost of minor TOE equip-

ment initial allowances, repair parts (prescribed list), station

equipment, and organizational clothing and equipment. The average cost

per man is $1,126.

CFTF Flight training cost per man as follows:

Fixed Wing 30,842

Rctary Wing (excl. CH-47 & CH-54) 40,967

CH-47 81,122

CH-54 75,845

COTF Indirect commissioned and warrant officer training cost includes officer

branch training and student leave and administrative time = $3,382 per

man.

CWTF Maintenance commissioned and warrant officers (direct) training cost

includes COTF ($3,382 per man) and maintenance training cost of $4,532

per man. The total training cost per man is $7,914.

CMF Maintenance enlisted man training cost includes:

Basic combat training $ 953

Advanced individual training 1,219

Student leave and administrative time 163

Aircraft repairman training 2,700

Total $5,035

CEI = Indirect enlisted man training cost is $2,335.

CTO = Coccissioned and warzant officer initial PCS deployment. The cost/man factors

V, are as follows:
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TABLE 7-32 AIDAPS COST BENEFIT MODEL
DEFINITION OF TERMS AND COST FACTORS

'Continued)

Within CONUS (operational travel) $ 920

CONUS to Europe 1,367

CONUS to Pacific 1,115

CONUS to Alaska 1,023

CONUS to So. Command 1,065

CTE Enlisted man PCS deployment cost/man factors are as follows:

Within CONUS (operational travel) $ 229

CONUS to Europe 454

CONUS to Pacific (run) 368

CONUS to Alaska 331

CONUS to So. Command 343

CE = Other initial investment cost per man includes personnel procurement

and processing and accession travel and initial clothing costs. The

average cost per man is $415.

CSMF = Support equipment maintenance factor (%) applied to the support equip-

ment investment cost. Assumed percent factor 3%.

CRSE = Support equipment replacement (secondary items - includes repair parts)

is estimated at an average of 7% of the support equipmant investment

cost. )

CRI = Conditional probability of pilot casualty due to Category 1 accident.

USAF experience = 35%.

CR2 = Conditional probability of pilot casualty due to Category 2 accidiet.

Assumed 1/2 of CRI = 17.5%.

CF-3 = Conditional probability of pilot casualty due to Category 3 accident =

p..



TABLE 7-32 AIDAPS COST BENEFIT MODEL

DEFINITION OF TERMS AND COST FACTORS
(Continued)

COFPA/WOFPA Flight officer pay and allowance includes flight pay and average

military pay and allowance.

Commissioned Warrant
Officer (COPPA) Officer (WOFPA)

Flight Pay $2;,144 $1,449

Average MPA 11,183 11,183
(Worldwide)

.-Total $13,327 $12,632

) COPA/WOPA = Commissioned and warrant officer pay and allowance based on world-

wide average EPA = $11,183 per man.

CEPA = Enlisted man pay and allowance based on worldwide average = $4,357 per

man.

TOR = Annual replacement of personnel (turnover rates) is computed at 14.8%

for officers and 26.5% for enlisted men.

CMO Costs for procurement and processing and accession travel and initial

clothing of replacements necessary to maintain the strength of the force

unit at full TOE. Estimated at $415 per man.

CBO Separation travel and payments. Costs charged to the force unit for

personnel attrition from the Lctive Army are computed at:

Officer Enlisted

Separation Payments 1,024 256

Separation Travel 471 100

TTotal 356

Central auppl7 activities $191 per nan

1?--dical activities 208 per =-n

A-=y-wiee activities 10 rer -an

__ :pe Izn



TABLE 7-33 TRANSPORTATION COST FACTORS

Aircraft average cists per pound $75.00/lb. (Approximate average ofAH-l

CH-47C, CH-54A, OH-6A, OH-58, OV-IC, UH-lH and U-21A.)

Preparation for shipping costs per pound (AFM 375-6):

CONUS Overseas

Packing Labor $.1868 $.2331

Material .0497 .0620

Total $.2365 $.2951

Packaged to item weight ratios (AFM 375-6)

CONUS = 1.285 Overseas = 1.436

Shipping costs per pound (Round Trip)
Per Packaged Weight Per Item Weight

CONUS Overseas CONUS Overseas

To DS .006 .006 .008 .008

To GS (375-6) .012 .012 .015 .015

To Depot .118 .406 .152 .583

Total costs per pound item weight:

CONUS Overseas
DS GS Depot DS GS Depot

Pack .23? .237 .237 .295 .295 .295

Shipping .008 .015 .152 .008 .015 .583

Total .245 .252 .389 .303 .310 .878

Total shipping costs per dollar item value:

CONUS Overseas

Direct Support .00327 .00404

General Support .00336 .00413

Depot .00519 011-00

%v: ~iI



November 1969, DOD Instruction 7220.23, 29 April 1970 "Standard Rates for

Costing Military Personnel Services", and other sources. Table 7-32 defines

the basic cost iactors. Basic cost factors are those which are not dependent

on the aircraft or AIDAPS types. The symbols used in the model are shown as

well as the value of the factors.

A

Table 7-33 shows the manner in which logistic costs for preparation for

shipping and shipping cost factors were derived. Wherever indicated, these

data were derived from AFM 375-6.
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8.0 TRADEOFFS

This section contains the tradeoffs which were used to select the best

AIDAP systems. The systems were sclected on the basis of their overall cost

effectiveness. However, to preserve visibility into the results of the study,

the AIDAPS costs, savings and benefits are shown for maintenance personnel,

logistics, aircraft effectiveness, and accidents for all major tradeoffs.

Tradeoffs which are peculiar to a specific aircraft type are discussed under

the aircraft heading. Tradeoffs which apply to all aircraft are discussed

under a separate heading even though the data may have been derived for a

specific aircraft.

One of the essential design requirements for a successful AIDAPS system

is its capacity. Systems which monitor too many components are too heavy, too

costly, and too complex to be cost effective on Army aircraft. Therefore,

primary consideration must be given to components which are most troublesome,

exhibit high inspection time, high fault isolation time, replacement time, are

costly, contribute to secondary damage, require depot overhaul or critically

affect flight safety. In performing the tradeoffs, the comppnents are arranged

in order of maintenance man-hour requirements because this is a composite meas-

urement of most of the above maintenance characteristics. Therefore, most charts

are presented with the components monitored as the abscissa. For a given air-

craft, all components are ranked identically on every chart and run from the

'ughest maintenance indices on the left, to the lowest maintenance indices on

the right. Since inspections are treated as a component in the Army TAMMS

data, and because it is logical to consider them as components from an instru-

i~ 2 mentation standpoint, the first few components on each chart usually represent

inspections. The first component is the aircraft inspection performed daily

I)v the AIDAPS as described in Section 6.1. This allows the first point of each

graph to be considered as the total AIDAPS cost for the designated cost item.

The cost of the AIDAP systems is considered as a constant for each aircraft

and ATI)APS type. The AIDAPS cost does not vary as a function of number of

Aomponents monitored. Tie number of components to be monitored has been suc-

cessively optimized during the course of tile study. Initially, they were

determined from the rank order component lists. As the benefits of monitoring

VOL II 8- 2



each component became known, the cost of monitoring was compared with the

savings and benefits of monitoring. Components with positive net savings

and/or benefits were added and those with negative net savings and benefits

were deleted.

8.1 UNIQUE AIDAP SYSTIN4S

The following paragraphs describe the cost effectiveness of Unique AIDAP

Systems which are uniquely designed and developed for individual aircraft.

Since the differences between certain aircraft are small, the AIDAPS designs

are applicable to groups as described in Section 5. However, the design

differences which tailor an AIDAPS designed for a group to an individual

aircraft within that group are insignificant from the standpoint of cost

effectiveness.

8.1.1 TRADEOFF ASSUMPTIONS

The Unique AIDAP System tradeoffs were conducted under the "standard

condition" assumptions. These assumptions refer to the peacetime envronment

as shown in FlOI-20. Historically, the utilization rates achieved by air-

craft are somewhat higher. Since aircraft utilization has the major impact

on total cost/benefits, the savings shown in these graphs for the unique

AIDAPS are somewhat low. For this reason, these conditions are also referred

to as "pessimistic" conditions. In general, these assumptions have no effect

upon the tradeoff decisions because the relative net savings of the candidate

systems remain in the same proportion regardless of these input assumptions.

Wherever an input assumption will affect the tradeoff decision, the effects

of the assumption were examined.

8.1.1.1 Aircraft and AIDAPS Model Inputs

Table 8-I shows the aircraft dependent input data and Table 8-2 shows the

AlDAPS dependent data. For deviation of these data, see Section 7.!,.2 for

aircraft and Sections 4.0 and 5.0 for AIDAPS.

Higher test accuracies than were computed in Section 7.0 were used in

these runs for the Hybrid II and Ground AIDAP systems. This was done to

ensure that the uncertainty of a given paraneter alone would not bias the

results too heavily.
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The time listed under processing time of Table 8-2 includes the total time

to remove a tape cartridge and transport it to the ground-based printer (if

required), process the tape, accomplish the necessary computations, and print

and interpret the results.

TABLE 8-2 AIDAPS PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

On
AIDAP Processing Test Weight Bal. Airborne Condition
System Time Accuracy & Safe Liftoff Warning Maintenance

Airborne 3 Min. .95 Yes Yes Yes

Hybrid I 6 Min. .95 Yes Yes Yes

Hybrid II 7 Min. .80 No No No

Ground 30 Min. .75 No No No

8.1.1.2 Effect of Input Operational Factors On Model Computations

The operational factors and the cost item they affect are:

FACTOR COST EFFECTS

Aircraft utilization All savings of AIDAPS operating costs

Aircraft fleet size Total costs, benefits and savings

Average aircraft payloads Increase in aircraft effectivensss

Aircraft cost Accident savings & value of aircraft
effectiveness

Aircraft deployment Packing and shipping costs

Aircraft availability Increase in aircraft effectivensss

Aircraft abort rates Increase in aircraft effectivensss

Aircraft probability of Increase in aircraft effectiveness
maintenance

Aircraft utilization is overwhelmingly the most important operational

factor, not only because it affects most cost items, but also because it is

subject to the largest uncertainty. For example, the utilization of the UH-1

varies from 30 flying hours per month for peacetime TOE to almost 80 flying

hours per month in Vietnam. All aircraft cost savings and AIDAPS operating

costs are linearly proportional to utilization. Although aircraft effective-

ness in not linearly proportional to utilization, it increases with increased

utilization.
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Aircraft fleet size affects all costs and benefits linearly. However, it

is believed the estimates used are highly accurate and changes will not be

significant. For the HLH, and UTTAS, however, the actual procurements may be

considerably different from the planning estimates used.

Average aircraft payload only affects the benefits due to icreased air-

craft effectiveness. The change in aircraft effectiveness due to a difference

in average payload can be found by the formula:

P
p - -- RA

o P - RA
0 W

S) where:

E1 = The new relative effectiveness of the aircraft.

E = The computed relative effectiveness of the aircraft.
0

This value is obtained from the graphs titled "Increase

in Effective Number of Aircraft". It is equal to 1.0

plus the percent of total fleet expressed as a ratio.

P, = New payload

P = Original payload
o

R = Percentage of missions which are payload limited.

A = AIDAPS airborne weightw

Typical values for R and A are .5 and 30 pounds respectively. Therefore,

it can be seen that if P is 1,000 pounds or over, likely changes in the assessed

maximum payload limit become insigrificant. Therefore, this equation is only

significant for aircraft having payloads less than 1,000 pounds; i.e., the 011-6

and 011-58.

The increase in the number of effective aircraft can be found:

NEA = (E1 - 1.0) NA

where N A is the total number of aircraft in the fleet.
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Accident savings are linearly proportional to aircraft cost. Packing and

shipping costs are linearly proportional to aircraft deployment for small

devitic-s; i.e., ± 20%.

The increase in aircraft effectivensss is nearly independent of aay reason-

able assumption as to aircraft availability, abort rates and probabilities of

maintenance. Reasonable changes in these inputs produce an insignificant effect

(less than 5%) on the overall net costs and benefits.

8.1.2 AIDAPS CONFIGURATION SELECTION

The following tradeoffs are arranged alphabetically according to aircraft

type designation. Special tradeoffs examining the sensitivity to certain AIDAPS

characteristics or to input data appear at the end of each tradeoff discussion.

8.1.2.1 AH-I Tradeoffs

Figure 8-1 shows the net reduction in man-hours required per 1,000 flying

Shoirs achieved through the use of an AIDAPS as a function of the number of

components monitored. The first component monitored represents the aircraft

inspection performed by the AIDAP system so that the origin of each curve at

component one represents the increase (negative savings) of manpower required

to support the AIDAP system. Identification of the components monitored can

be obtained from Appendix D. The number of maintenance men saved is shown as

well as the personnel cost savings. The personnel cost savings include support

and supervision personnel as well as maintenance personnel.

The differences in the personnel savings for the different AIDAPS are pri-

marily due to differences in the time required to acquire, process, and interpret

data and the differences in test accuracy.

Figure 8-2 shows the difference in logistics benefits. The differences in

net cost savings are due primarily to the inability of the Ground System and

Hybrid II to support on condition maintenance, and to differences in test

accuracy. The origin of the curves on this graph and all subsequent graphs

represents the penalty due to the AIDAPS without taking credit for any benefits.
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.;Figure 8-3 shows the effect of an AMDAPS on aircraft accidents versus number
components monitored. The diffe.rence between the savings for different AIDAPS

is due primarily to the inability of the Hybrid II and Ground AIDAPS' to provide
":iirborne' warning and weight and balance calculations. Test accuracy is also

important.

Figure &" shows the increase in the effective number of aircraft versus the
number of compohents monitored. The increase is due primarily to improved air-

e-raft availability although reduced aborts also are an influence. The origin of
the graph shows the reduction in aircraft effectiveness due to AIDAPSweight, and
the effect of the special AIDAPS inspection on aircraft availability. The per-

cent of total fleet scale represents an approximate reduction in the non-flyable
S~maintenance float.

Figure 8-5 shows the total net savings. The difference between the net
.savings of the Ground System and Hybrid II System ii not sufficient to justify
a choice between these two systems. The Ground System is more cost effective
than the Hybrid I due to its lower cost. The major competitors are the Hybrid I
-and the Airborne System. The reason the Complex Hybrid is more cost effective

"s due to its lower cost. The large difference between. the cost effectiveness

of the Hybrid I/Airborne pair and the Ground/Hybrid II pair is primarily due to
differences in accident prevention; i.e., airborne warning and prognostic

capability.

Figure 8-6 shows the relationship between expenditures and savings on a time
phased basis. The total expenditures for development and procurement over a 30-
month period are $16.3 million. Total savings and benefits from aircraft oper-
ations accrue initially, after the entire fleet is equipped, at a rate of approx-
jimately $5.6 million per year. This rate decreases slightly with time because

of attrition and phaseout schddules. Approximately 2-1/2 years after the
investment is comiplete, the investment has been recovered. The dotted line
represents savings in actual dollars. The solid line represents total dollar
savings plus the benefit derived from increased aircraft effectiveness

Under the assumption of de-reasing fleet size, the cost savings shown in
Ihese figures are slightly different from the 10 year savings computed on a cen-
stant rleet size shown on previous charts. However, if the beginning of the
n,'erat~oi neriod is considered to be at the end of the procurement phase, the

difference,; are usually not large.
VOl, I r 8-9
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Figures 8-7 and 8-8 show the effects of a 20-hour aircraft utilization on

net savings. The total 10-year net savings are reduc-d from $37 million to

$17.5 million and the break-even point is increased from 2.4 years to 4.1 years.

Figure 8-9 shows the effect of varying aircraft utilizatioi, on system net

savings. The standard estimate achieves a $37 million savings. The expected

utilization based on periods of tension, but no Vietnam size conflict is 40

flying ho.rs per month. This achieves a net savings of approximately $57 million.

Thie combat environment (70 flying hours per month) yields a savings of nearly

$140 million.

V8.
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8.1 .22 C*-47 Tradeoffs

Figures 8-1O through 8-15 present the sane type of cata as was presented

ior the A!S-1 and the sae coents apply. See paragraph 8.1.2.1.

It shou!d be noted that all AmA? syste=s achieve greater effectrF:eness oa-

this =ore conplex a-ircraft and the cost effectiveness of the Airborre and H--fbrid

! sVste-s is substantiallv equal. The break-ever point under the standard

conditions is 2.1 years (Figure 8-15)

Figure 8-16 and 8-17 show the effects of a 30 flying hour per month

utilization.
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8.1.2.3 CH-54 Tradeoffs

Figures 8-18 through 8-28 show the effects of applying the Unique AIDAP

System candidates to theCH-54 fleet. Figures 8-18 fhrough 8-21 indicate that

there are significant savings in manpower, logistics, and accident as well as

a significant increase in the aircraft effectiveness. However, Figure 8-22

shows that the net savings after subtracting AIDAPS development, investment and

operating costs, are very small for the Airborne and Hybrid I systems and are

negative (net loss) for the Hybrid II and Ground Systems. Further, Figure 8-23

indicates the break-even point is almost nine years after the investment funds

are expended. The reason for the low net benefits is the low number of aircraft

in the CH-54 fleet and the resulting high cost of prorating the DDT&E cost fo:

a unique AIDAPS across this small fleet. The AIDAPS developmental cost is

4 ( approximately $6.5 million for the Hybrid II system. If'this is distributed

across 75 aircraft, the result is almost $90,000 per aircraft. Obviously, an

AIMJP system designed and developed uniquely for the CH-54 is not an economically

viable program. Figures 8-24 through 8-28 show the sensitivity of cost savings

and benefits for the CH-54 as a function of aircraft utilization. For net

savings to be achieved, the aircraft utilization must be approximately 10

flying hours per month or more.
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q.: .2.4 OH-6 Tradeoffs

Figures 8-29 through 8-33 show the results of applying the candidate AIDAP

sytemrs to the Oit-6 aircraft. Since this is a lightweight, s.mple, and rela-

tive~y inexpensive aircraft, the savings achieved per aircraft are smaller then

for tkae heavier =re ccmplex aircraft. For instance, Figure 8-29 shows that

the savings in canpower achieved by the ground system never quite equal the

acditicna. manpower required for operation and maintenance of the AIDAP Ground

Systen. Figure 8-30 shows that neither the Ground nor the Hybrid II AIDAPS

achieve savings 4n logistic costs sufficient to equal the logistics costs of

supporting these AIDAP systems. However, the Hybrid I and Airborne syste-us do

achieve some logistics savings. Likewise, neither the Ground System nor the

IFy rid II systems achieve accident savings. This is due to their lack of an

zIrwarning capabiiity.

Figure 8-32 shows that the increase in aircraft effectiveness barely com-

pentsates for the additional weight installed in the aircraft. Hence, the net

savings as shown on Figure 8-33 never achieve a positive value. Altho•igh the

application of a non-unique system may reduce the AIDAPS development and pro-

curement cost- sufficiently to achieve slightly positive savings, it is apparent

that these savings will probably not be sufficient to justify procurement of a

device which would justify the automatic inspection and prognisis generic class-

ification. Figures 8-31 and 8-32 indicate that an extremely simple, lightweight

device, dedicated primarily to reducing accidents, but capable of inspection and

diagnosis for s very few components may be cost effective. Consideration of such

a non-automatic and non-prognostic device is beyond the scope of this study.
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8.1.2.5 0H-58 Tradeoffs

Figures .S-34 through 8-39 show the results of the tradeoffs for the 0".-58

aircraft. -In general, the discussion of the curves for the O-6 applies to the

curves for the 01-58. Figure 8-36 shows a large upswing between the 30th and

40th components. This is due to the inclusion of a number of components that

are not troublesome from rhe maintenance standpoint, but have high accident

pv-tentials. Such components have a significant impact on air safety.

Figure 8-38 shows that net savings are accrued for the 01-58 as contrasted

to a net deficit for the OH-6. This is due to the reduced DDT&E and procurement

costs on a per aircraft basis because of the large number of 0H-58 aircraft in

the inventory. Figure 8-39 shows the expenditures, savings and benefits on a

-ime basis.
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8.1.2.6 OV-1 Tradeoffs

- -Figures 8-40 thr-eugh-8-45-show---th--e i,,lr sOf th.. ompu-ter -41a for tho

OV-1 aircraft. Application of AIDAPS to this aircraft produces significant

savings resulting in a break-even point only 3.4 years after the system is

procured. See Figure 8-45. Much of the savings for this aircraft is due to

the ability of the AIDAPS to reduce downtime, and the high value of that down-

time due to the high cost of the aircraft (see Figure 8-43).

It should be pointed out that the ground and Hybrid I systems may achieve

higher engine test accuracies on fixed wing aircraft than oa helicopters. On

fixed wing aircraft, it is possible to run the engine at higher power settings

than is possible for partially loaded helicopters during ground run-up. However,

it is unlikely that dhe test accuracy for these systems could be significantly

higher than .75 and .80, respectively. Therefore, these values are used for

the OV-1. Additionally, since this aircraft is not subject to the hazards of

excessive loads and imbalance that is peculiar to helicopters, no weight and

ialance benefits were allowed for any AIDAPS aystem on this aircraft. Even on

fixed wing aircraft, the Ground and Hybrid I systems require long times for

removing and processing the maintenance data and lack airborne warning

capability. Figure 8-44 contains a dotted curve showing the results which

could be achieved by an idealized, ground-based AIDAPS if it could attain the

same test accuracy as an airborne system (.Q5) and if full benefits of on

condition maintenance are included. The following table shows a comparison

of the idealized Ground system with the Airborne for the OV-l.

Idealized
Savings/Cost Category Airborne Ground

Personnel 6.8 5.6

Logistics 4.0 4.0

Other Maintenance & Operations 0.7 0.7

Accidents 0.9 0.5

Effective Aircraft 16.1 11.5

Total Savings 28.5 223.

Life Cycle Costs 13.4 10.5

Net Savings 15.i i1.8
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8.1.2.7 UH-l Tradeoffs

Figures 8-46 through 8-53 show the results of the UH-1 system trade studies.

All AIDAP systems achieve significant savings in aintenance man-hours, accidents

and net savings as well as increased aircraft effectiveness for this aircraft.

The logistics savings achieved by the Ground and Hybrid II systems, however, do

not quite equal the logistics costs for these two systems, (See Figure 8-47).

This is due to the low test accuracies and inability to achieve adequate on

condition maintenance with these two systems. The Ground System achieves higher

aircraft effectiveness than the Hybrid 1i System (Figure 8-48). This is due to

the lighter weight of the airborne portion of the ground systems. The savings

in aircraft downtime and improved abort rates are substantially equal for these

two systems on this aircraft.

Although significant savings are achieved even under the standard conditions,

much greater savings can be expected. (See Figure 8-51). The standard values

are taken from the peacetime TOE. The optimistic values are wartime TOE. The

expected values are our estimates of the average which might be experienced over

the '75 to '85 time period, assuming the Vietnam war has ended, hut that other

less intense situations do occur.

A change in aircraft utilization causes a linear change in all AIDAPS oper-

ating costs, savings, and benetits, except for the increase in aircraft effective-

ness. Figure 8-52 shows the variation in the increased aircraft effectiveness

as a function of utilization.

Figure 8-53 shows the payoff in net savings and benefits as a function of

tirie after program initiation. Even under the most pessimistic assumptions, a

break-even point is achieved approximately three years after the procurement

funds are expended. Ur.der the most optimistic assumptions, the payoff occurs

almost coincident with the end of the procurement program.

While not entirely obvious at this point, an observation of importance

that can be seen here is that the cost savings for the UH-I is similar to

the AH-l on a per aircraft basis. An exception, however, is the fact that

accident savings for the AH-l is dramatically bil.her than for the UH-I.

Based on the reduced TAMMS data, this is primaril , due to AH-i engine

problems that were experienced during the time spc ' examined. Total dollar

savings is, of course, much higher for tCe UH-l due Lo the large fleet size.
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8.1.2.9 HLH

Figures 8-59 through 8-64 sho the results of the unique AIDAP system

' radeoffs for the HLH aircraft. Since this will be the moF. sophisticated

aircraft in the Army inventory, the potential savings due to AIDAYS are large.

However, the cost of a Unique AIDAP System for this aircraft is also large

primarily due to DDT&E cost.

The logistics cost savings shown on Figure 8-60 are exceptionally large

considering the probable small number of aircraft to be procured. This is

primarily due to the high cost of the components of aircraft produced in these

4 small quantities. High cost parts create excessive costs for filling the

logistics pipeline as well as for overhaul.

The net savings due to reduction in accidents sbown in Figure 8-61 are also

'large. This is due to the high cost of this aircraft, estimated at $9 million.

'?Y resulting net savings, Figure 8-63, are significant for all AIDAP System

candidates. The Airborne System shows a slight advantage over the Hybrid I

due to the shorter processing time. The difference, however, is not sufficient

to justify a selection on a cost effectiveness basis. Variations in development

or procurement costs may reverse the relationship.

The large potential savings result in a very short break-even period (see

Figure 8-64). The savings and benefits exceed the cost of development and

procurement before the end of the procurement period. This is partially due

to the long procurement program.

I
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8.1.2.10 UTTAS

Figures 8-65 through 8-70 present the unique AIDAP system tradeoffs for

'-he IJTTAS aircraft. All AIDAP systems are unusually effective on this aircraft.

Although this aircraft is programmed as a replaLement for the U11-1, it is a much

more sophisticated aircraft in terms of number of engines, complexity of trans-

missions, and flight controls. This, coupled with the high programmed inventory

and resulting low AIDAPS development and procurement costs, provides a unique

•pportunity for the application of the AIDAPS/Aircraft technology. In addition,Ihe high estimated costs of the aircraft and its components permit unusual

savings due to accident prevention and logistics cost, as well as increased
value from the increase in aircraft effectiveness. Figure 8-70 shows that as

a result of these high expected savings, the break-even point occurs shortly

after the production program is initiated even though only actual dollar savings

are considered.
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8.1.3 AIDAPS DESIGN FEATURE TRADEOFFS

Although the AIDAPS configuration tradeoffs revealed a significant preference

for the Airborne and Hybrid I systems, this preference was based on certain per-

formance and design characteristics which have not been completely achieved in

present day equipment. Therefore, it is necessary to analyze the sensitivity

of the results to these characteristics. The performance and design character-

istics include a detailed examination of the capabilities of a ground vs.

airborne system, integration with voice warning, effects of aircraft complexity

and the individoal effect of inspection, diagnosis and prognosis.

8.1.3.1 Ground System Vs. Airborne

In order to gain a mere precise insight into the reasons for the low effec-

tiveness of the Ground System, a more detailed analysis of the relationships

between the equipment performance characteristics and the system cost effective-

ness is necessary. The Ground System has the advantages of light airborne weight

and low cost. The Airborne and Hybrid I systems have the advantage of higher

test accuracies due to a longer monitoring period, less time required to retrieve

data, and the capability of providing signals to the visual, audio or aural

airborne warning system.

Figure 8-71 compares the effectiveness as measured by the gross savings and

the benefits in aircraft operations due to the four candidate unique AIDAP

systems on the 11H1i aircraft. The savings and benefits derived from the Ground

System are barely more than one-half the savings and benefits derived from the )
Hybrid I and Airborne systems. Most of this difference is due to decrease in

the savings of operating expense and aircraft accidents. The Ground System has

a slightly greater impact on aircraft effectiveness thlan the Hybrid II system

due to the lighter weight of its airborne portion (instrunents and wiring).

As an aid to this study, an Idealized Ground System was generated vhich

had all the attributes of the Airborne System, except data retrieval time and

airt•orn warring. Table 8-3 shows a comparison of the perfor ace character-

i*tics of the three systems.
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TABLE 8-3 COMPARISON OF AIDAPS PERFORMNCE CHARACTERISTICS

Idealized Achievable
Airborne Ground Ground

Performance Characteristics System System System

Test Accuracy .95 .95 .65 - .75

Data Processing Time 3 Min. 20 Min. 30 Min.

Airborne Weight (UH-l) 33.8 lbs 17.6 17.6

Air Warning Capability Yes No No

On Condition Haint. Capability Yes Yes No

C.G. and Weight and Balance Yes Yes No

If such a system were possible, Figure 8-72 shows that the gross savings and

benefits would be approximately $140 million. This is less than that achieved

by the Airborne and Hybrid I systems because of the longer times required for

the AIDAPS inspection of the aircraft and for troubleshooting, and due to the

lack of air warning. In spite of the lower life cycle cost for the Ground

System, the net savings are $75 million vs. $84 million for the Hybrid I and

almost $70 million for the Airborne System.

The remaining question to be resolved is the extent to which this Idealized

Ground System may be achieved. As Figure 8-72 indicates, the major factors

degrading an achievable ground system from the idealized system are on condition

maintenance, accident savings due to C.G. and flight safety calculations, the

effects of a lower test accuracy, and the increase in time required to perform

inspections and troubleshooting. The reasons that on condition mainmtenance

ar-. not achievable uith a Ground System are discussed fully in Section 7.0.

Central to the argument is the realization that substantially all of the cci-

ponents presently removed on a time basis are safety of flight items. If a

change is made to on condition maintenance, the failures which now .--e prevented

"%v the time removals may then occur in the air. To prevent these iii failures,

an extremely accurate prognosis capability = st be supplied. The state of the

art of long tern prognosis is not well developed and the C-round Sy!-*em nst

rely or. this long term progrosis to a large -xtent. Tris means th., ve

technical risk i-nolved in creating such- a Ground Svster. is extre=-7l: izk.
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)iagnosis capabilities, however, are well developed as has been demonstrated

by the UH-1 Test Bed Program and others. The Airborne and Hybrid I systems

back up their long term prognosis capability with short term (airborne prognosis),

diagnosis and airborne warning.

The weight and balance capability cannot be achieved by the ground systems

With an acceptable operational mode. To be accomplished at all, the aircraft

wuld have to be loaded and prior to each flight the Ground System would have

to be connected. Then, if a safe lift-off is indicated, the AIDAPS equipment

and personnel would have to be removed before the aircraft could depart. Such

procedures are not reasonable during high activity peacetime operations nor in

combat. It is pr~ecisely at these times that the weight and balance capability

1j•e St important.

In the Airborne or Hybrid I systems, no special procedures need be followed.

The pilot simply initiates a normal takeoff. If at any time after engine start

the C.G. and flight safety calculations show an unsafe condition, the pilot

receives a warning.

The next largest increment is due to the reduction in test accuracy from

.95 to .75. As discussed in Section 7.0, a .75 test accuracy is somewhat

optimistic for a Ground system applied to a helicopter, since it samples only

three percent of data sampled by the Airborne and Hybrid I systems. Even more

ji~rtant is the fact that the ground test environment is a low stress environ-

•ja. and experience on previous flight test programs shows that many prognostic

tAdications are detectable only during high stress flight conditions.

Although a 20-minute aircraft inspection time is possible with a Ground

S-stem, the exigencies of operational use generally extend such time estimates.

Fying doctrine frequent ly requires simultaneous missions of many aircraft.

SehMd, ing these aircraft to a special AIMP test is operationally difficult

"Wl not desirable. Hence the Ground AIDIPS will frequently not be available

at -be time needed or at the place needed. Since pilots may be required fcr
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an adequate power run up, the added problem exists of concurrent arrival of

pilots, maintenance personnel, the aircraft and the AIMAPS. Therefore, it is

believed that the achievement of a 30-minute average inspection time by a

Ground AIDAPS is optimistic and 20 minutes is almost impossible to achieve

operationally. For the other systems, these tests occur automatically during

flight with no requirement for the attention of the pilot or ground crew.

When the above considerations are subtracted from the Idealized Ground

Systems, a gross savings of $85.6 million for an achievable system seems

reasonable. When the costs of the AIDAPS are subtracted from this, a net of

$13.6 million remains.

8.1.3.2 AIDAPS/VWU System Integration

C The potential degrees of integration of the Voice Warning Unit (VWU),

including signal conditioning, into AIDAPS are defined in the following manner.

a. Total Isolation (Figure 8-73)

The WU has no impact on AIDAPS. There is no 3haring of signal condition-

ing. The WU is totally isolated from AIDAPS. For example, separate wires

from the engine RPM sensor to the AIDAPS unit and to the VWU signai con-

ditioner. The VWU is a standard system as used in other applications,

although the signal conditioning is determined by :pecific aircraft

requirements and sensors.

b. Partly Shared Signal Conditioning (Figure 8-74)

i-- A minimum number of complicated signals are conditioned in AIDAPS for the

VWlJ. Signals such as synchros or R'M tach generators are efficiently

conditioned by AIDAPS. Other signals requiring only simple filtering -r

level detection are fed directly to a VWU conditioner of minimum complexity.

Solid switched ground sensors go directly to the standard VWU.

c. Integrated Signal Conditioning Parallel Interface (Figure 8-75)

All signals requiring conditioning are conditioned in AIDAP5. The AIDAPS

to VMU interface is parallel. Sensors providing switched grounds may go

direct to VWU without conditioning. The VWt is a totally separate standard

11mit. Solid ground witch sensors go directly to the VW if no conditioning

4- reqtiire&.
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d. Integrated Simnal Conditioning Serial Interface (Figure 8-76)

All signals are conditioned in AIDAPS and sent to VWU on a serial (multi-

plexed) data line. The VWU is a standard unit. However, since the parallel

VWU interface is not required, the VWU parallel interface module can be

deleted. This reduces system cost and complexity.

e. Total Integration Using Standard VWU Modules (Figure 8-77)

A standard VWU board is packaged inside the AIDAPS with serial interface

to AIDAIS signal conditioning. This approach effectively combines VWU and

AIDAPS carrier (mother) board interconnect. It permits control of power

supply connections so that the required VWU/AIDAPS interface is slightly

simplified. The use of standard modules does not permit redesign of VWU

boards for optimum mechanical or electrical installation in the AIDAPS.

f. Total Integration (Figure 8-78)

VWU logic is repackaged to optimize AIDAPS combined system. Proven VWU

logic can be integrated into the AIDAPS design so that hardware and com-

ponent complexity is minimized. Some savings in volume and component count

are realized. Separation of VWU and AIDAPS usage and resl "lity is

precluded.

The following rationale is valid for AIDAPS installations incorporating new

VWU systems. It is not applicable to aircraft already incorporating separate

VWU installations.

Only options A, B and C are available for the older MIL-R-81C00-type 20-

Cennel Voice Warring Unit. The newer Northrop production 40-channel VWU

imeorporates serial and parallel interface capability making all six options

(A through F) possible.

Review of historical VWU installation data reveals thit more than 80% of

the Voice Warning inputs are maintenance related items identical to AIDAPS

identified items. Further, 15% use AIDAPS identified sensors and signal con-

4itioning to generate warnings to prevent maintenance required situations from

"occurring. The remaining 5% are typically flight safety items such as "guns

not cleared," or "landing angle of attack high," which are not AIDAPS identitied

items. However, these items are usually WSC=l signals already available on tU-

*ircraft.
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The implication here is that AIDAPS can directly provide 100% of the signal

conditiotsihg required for a VWU without major AIDAPS impact.

Typical %VU installations have had 3ignal conditioners of complexity

WSC = 75 to 150. These signal conditioners have necessarily been limited in

complexity due to the need for choosing the most cost effective inputs for the

Voice Warning System alone.

If the AIDAPS conditioning is available to VWU, a complexity factor in the

range of WSC - 200 can be identified for the VWU without significant impact on

AIDAPS cost. This additional capability permits improved Voice Warning per-

formance. Flight safety is improved due to early warning of serious impending

problems. AIDAPS maintenance impact is also improved due to better pilot

reaction to impending or progressive problems.

Table 8-4 is a compilation of WSC f'actors which can be identified as dif-

ferences between the various configurations. Table 8-5 shows the total WSC

differences between Lhe various configurations as a summation of Table 8-4

identified factors. Figure 8-79 is a graphical comparison of the total relative

WSC factors and system costs arrived at in Table 8-5.

The 6 configurations were chosen as approximately equal steps apart in the

range from complete VWU - AIDAPS isolation to complete integration.

It can be seen from Figure 8-79 that as each step from total separation

toward total integration is taken, the relative WSC decreases. This represents

lower hardware cost.

The rate of decrease is rapid as increasing proportions of signal condition-

ing are taken over by AIDAPS. However, as soon as all signal conditioning is

assigned to AIDAPS (including multiplexing data onto a serial data line), the

rate of decrease suddex,1y diminishes and btcomes almost flat. The point of

diminishing returns has been reached at configuration D, AIDAPS integrated

signal conditioning, with serial interface to a standard separate VWU box

with its parallel input board deleted. Therefore, new AIDAPS/VWU installa-

tiens should have the signal conditioning integrated into AIDAPS at least

to the point of a serial interface to VWU.
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TABLE 8-4

RELATIVE CCMPLEXITY AND COST*
OF

AIDAPS TO VWU INTERFACE

INTERFACE EQUIVALENT COST
WSC

Serial interface inside AIDAPS to 'NiU 12 $ 240

Parallel interface inside AIDAPS to VWU 25 $ 400

Standard VWU parallel input interface
deletable if serial interface is used 20 $ 400

'AIDAPS signal conditioning added for IWU 10 $200

VWU components deleted when standard VWU
components housed inside AIDAPS 8$ 96

VWU components deleted when VWU repackaged
for optimum AIDAPS/VWU 5 $ 100

*Each WSC -1 is assumed to cost $20.
Therefore, adding circuitry of WSC 10 complexity
adds $200 to the system cost.
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TABLE 8-5 AIDAPS/VWU RELATIVE COST OF

CANDIDATE COMFIGCMATIONS

SCONFIGIM.fATION
,,A E;, C D .E F

NVOi Signal Conditioner 150 50 0 0 0 0

rV...U Interface 0 0 0 -20 -20 -20
-8 -8

-5

AIDAPS Interface 0 15 25 12 12 12

AIDAPS Signal Conditioning 0 0 10 10 10 10

Relative WSC 150 65 35 +2 -6 -11

1450 f$3000

120 System

100 p$2000 Relative
Cost

RelativeWSC 80

60 
-$1000

40

20

0
-10 -200

A: B C D E F
Configuration

FIGURE 8-79 AIDAPS/VWU CANDIDATE CONFIGURATION TRADEOFF
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It was stated earlier tFAt this rationale was not applicable to installations

where existing VWU and signal conditioners already exist. However, configuration

C is compatible with the MIL-R-81000 VWU if a WSC of 5 is added to the AIDAPS

interface. Since improved A1f6PS and VWU performance is expected if the VWU and

AIDAPS are combined so they can complement each other, it may be cost effective

to use AIDAPS configuration C with existing MnI-R-81000 VWU hardware. Total

aircraft system complexity is reduced by abandoning existing VWU specific signal

conditioning in favor of the more comprehensive AIMPS available aignals.

Integration of the complete VWU into AIDAPS beyond configuration D yields

small return even when only hardware cost is evaluated. Additional reasons for

not choosing configuration E or F are as follows:

a. Use of standard VWU modules permits economics of scale to be realized

(9through VWU applications other than AIDAPS.

b. Divorce of the AIDAPS and VWU modules improves maintainability of the

AIDAP System proper.

c. Use of standard VWU units permits procurement of the AIAPS and the VWU

from different source-. This will permit more competitive bidding although

it also would produce a higher probability of technicAl interface problems.

d. Separatioa of AIDAPS and VWU permits consideration of VWU/AIDAPS system

integration for improved performance and lower total complexity even

where VWU installations already exist.

(9 Conclusions

a. The optimum choice of the interface between AIDAPS and voice warning unita

for aircraft which do not presently utilize voice warning is configuration

D-Integrated AIDNPS/VWU signal conditioning with serial interface.

h. Thc optimum choice of interface between AMDAPS and voice warning units

for aircraft presently equipped with voice warning is Configuration C -

Integrated AIDAPS/VWU Signal Conditioning with a parallel interface.
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8.1.3.3 Aircraft Complexity Vs Cgmponents Monitored and Effectiveness

Figures 8-80 and 8-81 show the AMPS effectiveness as a function of air-

craft complexity. The measure of effectiveness is gross savings per aircraft.

In Figure 8-81 the measure of complexity is the number and complexity of the

parameters monitored by the AIDAPS system as expressed by the weighted sensor

count (WSC). The measure of aircraft complexity used in Figure 8-80 is air-

craft empty weight. In both cases the effectiveness of the AMDAPS increases

with aircraft complexity. In Figure 8-81 the increase in gross savings with

complexity is nearly linear (top of graphs). The increase in AIDAP system

cost also increases with aircraft complexity, but the effect is somewhat masked

by the effects of the number of aircraft procured. The OH-58, UH-l, AH-I,

and CH-47 exist in larger numbers and exhibit low procurement cost which

steadily increases with aircraft complexity. The U-21, OV-1, and CH-54 exist

in small numbers and hove relatively high procurement costs. For this reason

the net savings do not increase regularly with aircraft complexity.
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8.1.3.4 Effects of Inspection, Diagnosis and Progno.is

Figures 8-82 through 8-86 show the effects on inspection, diagnosis and

prognosis on the cost elements which make up the operating costs of the CH-47.

These figures pertain to the Hybrid I System, although the results expressed

as a percentage are applicable to the Airborne System.

Separation of detailed maintenance actions and AIDAPS capabilities into

inspection, diagnostic and prognostic capabilities is not a precise exercise.

For the purpose of this renort, inspection is considered to refer to the activ-

ities called out in the daily, intermediate, periodic and special inspections

appearing in the TO's and maintenance data. The words monitoring or sensing

are used to describe the capability of an AIDAPS to examine the integrity of

components and parameters. When the ability of the AIDAPS to monitor a parameter

or component equals or exceeds the insrection requirements for an action item on

an inspection list, it is assumed thac the item will be deleted from the manual

inspection. Deletion of these items produces savings in inspection man-hours

and aircraft downtime. Only these savings are included as inspections in this

study. Other savings derived from the automatic monitoring (inspecting) by

AIDAPS are really due to its ability to diagnose and prognosticate malfunctions.

Diagnosis is considered to be the actions involved in isolating a malfunction

to a particular component or module. These actions are usually coded as tests or

checks on TAHMS maintenance reports.

It is difficult to precisely separate diagnostic and prognostic capability.

( For instance, on many items such as pumps, liquid quantities, engine trans-

missions, etc., maintenance may be required when a given parameter such as fuel

flow, oil quantity or vibration exceeds or falls below a specific value. The

critical value is frequently specified by the manufacturer or derived from

maintenance or cperating experience. In these cases, components may not have

completely failed from a functioaial standpoint. However, the action is con-

sidered to be diagnostic in this report.

In other cases, critical values may be established which are within the

allowable specified performance ranges, but which indicate that a malfunction is

imminent. These values may be established by the AIDAPS or with the use of AIDAPS.
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TOTAL COST SAVINGS $29.6 MILLION
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TOTAL COST SAVINGS $6.4 MILLION
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TOTAL SAVINGS & BENEFITS $124.1 MILLION
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They can be used for short erm prognosis and are considered so in all cases
except for reduction in hazard rates. In considering the reduction in flight
safety hazards through airborne warning, a'division between diagnostic and
short term prognostic tapability is entirely arbitrary. Since the data handling
processes involved are substantially identical to diagnostic processes, all
savings due to airborne warning are attributed to diagnosis.

Long term prognosis is defined as predictlon of impending malfunctions over
a period substantially longer than one mission duration. This capability fre-
quently involves a variety of computational methods including deterministic as
well as statistical data processing techniques such as trend 'nalysis, averaging,
extrapolation, regression 'analysis, statistical i~ference, etc.

Long term prognosis aids in the prevention of accidents by reducing the
number of failures of-critical components in the air. In addition to their
effects upon accidents, both long and short term prognoses allow on condition
maintenance.

Some specific data regarding the relation of these elemeats of AIDAPS are
presented below for 'the CH-47.

The curve labeled "inspection". on Figure 8-82 Inludes only the savings in
man-hours for daily, intermediate, and periodic inspections. Since these are
the first few items on the component scale, this curve reaches a peak at this

f-int.

rhe curve labeled "diagnosis" includes man-hours for on aircraft tests and
checkouts, troubleshooting time,. and unwarranted removals. Since these are a
relatively large percent of the total maintenance man-hours, the savings are
significant. The curve labelled "prognosis" includes savings in man-hours
required for time removals. Although the savings in manhours for this
maintenance action are small, savings in other areas become quite large.

Figure 8-83 shows the effects of diagnosis and prognosis on logistics costs.
Diagnosis has 1.he smallest effect since it only includes the packaging and shipping
and bench check costs for unwarranted removals. Prognosis includes the savings
in packaging and shipping costs as well as the savings in depot costs due to
reduction in time removals.
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Figure 8-84 shows the savings In accidents due to prognosis and diagnosis.

For the purpose of this analysis, all actions which prevent faulty components

from being flown are considered prognostic actions, while all actions involved

in airborne warning of a malfunction or impending malfuncti--s are considered

diagnostic.

These curves show the results of using prognosis alone vs diagnosis (i.e.,

Iirborne warning) alone. Hence, the total curve Is not the sun of the two,

because airborne warning cannot occur for a malfunction which has been pre-

vented by prognosis. The total curve represents airborne warning applied to

only those malfunctions which are not prevented by prognosis.

Figure 8-85 shows the effect of each of the Hybrid I AM•"S capabilities

on aircraft effectiveness. The major impact is due to reduction in aircraft

downtime and hence is similar to Figure 8-82.

Figure 8-86 shows the total net savings and benefits for all AIDAP system

capabilities for the CH-47. Each capability is significant in its own right

and makes a significant contribution to the total. However, the Inspection

capability alone contributes approximately 50%.

8.1.3.5 Unique System Selection

Tables 8-6 and 8-7 show the selected unique AIDAP systems for both tht

p,4ssimistic and expected conditions. The Hybrid I System is the best system

ip all cases except for the HLH which has a slight preference for the Airborne

System. For the UTTAS ane CH-47 the difference between the Hybrid I and Air-

borne Systems is so slight that a choice cannot be made based on cost effective-

ness alone.

k All of the aircraft show significant net benefits except the OH-6, 01-58,

CII-54, and U-21. The reason for the low savings on the CH-54 is the large DDT&E

cost when prorated over the small number of aircraft. If a system were used

which wav developed primarily for other aircraft, large net savings may accrue.

Although the OH-58 shows significant savings Zor the entire fleet, the cost of

procurement systems for this entire fleet is very large and the net return

probably does not justify procurement.
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I

8.2 mmi A]. SSW

The prewtows cost effectiveness analysis Indicated significt AMM

developmest an rou met cost savings can be achieved by Integratin the

procuremt peogras. This is particularly true for low Inventory aircraft

such as the U-21, CH-34, and M. In oddition, the effectivemess of the

systems can be significantly improved by changes In the parameters umuiteod.

Although these changes increase the cost-effectiveness of all AM systems

generic types, they have no effect on the relative rankings of these gemeric

types on a given •ircraft. Therefore, the results of the unique system trade-

offs are correct as far as system selection is concerned. Bence, the two

least cost effective system, Hybrid I1 and the Ground Systems were deleted

from further analysis.

A Hybrid 11 and an Airborne System were redefined (see Section 5.0) to

he applicable to each of the following aircraft groups.

GU? I: CE-6, 06-t .8

GU? II: tm-1, AB-., U-21, OV-l

(~qW III: (2-47, (2-54, UTUS, HW

By grouping the aircraft in this manner, the cost of implementing a similar

AIMPS configvratiou within each group is amortized over the total number of

aircraft compri sing the respective group. The following discussion presents

the results of the cost effectiveness analysis of the grouped AIMP systems.

(__) This anz.ysis was perforned under three sets of conditions. These conditions

are Opti•i-tic, Expected and Pessimistic. The input data which was used to

"develop each of these conditions for each aircraft are shown on Table 8-8.

The system net savings associated with each of the above conditions and

the logistics cost savings for the expected case are presented for each study

aircraft as a function of the number of components monitored. The expected

condition was cbcsen for presentation as it prwvides the most realistic savings

which could be expected when operating the study aircraft over an extended

period of time. %'he rationale governing this selection hat been discussed

previously. Com" arson with the appropriate unique system illustrations

previously presented will allow determination of the impact of the group system

VOL II 8-115



=WXg 8-4 ADICU IISMOWL NU~ IN1
11ml AiM WIU ATM• IV-10

Almra~watem!mts

NOW
J~ctt/a ~ttl , xmpt stuzm•

vtniaum1 70 1m 40 I 30 1"

AV l Paylomd 2,699 lir 1,933 lb. 1,933 lbe
_lsms 2 Dy 3.14 1.31 0.965

fPereslat 0,eAe 90.0 60.0 60.0

% M3 63.0 72.0 75.0

Probability of Misit"SOc 4  0.515 0.056 1.0

kwe.' Hatat..ce nwrtome5 6.49 4.33 3.60

mpomwr Productivity 100.0 133.5 133.5

Corrected Mbiutenance Factor 1.1 1.1 1.0
(CM)

W-47

Utilization 60 PUN 30 FUNK 20

Avea" Payload 15,390 lbr 6,945 lb. 6,000 lbs

Miamians per Day 4.04 1.04 0.693

Percent Overseas 74 50 50

Z OR 59 65 82

Probability of Maintenance 0.612 0.989 G.984

Average Maintenance Duratiom 6.30 4.55 3.12

lanpmer Productivity 100 hra/mo 133.5 bra/mo 133.5 hr/a/w

(2F 1.1 1.1 1.0

CH-54

Utilization 50 FHP1 25 FHPUt 15 FUIM

Average Payload 20,000 lbs 11,522 lbs 11,522 lbs

Missions per Day 4.65 0.833 0.5

Percent Overseas 90 75 75

% OR 57 69 76

Probability of Maintenance 0.602 1.0 1.0

Average Maintenance Duration 7.01 3.98 2.40

M•npouer Productivity 100 hr/mo 133.5 hr/mo 133.5 hr/mo

o0 1.1 1.1 1.0
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!' I

ThEZ 84 (CaU!'D)

Airi itIIpatoptimistic Cnti Standrd
S011-6

Jtt lzatitm 70 FM 40 FBM 30 "M

Averwa Payload 637 lb. 600 lb. 600 lbe

mission per Day 1.77 1.11 0.835

Percest overseas 72 60 60

- M 70 77 80

Probablfty of Maintenance 0.820 0.9.--5 1.0

Average Maintenmace Duration 4.70 3.10 2.40

HANpImwr Productivity 100 hrl/m V-3.5 hr/mo 133.5 hr/mo

aw 1.1 1.1 1.0

011-53

1?tilization 70 FRIM 40 !H1K 30 FHPM

Average Payload 650 lbs 600 lbs 600 lbs

Missious per Day 1.76 1.11 0.835

Percent Overseas 77 60 60

% OR 73 80 83

Probability of Maintenace 0.820 0.955 1.0

Average Maintenance Duration 4.70 3.98 2.40

Manpower Productivity 100 hr/mo i33.5 hr/mo 133.5 hr/mo

o1.1 1.1 1.0

(W-1

L'tilization1 70 FHFM 40 HPV1 35 nM

Average Payload 2,'94 lbs 1,930 lbs 1,930 lbs

Yissions per Day 2  2.98 1.67 1.46

Percent Overseas 70 60 60

% OR3  58 70 72

Probability of Maintenance 0.708 0.827 0.864

Average haintenance Duration 8.05 5.26 4.80

,Manpower Productivity 100 hr/mo 133.5 hr/mo 133.5 hr/mo

CMF .1 1.1 1.0
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'T*EZ 848 (Or'D)

IIIcr ft/.I uIllt - "__ _ _ _ Cit-a i,= . .... __ __

__t_____t______ ____t__ ___-_ •tedl .I L--%--
13J-1

Utilizatlio 0 slo 40m mN I30

Averas Payloed 2,400 lbs 1,800 lb. 1800 lb.

Nmssig per Day 2.38 1.11 0,853

Perlcet ovmersa 76 60 60

SOR 66 76 80

Probability of Ifalatamnea 0.664 0.%5 1.0

Average MDiutemace Duratii 6.57 3.99 3.12

Mmpr Productivity 100 br/mo 133.5 hr/mo 133.5 br/mo

el 1.1 1.1 1.0

U-21

Utilizatim 75 •PK 50 IBM 40 11PM

Average Payload 3,000 lbs 2,000 lir 2,000 lbs

MLmssim, per Day 1.36 0.6 0.477

yerceat Overseas 71 60 60

C OR 66 79 82

Probabe~ity of Maintenance 0.F95 1.0 1.0

Average Maintenance Duration 6.94 3.93 3.12

Manpower Productivity 100 hr/mo 133.5 hr/mo 133.5 Wr/mo

01W 1.1 1.1 1.0

Utilization 69 F1P31 25 FH1P 15 HPUPH

Ave age Payload 60,000 lbs 45,000 lbs 45,000 lbs

Missloms per Day 4.65 0.833 0.5

Percent Overseas 90 75 75

Z OR 59 65 75

Probability of Maintenance 0.655 1.0 1.0

Average Maintenance Duration 6.32 4.00 2.4.

Manpower Productivity 100 hr/mo 133.5 hr/mo 133.5 hr/mo

O1 1.1 1.1 1.0
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TAhE 8-8 (CNT'D)

Alre, inpt/Z t-,Cn,Irs
Mrcaf/Ipa ~.stc ueted Stadr

Utilization1  69 FHPK 40 191f 30 Ff

Avernge Payload 3,640 lbs 2,640 lb. 2,640 lbs

Missions per Day2  2.38 1.11 0.835

Percent Oerseea 76 60 60

% Z 3 67 76 80

* Pobebility of Maintenance 0.766 0.963 1.0

A Avage Malntenance Duration5 6.22 3.95 3.12

Manpower Productivity 100 hr/mo 133.3 hr/mo 133.5 br/mo

S1.1 1.1 1.0

VMNES: I) IUM - Flying hours per aircraft per mouth
2) Depends upon aircraft utilization as well as upon average mission

duration and thus upon payload

3) Depends upon YNM iate and thus upon aircraft utilization

4) Depends upon mission duration and aircraft utilization

5) Depends upon average maintenance duration (i•cludes scheduled and
unsoheduled maintenance)

(9
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concept on cost savings. These variations in input data result in three values

of cost savings which are associated with each of the three conditions, and

provides a band of potential savings for each individual aircraft. The graph-

ical presentations illustrate the amount of potential savings as a function

of the nutber of components monitored based on the input condition.

8.2.1 GROUP 1 AIRCRAFT TRADEOFFS

Figures 8-87 and 8-88 provide the system net savings for the OH-6 and

OH-58 that could be realized under the stipulated optimistic, expected and

pessimistic conditions. In each case, the Hybrid I exhibits slightly greater

net savings than the Airborne System. However, for the OH-6 pessimistic condi-

tion, even under the group concept, neither AIDAPS configuration provides a

positive system net savings.

8.2.2 GROUP 2 AIRCRAFT TRADEOFFS

Figures 8-89 through 8-92 provide the system net savings for the AH-1,

UH-1, OV-1 and U-21 that could be realized under the stipulated optimistic,

expected and pessimistic conditions. The Hybrid I exhibits slightly greater

net savings than the Airborne System with the exception of the OV-1 where,

for the optimistic case, they provide essentially the same savings.

8.2.3 GROUP 3 AIRCRAFT TRADEOFFS

Figures 8-93 through 8-96 provide the system net savings for the CH-47,

CH-54, UTT•s and HLH that could be realized under the stipulated conditiols. 3
The Hybrid I and Airborne Systems show substantially the same savings on all

of these aircraft.

8.2.4 GROUP AIDAP SYSTEM SELECTION

Table 8-9 through 8-11 show a summary of the costs, gross savings and

benefits, and net savings and benefits for the group AIDAPS. Under the

pessimistic assumptions the net savings range from a loss of $1.6 million for

the airborne system applied to the OH-6 aircraft, to $578 million for the

Hybrid I applied to the UWJAS aircraft. in. largest net savings for existing

aircraft is $90.7 million for the UH-Ii? "',d I. In all cases except for the
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HLH, the Hybrid I is the preferrAd system- The difference in net savings for

Hybrid I and the Airborne System for the 1LH aircraft are not significant.

Under these pessimistic assumptions, the net savings in ten years of opera-

tions are not equal to the AIDAPS life cycle costs for the OH-6, OH-58, U-21

and CH-54 aircraft. However, under the expected conditions, the CH-54 net

sav.ngs are equal to almost four times the AIDAPS costs. Even under the

optimistic assumptions, the OH-6 net savings are not significantly greater

than the AIDAPS life cycle cost. Since a net savings equal to the AIDAPS

cost represents a return on investment of only approximatley 7%, application

of AIDAPS to the OH-6, 0H-58 and U-21 is not considered economically practical.
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Figures 8-97 through 8-103 show the AIDAPS costs and net savings as a

function of time for each of the aircraft for which AIDAPS is cost effective.

The break even time is less than the procurement time for the HLH and UTTAS

aircraft. For existing aircraft it ranges from .4 years for the CH-47 to

2.45 years for the OV-1.

Figure 8-104 and 8-105 show the time phased expenditures and net savings

for the Group II and III AIDAPS systems. Group I is not shown because it is

not sufficiently cost effective. These savings are adjusted for the phase out

of the respective aircraft in contrast to the figures shown in Tables 8-9

through 8-11 which assume a constant force size. The group II systems achieve

a break even point approximately 1 1/2 years after procurement funds are appen-

ded or five years after program initiation.

Figure 8-105 shows the time phasing for the Group III system. The break

even point is 9 years before the expenditure of procurement funds is complete

and 3.5 years after the program is initiated. These times are strongly influ-

enced by the long procurement times for the aircraft. For the ey'sting air-

craft the break even point occurs within one year after procurement funds are

expended.
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8.3 IUIVEM& AIM? MiS

8.3.1 1 ETIRMTICY OF OPIUM tWVE5AL SYSEE Cz&RACTEvIIST

Some elements of che contemplated AIMPS ar inherentl~y "universal". These

are the Flight Data Entry Panel, the Recorder or the Printer, and the Ground

Processing U3nit or Airborne Ditgital Processor. The alterpatives are a reflectiot

of the possibility of selecting either Airborne or Complex HyTbrid System althoul

-' some of the airborne Items such as the Printer and Digital Processor could be

used as parts of the Ground Processing Unit. This tradeoff, therefore, is

•ddressed to the functions which are performed by the airborne Central Electronic

Unit (CE!)) in either the Airborne or the Hybrid I configuration. Since all the
system candidates are almost equally effective, a minimm cost tradeoff is

sufficient.

A Universal System is defined as a system with the mximum realizable auto-

mat:c inspection diagnosis and prognosis capabilities which will operate in all

sensor-equipped Army aircraft without ucdification (some r tole method of

programming the CEU for each type of aircraft is presumed).

8.3.1.1 Universal System Type A

One possible universal system has a CEU of sufficient capacity to serve the

largest and most complex aircraft, the HLH, but uses that same CEU on all the

9548 existing and projected Army aircraft considered by this study.

a) The estimated cost of the CEU for the HLH is $14,300 based upon a quantity

of 500 units (see Figure 8-106). In a quantity of 9,548 units, the esti-
mated cost wculd be $9,200.

b) The estimated costs for unique CEU's for each aircraft, from Figure 8-106

must also be adjusted for the number of each type as shown below:

Type # of A/C Base Cost Ratio* Extension (cost=f (# of A/C))

O1-6 234 8.7K 1.13 9.82K
OP-58 1906 8.7K 0.82 7.15K
U' -1 3568 10.5K 0.75 7.87K
AE-' 584 10.7K 0.99 10.60K

11-21 104 10.4K 1.16 12.10K
OV-1 228 10.8K 1.14 12.30K
CH-47 451 12.5K 1.02 12.70K
CH- 54 74 12.2K 1.34 16.40K
17TAS 2356 13.5K 0.80 10.80K

*:Based on a standard 90% curve
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c) Using the data from paragraphs a and b above the differential in hardware

cost due to using a Universal (E1 can be computed as follows:

Cost as a
function of Cost of Added

A/C Type # of A/C Univ. CEU Difference # of A/C Costs

On-6 9.82K 9.2K -0.62K 234 -139 M
"OH-58 7.15K 9.2K 2.05K 1906 3,900 M
_-1-1 7.87K 9.2K 1.33K 3568 4,750 M
AH-1 10.60K 9.2K -1.4K 584 -816 M
U-21 12.10K 9.2K -2.9K 104 -302 H
OV-1 12.3K 9.2K -3.1K 228 -706 M
CH-47 12.7K 9.2K -3.5K 451 -1,580 H
cH-54 16.40K 9.2K -7.2K 74 -533 M
UrTAS 10.80K 9.2K -1.6K 2356 -3,760 M

(9• +0.814 M

d) The DDT&E costs for the HLH has been estimated at $5.62M. To this must be

added the aircraft adaptation cost for each aircraft type. In the same
order as above these are: (in millions of dollars) 0.30, 0.30, 0.34,
0.37, 0.37, 0.38, 0.49, 0.47, 0.50. The sum is $6.62M + $3.52M - $10.14M

DDT&E cost for the Universal CEU.

e) The total DDT6E costs for 10 Unique systems is:

A/C Type Costs

OH-6 3.54M
OH) 01-58 - 3.54M

S_ UH-1 4.0M
AH-1 - 4.28M
U-21 M 4.27M
OV-1 M 4.41M
CH-47 5.65M
CH-54 - 5.44M
UTTAS - 5.77M
HLH 6.62M

$47.32M

f) From c, a, and e the net savings which would accrue if a Universal Syster;
were used can be computed; i.e., 47.32M - 10.14M - 0.81M = $36,37M.

This is in comparison with uniquely developed and produced systems for

each of the ten aircraft types.
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g) In comparison with the Grouped AIDAPS, the ratio of cost reduction as a

function of the number of aircraft in each group, and the extension of the

costs are tabulated below:

No. of A/C CEU Base Extension

Ale Type G in Group Cost Ratio Cost-= f(# of A/C)

1-6I 2140 8.7K 0.8 $ 6.96K
O-58

UH-1
AH-1
11-21 II 4484 10.8K 0.72 $ 7.78K
Ov-1

CH-54
c SIII 2924 14.3K 0.77 $11.OKTJITAS

HLH

h) Using the data from a and b, the differential in hardware costs between

the "one box" Universal CEU and a CEU dedicated to each group can be

computed:

Cost - f Cost of Added

Group (# of A/C) Univ. CEU Differential # of A/C Costs

I 6.96K 9.2K 2.24K 2160 4,790M

II 7.88K 9.2K 1.42K 4484 6,360M

III 11.0 K 9.2K -1.8 K 2924 -5.260M

+$5,890M

i.e., an additional cost of $5.89M would be incurred if the Universal System

were used instead of a system for each group.

i) The DDT&E and the adaptation costs for each group are:

Group DDTSE Adapt Costs Subtotal

I 3.54M 0.30 3.84M

II 4.0 M 0.37 + .37 + 0.38 5.12M

III 5.65M .47 + .50 + .57 7.19M

$16.15M
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J) From a, h and i the net savings would be $0.16K if a Universal System

were used instead of group systems (16.15M-10.lM-5.89M = $160,000).

8.3.1.2 Modular Universal System (Type B)

Another universal type hardware concept must be considered. This is the

concept that a CEU of sufficient capacity to handle all of Group II would be

used on all aircraft, accepting the cost, size and weight penalties in Group I,

and using an ancillary unit (a Remote Data Acquisition Unit (RDAU) to accom-

modate the Group III aircraft.

a) The Group II CEU, with a capacity of 80 parameters, would have a basic

cost of $11.1K for 500 units. If procured for the entire fleet, the unit

cost becomes 11.1 x .645 - $7.15K.

b) The estimated base cost for a RDAU with a capacity for 80 parameters is

$4,000 (500 unit cost). Since the RDAU is used in only the 2924 aircraft

of Group III, the quantity procurement factor is 0.77 and the unit price

becomes $3,080.

c) Contrasting the Universal Type A system with the Universal System Type B

indicates added costs as follows:

Cost Cost of Added
Group Tv•e B Univ. Typed Differential # of A/C Costs

I 7.15 9.2 +2.05 2140 $ 4,990M

II 7.15 9.2 +2.05 4484 9,190M

III 10.15 9.2 -0.95 2924 -2,790M

+$10,790M

d) The DDT&E for the CEU/RDAU system is:

$4.OM basic + $0.5M RDAU + $3.5M adaptation - $8.OM.

Thus, the CEU/RDAU (Universal Type B) system saves $2.1M in DDT&E costs

and $10.8M in hardware costs for a total of 12.9 million savings when com-

pared to the Universal Type A Systems.
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8.3.1.3 Optimum UniversalSysLegs Conclusions

A Modular Universal System wherein a basic (ZU serves the entire AMDPS

equipped inventory, and an ancillary RDAU tuit, is added to serve the larger

aircraft, is the most economical in terms of DDT6E and hardware procurewent.

Although this tradeoff was applied to the complex Hybrid configuration, the

results apply directly to the airborne configuration since, again, only the

CEU/RDAU would be involved.

V0
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lbe relative value of personnel savings ranges from the second most impor-

tant element for the O-6, OH-58 and OH-1 aircraft the least important item

on the 1HU. This is primarily due to the relative costs of the aircraft. The

aircraft cost effects all cost items except personnel. Even logistic support

is affected by the aircraft cost through the cost of aircraft parts. The cost

of individual personnel, however, remains constant from aircraft to aircraft.
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8 .3.3 EFFECTS OF INSPECTIONS, DIAGNOSIS, AND PROGNOSIS

Table 8-12 shows the gross savings due to each of the AIDAPS functional

capabilities and Table 8-13 gives the same information expressed as a percen-

tage of the gross savings for the Universal System tradeoff. The relative

savings vary significantly from aircraft to aircraft. In most cases, inspec-

Lions are the most important. These variations are due not only to differ-

ences in AIDAPS performance on different aircraft, but are also due to differ-

ences in aircraft maintenance or logistics requirements and to accident ratios.

The variation in percentage savings between the OH-6 and OH-58 and AH-l air-

craft are primarily due to accident savings. All of these aircraft have high

accident values due to engines, transmissions and/or weight and balance, and

the accident data revealed that air warning (diagnostic) capability will be

o 0effective in reducing these accidents.
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TABLE 8-12 SIURY GRO6S SAVINGS AND BENEFITS (ONILLIORS)

HYBRID I AIDAPS - UNIVESAL

AIRCRAFT INSPECTION DIACNOSIS PROGNOSIS TOTAL

OH-6 1.58 6.13 1.46 9.17

OH-58 11.33 51.66 11.56 74.55

UII.l 78.43 63.08 102.89 244.40

U-21 3.17 2.16 3.52 8.85

AH-I 7.60 44.69 23.72 76.01

UTTAS 405.67 199.44 310.62 915.73

OV-1 16.00 15.33 3.65 34.98

CH-54 9.12 5.29 7.94 22.35

CH-47 60.89 40.86 30.76 132.51

HLH 20.02 20.74 20.91 61.67 ,-
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TABLE 8-13 GROSS SAVINGS AND BENEFITS SUH4ARY HYBRID I - EXPECTE)

SAVINGS AND BENEFITS

AIRCRAFT INSPECTION DIAGNOSIS PROGNOSIS FTOTAL ($M)

OH-6 17.2% 67.0% 15.8% 9.17

O-58 15.2% 69.3% 15.5% 74.55

UH-1 32.1% 25.8% 42.1% 244.40

U-21 35.8% 24.4% 39.8% 8.85

AH-I 10.0% 58.8% 31.2% 76.01

UTTAS 44.3% 21.8% 33.9% 915.73

59-1 45.7% 43.8% 10.5% 34.98

CH-54 40.8% 23.7% 35.5% 22.35

CH-47 46.0% 30.8% 23.2% 132.51

HLH 32.5% 33.67. 33.9% 61.67

V)
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8.3.4 UNIVERSAL AIDAPS PERFt1PHANCE TRADEOFFS

This study uses the term test accuracy (defined in paragraph 7.2.5) as a

measure of the ability to perform prognosis and diagnosis. Since the diag-

nostic and prognostic capabilities of the systems are closely related, the

same test accuracies were used for both capabilities. However, the possibility

exists that the relative performance of the prognostic capability may not be the

same as the diagnostic capability.

Also, the test accuracy may affect the ability to perform inspections. The

basic inspection capability is defined by the ability of the AIDAPS to perform

the inspection items called out in the inspection procedures. The inspection

items selected for AIDAPS application represent only a portion (30% or less) of

the total inspection requirements. There is no technical reason to believe the

AIDAPS cannot perform inspections of the selected items. However, it is possi-

ble that with a low test accuracy, the number of selected inspection items will

decrease. However, since there is no direct proportion between the number of

inspection items which can be eliminated by AIDAPS and test accuracy, the term

inspection efficiency is used. Inspection efficiency is then defined as the

ratio of the achieved reduction in inspection requirements to the calculated

reduction in inspection requirements in this report.

Figure 8-127, shows the effects of changes in diagnostic test accuracy

under various assumptions of prognostic and inspection performance. The

origin of each curve on the graph represents the benefits to be derived with

a zero test accuracy for diagnosis and the end of each line represents the

benefits with a 95 percent test accuracy for diagnosis. Each curve repre-

sents a different assumption of inspection efficiency or prognostic test

accuracy. The lowest curve represents the performance of AIDAPS if no bene-

fits are derived from inspections or prognosis. The next higher curve shows

the benefits if no benefits are derived from inspections but a test accuracy

of .95 is achieved for prognosis.

The next two lines represent assumptions of a .95 prognostic test accuracy

and a 30 percent and 100% inspection efficiency, respectively.
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Figure 8-128 shows similar data where diagnostic test accuracy and inspec-

tion efficiency are beld constanz at various values and prognostic test accux-

acies are allowed to vary.

Figure 8-129 shows three assumptions of the relati,., differences in the

diagnostic and prognostic test accuracies and inspection efficiency for the

Hybrid I AIDAPS. The lower curve assumes the prognostic test accuracy is

identica'l to the diagnostic test accuracy but that the inspection efficiency

is zero. The highest curve makes the same assumption about test accuracies,

but assumes the inspection efficiency is 100 percent. The diagonal line

assumes that both test accuracies and the inspection efficiency are identical.

A break even area is shown which designates where the life cycle cost of the

AIDAPS equals the gross savings due to the AIDAPS. These factors are depend-

ent upon the assumptions made as to tast accuracy ar. inspection efficieacy.

Figure 8-130 gives shows the same information for the Airborne Syste-=
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8.3.5 UNIVERSAL AIDAP SYSTEM SELECTION

Tables 8-14 through 8-16 show the results of the analysis of the Universal

-Systems. The Hybrid I System is the most cost effective system in all cases

* except for the HLH. However, the difference in net savings for the two AIDAPS

configurations on this aircraft are not significant.

Figures 8-131 through 8-137 show the tire phasing of procurement costs and

net s~ivings and benefits for the modular Universal Hybrid I AIDAP System. In

Alcases the procurement funds are recovered within approximately two years

after procurement funds are expended. For the future aircraft recovery of

'procurem~nt funds are recovered before they are expended. This is due to the

long procurement times for these programs. The AIDAPS procurement program

muit match the aircraft procurement program in these cases.
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8.4 SELECTE AMA] SYSTEH

The Hybrid I is the most cost effective AIDAPS configuration for the

Unique, Group and Universal system designs. This configuration has the same

capabilities and capacities regard'less of whether it is designed as a Unique,

Group or Universal system. Therefore, differences in cost effectiveness are

entirely due to differences in costs. Table 8-17 shows the net savings achieved.

by the Hybrid I configuration on each of the study aircraft and each system

design type. Both the Group and Universal design types show large cost effec-

tiveness improvements over the Unique systems. These differences are due to

spreading the DDT6F costs across larger numbers of aircraft/AIDAPS programs,

and due to larger scale production of identical or similar AIDAPS sets.

The difference in cost effectiveness between the Group and Universal sys-

tems cost effectiveness is not large except for the aircraft with small fleet

sizes. However, it is not'recommended that AIDAPS be installed on the OH-6,

OH-58, nor the U-21 aircraft. This leaves the CH-54 as the only aircraft with

a really significant difference in net benefits between the Universal and Group

AIDAPS.

The differences between the Group and Universal systems are due to the

commonality of all electronics modules for the Univesral system except the

RDAU. The RDAU is used only on the CH-47, CH-54, HLH ~ard UTTAS aircraft.

ti The group systems require three DDT&E programs, one for the OH-6, OH-58

and U-21 systems at a cost of $3.8 million, arother for the UH-I, AH-I and

OV-l aircraft at a cost of approximately $5.2 million, and a third for the

CH-47, CH-54, HLH and UTTAS aircraft at a cost of approximately $7.2 million.

If the OH-6, OH-58 and U-21 program is eliminated, the $3.8 Million DDT&E

expenditures as well as the procurement costs for these programs are also

eliminated.

For the Universal systems, however, an initial DDT&E program of approxi-

mately $4.0 million i3 required with later adaptation to other aircraft and

dvvelopment of an RDAU at an additional cost of approximately $4.0 -lllion.
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TABLE 8-17 SYSTED NET SAVINGS PER AIRCRAFT (IN T0O1ISAMIS OF DOLLARS)

HYBRID I - EXPECTED CONDITION 10 YEARS OPERATTION

AIDA2S qYSTEK

AIRCRAFT UNIQUE GROUPED UNIVERSAL

O0-6 -7.6 8.1 14.1

OH-58 12.2 17.5 18.9

UH1-1 37.8 45.1 46.1

U-21 -3.6 46.2 51.0

AH-1 93.6 104.6 106.1

UTTAS 333.0 358.4 362.0

OV-1 86.0 123.4 126.0

CH-54 102.6 237.3 253.3

CM-47 202.0 252.1 257.3

HIM 954.9 1348.8 1376.7
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The elimination of the OH-6, OHl-58 and U-21 programs will cause the prorated

DDT&E costs to increase by approximately $200,000 per aircraft type on the

remaining aircraft. This is negligible in respect to the total AIDAPS life

cycle costs.

Additional savings in procurement cost are realized by the Universal

system due to the larger production quantities of all system modules except

the RDAU. The production quantities of the RDAU are the same for both the

Group and Universal systems although its size and cost is slightly less for

the Universal application.

The reduction in procurement costs while maintaining the same system effec-

C) tiveness results in the modular Universal Hybrid I system achieving the great-

est cost effectiveness.

It is recognized that exigencies of the procurement progr&m, as well as

design improvements which may be desirable during the long production life of

such a system, may prohibit a truly Universal system from being achieved.

However, the savings in DDT&E and production costs will be sufficient to

justify this choice as the preferred system.
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9.0 AIDAP SYSTEN JUSTIFICATION

The validity of incorporating an AIDAPS concept into che aircraft noted in

this study, and the cost savings associated with implementing such a program

are summarized for each of the subject aircraft in this section. The AIDAPS

configuration presented is the modular Universal Hybrid I System for the expected

operating conditions. While the HLH Universal Airborne System provides a slightly

greater net savings than the Hybrid I, the difference is so small that savings

can be considered essentially the same. The discussions are centered on the

various cost savings elements which comprise the total aircraft system net

savings.

9. 1 EXPENDITURE VS. SAVINGS AND COST ThADFJOFFS

The costs of procurring an AIDAPS inclcde the expenditures for DDT&E,

investment and a 10-year operation of the AIDAP System. The total expenditures

required per aircraft for acquiring and operating the AIDAP System by aircraft

type are presented in Figure 9-1. The use of the AIDAP System results in savings

in aircraft support costs. These gross savings are also presented in Figure 9-2

along with total AIDAPS life cycle cost and net savings. The difference between

the expenditure in incorporating AIDAPS and these gross savings provide the

system net savings that can be realized.

9.2 EFFECTS ON LOGISTIC CfSTS

The following paragraphs describe the individual effects on logistics cost

elements using the selected AIDAPS configuration.

9.2.1 AIRCRAFT INSPECTIONS (MAN-HOURS)

The use of an AIDAP System will generate man-hour savings in the performance

of aircraft inspections by reducing or eliminating the time spent in certain

portions of the inspections. These savings, expressed as man-hours per 1,000

flight hours, are presented by aircraft type in Figure 9-3. The dollar savings

associated with these man-hours ,re also included.

VOL II j-i,
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9.2.2 FAULT ISOLATION (DIAGNOSIS)

The savings attributable to improving fault isolation through the reduction

or elimination of unwarranted removals and troubleshooting are presented in

Figure 9-4 in both man-hours and dollars. The portion of spares inventory

and logistics support cost savings which result from improved diagnostics

capabilities are provided in Figure 9-5. The sum of these cost savings due to

improved diagnostic capability is presented in Figure 9-6 by aircraft type.

Savings in accidents due to the diagnostic capability are described in para-

graph 9.2.8.

9.2.3 PROGNOSIS

The cost sa•ings associated with the improved prognosis capability are related

to the reductions in depo: overhaul requirements and in aircraft accidents. Only

the accident reductions due to long-term prognosis are included here. Prevention

of accidents due to short-term prognosis re included under diagnosis because it

is impossible to separate the effects of short-term prognosis from diagnostic

capability and because the compution techniques associated with short-term

prognosis are similar to diagnostic techniques. An AIDAPS designed to accomplish

diagnosis can also accomplish most short-term prognosis. The savings in both

man-hours and labor dollars due to reduction of scheduled removals at organiza-

tional and DS maintenance levels are presented in Figure 9-7. The total cost

savings associated with overhaul, including material, are presented in Figure 9-8.

Savings in accidents due to prognosis are included in paragraph 9.2.8. The sum

oi these cost savings (less accident savings) attributable to the improved

prognosis capability is preseted in Figure 9-9.

9.2.4 AIRCRAFT DOWNTIME AND MAINTENANCE MAN-HOURS

The improved maintenance capability results in a reduction in the downtime

characteristics of the aircraft and thereby reduces maintenance personnel

reacirements. The downtime savings expressed as elapsed hours per 1,000 flight

hours are presented in Figure 9-10. The total cost savings associated with

the reduction in maintenance personnel are presented in ?igure 9-11. Theso

include man-hour savings due to inspection, diagnosis, and prognosis.
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9.2.5 L0M111IM MUM SKDIS

Vith the incorporation of an AIDA SysterL in the study aircraft, the mrsber

of mintenance personnel required will be reduced in proportion to the mu-

hours savings generated. While maintenance skill proficiency required to

perform troubleshooting actions may be reduced by LIMPS, the availability of

high proficiency naintenance .ersonnel ;vthin the Army will still probably

be limited. The net result will be that skill levels will not change, but the

maintenance persoanel will be able to perform rore efficiently.

9.2.6 AIRCRAFT AVAIIABILIfY

The use of the AIMWP System will improv. -the downtime characteristics of the

aircraft as previously noted. As a result, aircraft availability expressed as

precent operationally ready will increase. The impact of the selected AIMAP

System on aircraft availability is presented in Figure 9-12.

9.2.7 HAINMU,-dCE FILCW

The increase in aircraft availability can also be interpreted as effectively

increasing the number of aircraft available to perform the specific mission

requirements. This potential increa3e in aircraft directly effects the number

of aircraft categorized in the maintenance float, as shown in Figure 9-1?.

This is identical to the decrease in the maintenance float. It is also

closely associated with the increase in effective aircraft, as presented in

Figure 9-14. Average payload, AIDAPS weight, and the aircraft abort ratio

also affect the increase in the effective nurýber of aircraft; however, these

effects are usually small compared to the effect of increased aircraft

availability.
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9.2.8 ACDUS (SEMOMM mA*i*AG

The TANS data coatained substantially no inforrtion on secondary damage

to comsenta. However, the accideat reports do relate accident causes tc

components or functional groups EbA-rever applicable. Accidents caa be prevented

by air warning of impending failures, or by warnings of a hazareus compoent

status wihich is associated with a diagnostic capability. They caa also be

prevented by eli~inating comonent fadklures during flight through the prognostic

capability. Figure 9-155- sws the reduction in accidents due to prognostic

and diagnostic capability. The curves for prognot tic and diagnostic capability

show the results of using eithor. of these capabilities alone. Bowever, since

air warning cannot eliminate accidents which are already prevented by the

prognostic capability, these curves are not additive. The total curve shows

the results of concurrently using both capabilities.

9.2.9 (ROM SUPRIT BW Ir (GS1)

A separate analysis was performed to determine the ivact, if any, of an

AIDA System on existing Army aircraft GSX. The only effect was the redaction in

. the required nurer of mechanic's hand tools resulting frM the decrease in the

7_i number of maintenance personnel required. Based on this analysis, there is no

significant reduction ia the requirements for other GSE. The usage rate of GSE

"would be reduced but would not warrant eliminatior cf specific items of GSE.

The cost savings associated with the reduction in hand tools i_ parr of the

?quipment and supplies cosc factor that was included in zhe developmen, of

NI personnel downtime cost savings presented in paragraph 9.2.4.

9-2.10 RELIA-LITY

The improvemcnt its -ne reliability characteristics of the aircraft due to

rhe selected AIDAP System is demons-ratei by 'he r,!ductior, in aircraft abort

ra.es. This improvement in mrission completion ca~ability is presented in

Figure 9-16.
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Realized net savings and benefits would have to be considerably smaller than

those predicted in this study for a zero net savings to occur; however, since

most of the estimating errors that occur in computing net savings are likely to

result in an under estimate, this is highly unlikely. If the realized savings

are 10 percent of those predicted, they will more than ekq~l AJDAPSJ4 fc .. ycl*

costs for most of the aircraft for which AIDAPS application is reconmended.

Although the savings due to AIDAPS are large compared to AIDAPS procurement

costs, they represent only a small portion of the total aircraft operating

costs. Tables 9-2, 9-3, and 9-4 compare the operating cost savings achieved

by AIDAPS with the total aircraft operating costs, the accident cost savings

with the total accident costs, and the total cost savings with the total air-

craft systens' costs. AIDAPS benefits, due to incteased aircraft effectiveness,

tj have been excluded from these figures to make the AIDAPS savings categories

comparable with Army cost categories.

9.2.13 COMPARISON OF SAVINGS FOR THE AVIONICS SUBSYSTEM TO SAVINGS ON REMAINDER
OF THE AIRCRAFT

Table 9-5 shows the net savings and benefits derived from AIDAPS applied to

avionics and from AIDAPS as applied to the remainder of the aircraft systems

(less armament and GSE). As can be seen from the figures, the savings from

avionics rarely exceed 3 percent of the savings on the rest of the aircraft.

The single exception is the application to the OV-l, where the avionics savings

is approximately 10 percent. Since the avionic savings are not considered

significant, they have been omitted from most of the savings figures in this

volume. However, application of AIDAPS to avionic systems is advantageous

for certain items of equipment and should be considered for the ultimate

AIDAP System design.

9.2.14 TIME PHASED COST SAVINGS

Previous discussions related to the total realized cost savings have assumed

a constant force size and a short production program. In order to report the

effects ot practical AIDAPS procurement programs, as well as a phase-out of

aircraft; a time phased implementation of the selected AIDAP System and the

cost benefits gained is shown in Figir& 9-17.
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TABLE 9-2

IMPACT OF AIDAPS ON 10 YEAR OPERATIONS COST

(EXPECTED CONDITIONS)

10 YEAR 10 YEAR PERCENT
AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS COST OPERATIONS COST SAVINGS

($ MILLIONS) * SAVINGS **
($ MILLIONS)

AH-1 156.98 5.20 3.3%

CH-47 274.29 49.70 13.1%

CH-54 46.80 4.00 8.5%.

UI{-1 959.08 60.50 6.3%

U-21 79.25 1.00 1.3%

OH-6 25.83 -. 40 -1.5%

OH-58 237.87 3.60 1.5%

OV-1 120.86 8.00 6.6%

BASED ON FM 101-20 PLANNING FACTORS

EXCLUDING POL COSTS

** INCLUDES AIDAPS DDT&E, INVESTMENT AND I
OPERATIONS COST, EXCLUDES ACCIDENTS AND

INCREASED EFFECTIVENESS
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TABLE 9-4 )P FACT OF AIDAPS ON TOTAL SYSTEMS COST
(EXPECTED CONDITIONS)

TOTAL ACCIDENT AND IACCIDENT AND 10 YEAR PERCENT
AIRCRAFT 10 YEAR OPERATIONS OPERATIONS COST SAV- SAVINGS

-~~~~~ THQ -1. Cf110 vfMJTA5 fCR(

AH-1 31R.42 55.60 17.5%

CH-4/ 457.23 60.90 13.37.

CH-54 114.33 9.40 8.27.

UH-1 1359.18 119.80 8.8%

U-21 87.60 3.80 4.3%

OH-6 46.55 3.10 6.6%

0H-58 363.88 34.30 9.4%

OV-1 199.71 9.00 4.5%

*Excludes benefits gained from increase in effective number of

aircraft
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9.3 SORC nonRUS

In order to verify the realisn of the operational benefits calculated by the

jAIMPS/IArcraft Maintenance model, comparison vith results using a different

technique was sought. The AIMPS/Aircraft Maintenance Analysis model -ras

developed using deterministic computational techniques. A Monte Carlo simulation

aib-ei, vhicn was Geveloped "iy .-Ndiiroip under C&•-ract ho. F4460-68-C-0094, was

used for this compariso:. This model is called the Simulation of Utilization,

Resources, Cost, and Eificiency (SOURCE) model.

The SOURCE model is a computer simulation of an aircraft's complete daily

operational msintenance cycle. The principal inputs and resultant outputs

obtainable from various applications of the SOURCE model are shown in Figure 9-18.

The SOURCE model represents the embodiment of many maintenance techniques

and concepts working together as a coherent unit. The SOURCE mode! is a straight-

forward analytical tool employing the Monte Carlo samling procedure. The model

is supported by a comprehensive array of specially developed electronic data

processing (EDP) programs and statistical techniques which were aesigned to

translate "raw field data" from standard data collection inputs into form

amenable to analysis and usable as model inputs. Thus, the model is tailored

to accommodate the types of information which can be obtained from Air Force

operational activities and is within the scope of existing data collection

systems.

Figure 9-19 shows the major programming elements of the SOURCE model.

This model utilizes a sequence register whose basic decisions are triggered

by the Monte Carlo technique, and are utilized to establish the aircraft states

and maintain an elapsed time counter. The control parameters consist of the

flying schedule environmental probability factors, and the program processing

data which are inserted to establish the basic criteria being measured. The

flying schedule relates the operational co mitment being evaluated to the
aircraft system characteristics.

The SOURCE model can be segregated into three basic functions:

a) Maintenance Decisions

b) Resource Allocations

c) Cost Determinations
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Each fui=ciO. while distiznc in category, reflects a co*Zin-Xzi_ daiy

1Berinai-on of aircraft capability and sup9pvtr expe-,3dtires.

The SOM2 -APde is relatively insensitive to che siml! cbares in aircraft

bre__k rates, abort rates, and reduced zaince-aance doun:ie acbfeved by Al•hn.

Ic addition, it does not account for reducticns in aircraft daily inspection tim.e

Vithin these constraints however, me results were verified.

Tables 9-6 and 9-7 shlu a typical operatiCn for the Uli-- aircraft withou:.

AIMPS. The schedule shown in colums two and three of Table 9-6 is an arbitrary

schedule input generated to produce approximately forty fiying hours per month.

In addition, only two flying period per day (12 hours each) were utilized.

Therefore, no entries appear under colui 3 ch.-ough 8 .f Table 9-7. Using the

schedule shown in columns 2 and 2 of Table 9-6, and based on inp-,t naintenance

characteristics of the aircraft, the re-ainder of Table 9-7 shows the average

operating results of the aircraft during a one-month period. The average

operational readiness attained was .77, which corresponds to .76 artained by the

maintenance analysis model.

Tables 9-8 and 9-9 show the results of an AIDMPS equipped UH-l responding to

exactly the same schedule. In this case, zhe operational ready -ate increased

to 78 perc-enm, or an increase of 1 percent. The AIDASPS maintenance anmlysis,

under similar conditions, genecated an improvement in aircraft avaiiability of

4 percent. When this is converted to an improvement in the operational ready

rate, by excluding daily inspections, the improvement amounts to 1.2 perceut

is in close agreement with the SOURCE model.

Tables 9-10 through 9-13 compare the maxi1um sortie capability of the UH-1

without AIDAPS to the UHi-l with AIDAPS. These conditions were created by

scheduling 6 flights per day for each of the 23 available aircraft. Under these

conditions, the UH-1 with AIDAPS achieved IC9 flying hours per month per aircraft

with ani operational ready rate of )? percent. The UH-l without AIDAPS achieved

only 100 flying hours per month with an operation ready rate of 54 percent.
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10.0 AVIONICS, ARKI"ENT AND GSE

Avionics and armament subsystem maintenance data did not appear in the

TAM4S data in s-ifficient quantities for reliable analysis. Separate studies

on these two subsyste-es were accomplished to compensate for this lack of data.

In addition, the effects of AIDAPS on ground support equipment (GSE) required

a separate analysis. The result of these analyses are presented in this section.

10.1 AVIONICS

The application of AIDAPS to avionics is limited to monitoring input and

output signals for existing aircraft. To modify the avionics for AIDAPS is

not economically nor practically feasible, particularly since most of the

tj avionic equipment is used on a variety of aircraft some of which are not

candidates for AIDAP systems as defined by the scope of the study. Future

avionics, however, could be designed to be compatible with AIDAPS systems.

Some avionics are already designed for self test. Supplying self test

signals to the AIDAPS in addition to, or in lieu of, the plannedj use of con-

ventional indicators would seer, to be of limited value. Hence, AIDAPS applica-

tion would be limited to only a few avionic systems.

10.1.1 AVIONICS INSTALLED ON STUDY AIRCRAFT

The avionic systems employed on the study aircraft are presented in Table

10-1. Many of the systems are used on more than one aircraft.

10.1.1.1 Avionic System Candidates

A detailed examination of th- avionic equipment designs was made to deter-

mine those systems which might be candidates for monitoring by AIDAPS. The

basic criteria tised to select candidate avionic systems are that they must be

multi-box systems, be amenable to diagnosis, or constitute a significant safety

hazard. For many of the systems, no AIDAPS benefits can be derived. Specifi-

cally, most equipments are essentially "one box" systems in which AIDAPS is of

little service in avoiding unwarranted removals. Further, the common failure

mode, second only to mistuning or misoperation, is catastrophic which cannot

VOL II -I,



be trended or predicted by simple input or output measurements. Some systems

have two boxes. The control box is included but, short of a parallel unit,

there is generally no economical way tc inspect or vionitor the operation of

the control box.

Table 10-1 also presents comints concerning the application of AIDAPS to

each avionic system. These comments indicate that the following four systems

.-an be effectively monitored by AIDAPS.

Doppler Navigation System AN/ASN-64
AN/ASN-64A

Automatic Flight Control System AN/ASW-12(V) !
AN/ASW-12(V) 2
AN/ASW-12 (V) 3
AN•ASW-12-(V) 1

Gyromagnetic Compass System AN/ASN-43

Radar Altimeter AN/APN-22
ANIAPN-II,

10.1.2 AVIONICS DATA REVIEW

The Army maintenance data on these systems were not available for this

study. As a result, Navy FU3 maintenance data on similar systems were exam-

ined. These data pertained to similar avionics systems but different part

numbers. The appropriate Navy avionics data were applied to the correspond-

ing selected Army avionics systems.

10.1.2.1 Ground Rules Used For Data Review

The ground rules used for the maintenance data evaluation are simila' _

the ones employed for aircraft subsystems. AIDAPS application t Lne candidate

avionics systems reduces the time required for diagnosis and the number of

unwarranted remove and replace actions.
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TALE 10-i AVIOICS AFFLICATIC TO AIMPS

&viMuCS SYS= cammum coNCuumcN AmIDS APPLICATICE

AXI/A-44 An old Vr-FM set. One box but dynamotor could be monitored.
S- Single box - not amenable to A IM PS.

AR/ARC-51 &
51BX MH - Single box - not menable to AIDMS.

AN/ARC-54 FM set - single box - not amenable to AIMPS.

A/ARC-55 UHF set - Single, old box - 70 lbs. - unlikely still used,
not amenable to AIMAPS (same as AhI/AkC-27).

AN/ARC-73 VHF-AM - An old set but amenable to AIIMPS. Discretes
could monitor power, receiver AGC voltage, push-to-talk
and RF output.

AN/ARC-102 11 set - Single box - not amenable to AIDAPS.

ANIRC-114 FM set - single box - panel mounted, not amenable to
AIDPS.

AN/ARC-115 VHF set - Single box - panel mounted, not amenable to
AIPS.

AN/ARC-116 UHF-AM - Single box - panel mounted, not amenable to

AIIMPS.

j AN/ARC-30 VHF Nay. set - No information available at this time.

AN/ARN-32 Marker Beacon Receiver - very old set, not cost effective
to design for AIMPS since probably not still in use.

AN/ARN-59 ADF - No information avilabj.e at this time.

AN/ARN-82 VOR and Clide Slope Receiver - Single box - not amenable
to AIDAPS._ _ _
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TIALI 10-1 AVIWICS LPPL1Cl TO AXAMP (Cotiiaed)

AVIcOICS SYSTI omEMS COWNn L PS hrFlATIC

ai94,LAW Marker Beacon Rec- - not amenable to AIMPS.

AN/APX-44 1FF Transponder - Single box - Not amemnble to AIMPS.

AR/APX-72 IF? Transponder - Same coments as for the APX-44.

ANIASN-43 Qyromag Capass - Possible LIMPS application.

AN/ASH-64 Doppler hlv. - Possible ALIMPS application.

AN/ASN-72 Position Fixing Nay. Set. - Probably will not use AIMPS.
We do not have sufficient data at this time.

ANARA-54 US receiver - Not amenable to AIDMPS.

AN/APN-22 Radar Altimter - Multi-box can be functionally monitored.
Possible AIDMPS application.

AN/AJN-12 Marker Beacon Rec. - Not amenable to AIM1PS.

T-366A/ARC VHF Emergenzy Transmitter - Single box - Not menable

to AIDMPS.

C-653:,IAk. Intercom - Single box - Not amenable to AIDAPS - Malfunc-
tion made most likely would be switch/contact failures.

TSEC/KY28 No information available at this time.

AN/ARN-83 ANE - Multibox system but not amenable to AIMPS.

AN/ARN-89 ADF - Multibox system, but not amenable to AIMPS.

AN/ASW-12(V) 1,2+3 AFCS - Assume application of AIMPS - Assume 3 propor-
cional and 2 discretes.
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10.1.2.2 Avionics Maintenance Data Analvsis Results

TUble 10-2 lists the savings in decreased down time, maintenance nan-hours,

inventory spares, and packaging and shipping costs for each of the systems.

From this tabie, the 10 year savings for each aircraft is determined based on

the monthly flight hours ard the avionics system instalied.

The avionic syst associated with each aircraft are indicated in Table

10-3. The savings for a ten year period are shown for each aircraft in Table

10-4. These savings assuwe that each aircraft is equipped with the avionic

systems shown in Table 10-3.

10.1.3 COST OF MONIT•tING AVIOKICS

The cost of monitoring each avionic system depends almost exclusively on

t.e parameters monitored. T-h parameters selected will, in moct cases, iso-

late the system .ailure to the failed component. The selected parameters

are presented in Table 10-5 together with the associated signal type and the

coiponents being monitored wiLhin each system.

The cost of monitoring each system is determined by examining the para-

meter signal types and assigning a weighted sensoc count (WSC) to each. The

cost of monitoring and signal processing for electronic systems is estimated

at $10.00 per WSC. The cost calculated for each system is presented in Table

10-6.

'0.1.4 AIDAPS COST EFFECTIVENESS FOR AVIONICS

The cost of monitoring the avionic systems on each aircraft is caompared

against the cost savings for a 10 year operating period in Table 10-7. As a

criteria for determining the cost effectiveness of monitoring the avionics;

the expected savings over a 10-year period should be twice the initial invest-

ment. Tnis is tomparable to an investment retur-, of approximately 7.0% per

year. A return of less than this would not be practical. From Table 10-7 it

can be seen that the only aircraft on which it is cost effective to monitor

the avionics are the OV-I, CH-47, CH-54, UTTAS, and ILH, with the OV-1 appli-

cation being the most effective.
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TABLE 10-2 AVI0MCS SAVDIN& DUE TO AIMPS

AVI0M!S SYSTEM

AUTIMATIC GYRO- LOPPLER

RAM FLIGIT N&%QIEflC l&]ME
S&VINIGS ALTITR COUf L COWPASS NAVIGATION

SYSTEM SYSTEM SYSTEM SYSTEM

TIME
($/1000 PH) 54.63 97.88 535.02 65.72

MAINTEACE
MAN-HOURtS

($/1000 FH) 9.92 16.24 61.11 7.9

INVENTORY
SP'ARES
($/AIRCAFT) 226.10 355.66 2990.46 280.95

PACKAGING

SHIPPING
($/10,000 FH) 28.35 33.51 361.39 33.45

I

ii'
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TABLE 10-3 AVIONICS INSTALLED ON EACH AIRCRAFT

GYRO-
RADAR AUTGITIC MAGNETIC DOPPLER RADAR

ALIMETER FLIGHT CONTROL COMPASS NAVIGATION

AIRCRAFT SYSTEM SYSTEM SYSTEM SYSTEM

011-6 X

OH-58 X

UH- 1 x

AU-i X

U-21 X

Ov-1 X X X X

CH-47 X X XUJc.• x x
1 •x x xxcH5 X

TABLE 10-4 AVIONICS 10-YEAR LIFE CYCLE SAVINGS (MILLION DOLLARS)

AIRCRAFT OPTIMISTIC EXPECTED PESSIMISTIC

0H-6 .081 .052 .043

0H-58 .657 .425 .347

UH-1 1.374 .776 .652

AH-1 .201 .130 .107

U-21 .038 .027 .023

OV-1 3.260 2.254 2.086

CH-47 1.587 1.013 .872

CP•- 54 .158 .101 .079

UTTAS' 9.031 6.183 5.201

HLH .165 .086 .068

VOL II 10-7



TABLE 10-5 AVIONICS PARAMETER LIST

"AVIONIC SYSTEM PARAMETER SIGNAL TYPE RELATED CO•IPONENT

DOPPLER OUTPUT POWER (13.325 GHz) DOPPLER RECEIVER/
NAVIG.TION 240 MILLIWATTS TRANSMITTER
SYSTEM MINIlHiM
(AN/ASN-64 &
AN!ASN-64A RECEIVER IF 3.3 M HZ SIGNAL ANTENNA, DOPPLER

PRESENCE OF FREQUENCY TRACKER,
RECEIVED SIGNAL DISCRETE DOPPLER

PRESENT POSITION DC VOLTS INDICATOR/CONTROL,
DOPPLER

POWER ON DISCRETE DOPPLER SYSTEM

AUTOMATIC FLIGHT ROLL ANGLE SYNCHRO DISPIACFr4ENT GYRO
CONTROL SYSTEM
(AN/A SW- 12(V) ACCELEROMETER ELECTRIC AIRCRAFT
1,2,3 & ODTPUT CHARGE ACCELEROMETER
AN/ASW-12A(V) 1

STEERING NA IGATION
COMMAND SYNCHRO COUPLER

ROLL AUTOMATIC
CONTROL SYNCHRO PILOT CONTROL

AUTOMATIC ACCELEROMETER
PILOT DISCRETE MONITOR

AUTOMATIC FLIGHT
POWER ON DISCRETE CONTROL SYSTEM

GYRO MAGNETIC COMPASS TRANS-
COMPASS SYSTEM MITTER FLUX
(AN/ASN-43) OUTPUT SIGNAL 800 CPS COMPENSATOR

YAW SIGNAL SYNCHRO DIRECTIONAL GYRO

HEADING ERROR SYNCHRO COMPASS CONTROLLER

POWER ON DISCRETE COMPASS SYSTEM

RAIDAR ALTI1"WTER INPUT TO HEIGHT CONTROL AMPLIFIER,
SYSTEM INDICATOR SYNGHRO RADAR ALTIMETER
(AN/APN- 117)

VOL II 13-8



TABLE 10-5 AVIONICS PARAMETER LIST (Continued)

PARAMETER SIGNAL TYPE RELATED COMPONENT

RECEIVER/TRANS-

OUTPUT TO VARIABLE MITTER, RADAR
AMPLIFIER FREQUENCY ALTIMETER

RAWAR ALTIMETER
POWER ON DISCRETE SYSTEM

V

VOL II 10-9



TABLE 10-6 AVIONICS AIM&PS COST

WSC COST

DOPPLER Output Parameter 4 $100
I N&VIGATION Receiver IF 4

SYSTEM Presence of Signals 1
Present Position 1

TOTAL 10

AUTCRATIC Roll Angle 8 $310
FLIGHT CON-h.OL Accelerometer Output 5
"SYSTEM Steering Control 8

Roll Control 8
Auto Pilot 1
Power On 1

ToTAL 31

GMRO-MAQIETIC Output Signal 4 $210
SCOMPASS SYSTEM Yaw Signal 8

Heading Error 8
Power On 1

TOTAL 21

RADAR ALTIMETER Input to Indicator 8 $190
Output to Amplifier 10
Power On 1

TOTAL 19

VOL II 10-10



TABLE 10-7 AIRCRAFT AVIONICS COST VS. 10-YEAR SAVINGS

AIRCRAFT AVIONICS COST AVIONICS SAVINGS NET SAVINGS
(DOLLARS A/C) (lDOLIARS A/C) (DOLLARS/AC)

OH-6 210 223 13

0H-58 210 223 13

UH-1 210 217 7

All-1 210 223 13

U-21 210 264 54

Ov-1 850 9756 8906

CH-47 710 2208 1498

CH-54 520 1352 832

UTTAS 710 2625 1915

HIE 710 1999 1289

VOL II 10-11



I0.2 ARMY AIRCRAFT ARMAMENT SUBSYSTEMS

Except for the: Bell AH-lG gunship, all Army aircraft now in the inventory

were initially designed without gither defe"Isive or offensive armament. Tradi-

tionally; Army aircraft have fulfilled the roles of cargo, utility, observation

and training services. With the advent of the Vietnam operation, the need for

armament onboard Army aircraft became evident. As a result, a number of strap-

on systems for existing aircraft were developed along with the gun ship concept

as represented by the Bell AH-IG. Table 10-8 presents a matrix of the. more

commonly used armament subsystems versus the aircraft' that they are used on.

Except for the XM 28 chin turret designed spectfically for the AH-IG, all of

these armament subsystems are designed to be installed on existing aircraft.

In addition, a number of these devices are designed to be self-supporting and

to be used on several different aircraft.

Because of the strap-on nature of most of these devices, only a minimum

amount of instrumentation is installed. An AIDAPS installation on:these arm-

ament devices provides a direct contribution to combat safety by providing

the combat crew with indications of armament subsystem health, and its ability

to complete a mission before entering the combat area. In addition, ground

servicing of the equipment is simplified since maintenance data for ground

analysis is gathered in flight while the weapons are being fired. Elimination

of weapons firing on the-ground for diagnostic purposes also contributes to

ground safety of maintenance personnel and equipment.

V

f VOL II 10-12
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For purposes of the armament portion of the AIDAPS study the armament sys-

tems listed in Table 10-8 were divided into six categories according to type

as follows:

I. Guided missiles

II. Combinations of 7.62mm machine gun and 2.75" rocket launcher

III. Pod-mounted large caliber machine guns

IV. Turret-mounted automatic guns and grenade launchers

V. Grenade launchers

VI. Other systems not applicable to AIDAPS

Representative systems chosen for detailed analysis from each of the first

five categories are shown in Table 10-9. Category VI was not represented

because these systems consist of simple hand-held machine guns and gun mounts

considered impractical for interface with an AIDAPS. A single system was

chosen from each of Categories I, III, IV and V, while three systems were

chosen to represent Category II.

Table 10-9 lists and describes the selected systems.

10.2.1 SUBSYSTEM ANALYSIS

The analysis of the selected subsystems is presented in paragraphs 10.2.1.1

through 10.2.1.7. Each analysis contains the following:

a) A list of major subsystem components

b) A list of common subsystem failure modes. Of primary importance are those

failure modes that contribute to a lack of combat safety. For example,

the potential failure of a rocket to fire due to a lack of continuity in

a firing circuit should be known before entering the combat zone. Advanced

knowledge of armament subsystem performance capability should be a basic

goal of an armament AIDAPS. The various failure modes listed for the

seven subsystems are taken from the mechanical and electrical trouble-

shooting charts found in the organizational maintenance manuals. The

most probable components at fault are also listed.

VOL II 10-14



TABLE 10-9 REPRESENTATIVE ARMY ARMAMENT SY1..WJ'-

SYSTEM DESCRT.7l iON

I-1. 1422 Six AM2B wire .-±ded missiles launched and guided
from UH-IB hel .:opter.

11-2. XM18/XMl8El Pod moun Ad 7.62mm machine gun carried by either
helic -;cers or high speed fixed wing aircraft.

11-3. M21 ;jmbination of M158 2.75mm rocket launchers and
M134 7.62mm machine guns installed on UH-lB and
C helicopters.

11-4. XM27E.1 M134 7.62mm machine gun installed on the OH-6A
- helicopter.

111-5. .M35 XM195 20mm automatic gun installed on the AH-IG
gun ship.

IV- XM28/XM28EI Various combinations of the M134 machine gun and
XM129 40mm grendade launcher installed in a hydraul-
ically operated chin turret on the AH-lG helicopter
gun ship.

V-7 M5 M75 40mm grenade launcher installed in a remote
controlled turret attached to the nose of UH-lB
and C helicopters.

VOL II 10-15



c) A list of recommended subsystem performance parameters. The parameters

are also selected on the basis of their ability to i-sc:ate a subsystem

fault to the rmajor line replaceable units (IRU's) at the organizational

level. For example, where a subsystem includes a gun or grenade launcher

drive motor, drive motor lead (current) is monitored during operation

along with feed-bus voltage. If a gun or launcher jams, these parameters
should allow a determination of a basic mechanical fault in the gun or
launcher mechanism or a defect in the drive motor itself. In a similar

manner, the monitoring of basic electrical signals from the weapon sights,

servo ampiifiers, and feedback loops provide insight into the overail

electrical operation of a subsystem. Monitoring of gun and

grenade launcher mount vibrations provide an indication of an impending

mechanical failure.

iV
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10.2.1.1 M22 Armament Subsystem

The 122 armament subsystem consists of six AQM22B wire guided missiles

which are transportud on, and fired from, duzl launcher assem...ies attached

to the Bell Uli-IB helicopter. The missiles are fired and guided :o t!e tar-

get by the helicopter gunner using an optical sight and control stick to

command missile maneuvering. Major components of the subsystem are shown

in Table 10-10. Table 10-11 lists the failure modes, Table 10-12 presents

the parameters, and Table i0-13 shows the recommended sensors.

TABLE 10-10 M22 MAJOR COHPONENTS

1. Missile airframe

7. Booster motor

3. Sustainer motor

4. Launcher zupport assembly

5. Housing assembly

6. Fixed housing

7. Missile launcher

8. Missile control stick

9. Remote firing switch

10. Missile selection box

11. Guidance control unit

12. Gunner's sight

13. Pilot's sight

14. Cabling and connectors

VOL II 10-17



TABLE 10-11 1122 CGIOHM FAILLF MODES

FAILUE NODES AT FAULT

.1. No ignition of explosive cartridge, flare or booster

.2. Ignition of explosive cartridge, release hook disengages, 1, 10, 14

.3. Explosive cartridge ignites, but release hook does not
disengage 7.

4. Ignition of explosive cartridge 3nd flares, but no
ignition of booster 2.

5. Missile flies a ballistic path

6. Missile flies a spiraling path 1.

7. Missile flies down and right 1,8,11,14

8. Missile flies hard left or right 1,8,11,14

9. Missile flies hard up or down 1,8,11,14

10. Missile flies hard up and hard left or right 1,8,10,11,14

TABLE 10-12 M22 SUBSYSTEM PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS

1. Explosive bolt circuit continuity (6)

2. 24 volt main power

3. Missile jettison power (6)

4. Pitch signal in

5. Pitch signal out

6. Yaw signal in

7. Yaw signal out

VOL 11 10-18
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10.2.1.2 2(18 and X1M8EI Armament Subsyste.

The IN18/XMI8El aroament subsystem consists of an H 134 7.62 millimeter

machine gun and supporting equipment incorporated into an aerodynamically clean

pod that can be carried externally on an aircraft up to Mach 1.2. The pod

contains its own power source (battery) that drives the gun at a high firing

race. Differences between the XH18 and XH18EI are as follows:

a) Early models of the XM18 had a fitting in the top of the drum assembly to

accommodate a single (NATO) suspension lug.

b) The XM18El incorporates increased starting torque, greater clearing

reliability and circuitry which permits dual rates of fire.

Major components of the subsystem are shown in Table 10-14. Table 9-15

presents the failure modes, Table 9-15 the parameter and Table 9-17 the sensors.

TABLE 10-14 XM18 AND XM18E1 MAJOR CIPONENIS

1. M 134 7.62 millimeter machine gun

2. Electric gun drive assembly

3. Recoil adapter assembly

4. Automatic gun feeder

5. Pod front fairing assembly

6. Loader assembly

7. Exit unit assembly

8. Counter and drive assembly

9. Pod aft fairing assembly

10. Battery and control assembly

11. Gun support assembly

12. Drum assembly

13. Cabling and connectors

14. Cable adapter assembly

VOL II 10-20



TABLE 10-15 XH18/XM18El COMMON FAILURE MODES

COMPONENT~
FAILURE MODES AT FAULT

1. Gun fails to rotate or fire 1,2,10,13

2. Gun stops firing 4,7,10,12,13

3. Low firing rate 4,10

TABLE 10-16 XM!8/XMI8El SUBSYSTEM PERFORMANCE PARAMETERb%

1. Battery voltage

2. M134 drive motor load (current)

3. Battery charge load (current)

4. Battery temperature

5. Gun mount vibration

VOL II 10-21
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10.2.1.3 M21 Armament Subsystem

The M21 armament subsystem consists of two M134 7.62mm machine guns and

two M158 2.75 inch seven tube rocket launchers installed on Bell UH-lB and C

helicopters. Major components of the subsystem are shown in Table 10-18.

Tablc 10-19 presents the failure modes. Table 10-20 defines the sensors

required to monitor these parameters. Table 10-21 lists each parameter,

the required sensor type, number needed per aircraft installation, location,

cost of the added equipment both in weight and dollars and WSC - a factor used

to rate the overall sensor complexity.

TABLE 10-18 M21 MAJOR COMPONENTS

O tMl 58

1. Rack and support assembly (includes components using hydraulic
power from helicopter).

2. 2.75 inch rocket launcher (M158 or M158AI/E/M158E1).

3. Intervalometer

4. Reflex sight (XM60 or XM60El) - same sight used for both machine
gun and rocket launcher.

5. Sight mount.

6. 2.75 inch rocket (14)

7. Cabling and connectors

M134

8. Mount Assembly

9. M134 7.62mm machine gun assembly (including electric drive assembly).

10. Ammo chute.

1I. Ammo box assembly.

12. Confrol box assembly.

13. Control panel.

14. Cabling and connectors.

VOL II 10-23



TABLE 10-19 M-21 CORSON FAILURE MODES

Cr*4PONENr
FAILURE MODES AT FAULT

1. Rockets fail to fire

2. Rack and support assembly cannot be adjusted in

3. Mount assemblies fail to follow elevation and 1,7,13
deflection comiands from sight statio-.

4. 14134 will not rotate or fire 9

5. M134 stops firing 9

TABLE 10-20 M21 SUBSYSTEM PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS

1. Aircraft to M421 power (voltage).

2. Left and right M134 gun motor load (current) (2)

3. Rocket ignition circuit continuity (2)

4. Sight elevation signal out

5. Sight deflection signal out

6. Servo amp. elevation signals out (2)

7. Servo amp. deflection signals out (2)

8. Left and right gun mount accelerations (Vibration) (2)

9. Mount elevation feedback signals (2)

10. Mount deflection feedback signals (2)

VOL Ii 10-24
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10-2.1.4 XM27E1 Armament Subsystem

The XM27El armament subsystem consists of a'single rapid fire M134 7.62

millimeter machine gun that mounts on the left side of the OH-6 helicopter.

Major components of the subsystem are shown in Table 10-22. Table 10-13

presents the failure modes, Table 10-24 shows the paramreters recommended, and

Table 10-25 lists the suggested sensors.

TABLE 10-22 XM27E1 MAJOR COMPONENTS

1. M134 gun assembly

2. Gun electric drive assembly

3. Delinking feeder assembly'

4. Fairing assembly

5. Mount assembly (includes control box assembly)

6. Reflei sight

7. Control panel

TABLE 10-23 XM27EI COMMON FAILURE MODES

COMPONENT

FAILURE MODES AT FAULT

1. Gun does not rotate 1;2,5,7.

2. Gun rotates at slow rate but will not change to fast rate 2.

3. "Gun Not Cleared" light remains on after firing1to clear 2.

4. Gun rotates for excessive time after trigger release during
fire to clear 5.

5. Gun elevation motor operation faulty 5.

6. "Ammo Low" light inoperative '(bulb okay) 5.

VOL 11 10-26



TABLE 10-24 X127El PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS

1. Aircraft to XM27E1 power (voltage)

2. Gun drive motor load (current)

3. "Amno Low" warning

4. "Gun Not Cleared" warning

5. Sight elevation signal out

6. Elevation motor drive signal in

7. Gun mount vibration

8. Mount elevation feedback signal

(9

*VOL II 10-27
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10.2.1.5 XM 35 Armament Subsystem

The XM35 armament subsystem consists of an X1495 six-barrel 20 millimeter

automatic gun and its supporting equipment. The gun and the bulk of the support

equipment are housed in fairings which are attached to the fixed wings on the

AH-lG helicopter. The gun is fixed in relation to the aircraft and is bore-

sighted to the pilot's M73 reflex sight. The pilot normally fires the guns;

however, the gunner can fire the weapon by using the existing override on the

gunner's control panel. Major components of the subsystem are shown in Table

10-26. Table 10-27 defines the failure modes, Table 10-28 the parameters, and

Table 10-29 the recommended sensors.

TABLE 10-26 XM35 MAJOR CGIPONENTS

1. XM195 20 millimeter automatic gun assembly

2. Gun electric drive assembly

3. Delinking feeder assembly

4. Gun mount aErtembly

5. Ammo feed and storage assemblies (including aerodynamic fairings)

6. Gun firing control unit

7. Pilot's control panel assembly

8. Copilot's control panel assembly

9. Cabling and connections

TABLE 10-27 COMMON FAILURE MODES

COMPONENT

FAILURE MODES AT FAULT

1. Gun drive does not rotate 2,9

2. Gun rotor does not rotate 1,

3. Gun fires slow or erratically 1,2,6,9

4, Gun does not fire 1,6

5. Erratic dispersion pattern 4

6. Excessive vibration 1,4
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TABLE 10-28 XH35 SUBSYSTEM PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS

1. Gun drive motor load (current)

2. Aircraft to XK35 24 VDC

3. Aircraft to XM35 28 VDC

4. Amno 330 VDC firing voltage (DC to DC converter performance)

5. Gun mount vibration

6. Number of rounds cycled through gun

VOL II 10-30
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10.2.1.6 XM 28 and XM28E1 Armament Subsystem

Thit XlM28/XM28EI armament subsystem consists of a hydraulically and elec-

trically operated dual weapon package installed on the AH-1G helicopter. Any

of the lollowing combinations of weapons may be used in the chin mounted turret:

a) One left-hand 7.62 millimeter M134 machine gun and one right-hand 40 milli-

meter XM129 grenade launcher.

b) One right-hand M134 gun and one left-hand XM129 launcher.

c) Two M134 guns.

d) Two XM129 launchers.

Also included in this subsystem are four stub wing stores position~s that

can accommodate a number of different combinations of 2.75 millimeter rocket

launchers and pod-mounted machine guns. These weapons will not be discussed

here since they are covered elsewhere in this report.

Several differences exist between the XM28 and XM28E1 as follows:

a) Armament subsystem XM28E1 uses a two-speed M134 machine gun drive assembly;

while XM28 is supplied with a single-speed gun drive. The weapons con-

trollers are also different and non-interchangeable between the two sub-

systems.

b) Either subsystem may use either of two M134 gun ammo storage containers,

ammo boxes with crossover assembly or 7.62 millimeter ammo, magazine

assembly.

Major components of the subsystem are shown in Table 10-30. Table 10-31

presents the failure modes, Table 10-32 the parameters, and Table 10-33 the

recommended sensors.

VOL II 10-32



TABLE 10-30 XM28 AND XH28El MAJOR C(POlNENTS

M134

1. M134 machine gun assembly

2. Gun electric drive assembly

3. Delinking feeaer

4. Ammo chute

5. Flexible shaft assembly

6. Ammo storage containers

XH129

) 7. X4M129 grenade launcher

8. Gun cradle assembly

9. Gun drive assembly

10. Gun drive shaft assembly

11. Ammo chute

12. Ammo magazine

Support Equipment

13. Weapon turret and chute separator assembly

14z Weapons controllers (left and right hand)

15. Electronic components assembly

16. Intervoloineter (2)

17. Gunner's reflex sight assembly (turret sight)

18. Gunner's control panel

19. Pilot's reflex sight assembly

20. Pilot's control panel

21. Pilot's wing stores control panel

22. Cabling and connectors

VOL I1 10-33



TABLE 10-31 XM28 AND XK28El COMMON FAILURE MODES

COMPONENT
AT FAULT

1. A turret weapon does not respond to pilot's firing commands. 2 or 9,
14,15,2.

2. System does not remain in stowed position when operated
correctly by pilot. 15,20.

J. Turret does not respond to data inputs from pilot's reflex 15.
sight.

4. Rarnge adjust control inoperative 15,17

5. Turret does not respond to positioning commands (azimuth 15,17,22
and/or elevation).

6. Turret assembly response to positioning commands is sluggish 15,17. )
or erratic.

7. A turret weapon does not respond to gunner's firing commands. 2 or 9,
14,15,17,
18.

8. M134 gun operates but does not fire. 3,15,22.

9. XM129 launcher operates but does not fire. 9,12,15.

TABLE 10-32 XM28/XM28E! PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS

1. Aircraft to XM28/XM28Fl power (voltage)

2. M134 gun drive motor load (currenit)

3. XM129 launcher drive motor load (current)

4. Turret hydraulic system oil pressure

5. Airspeed

6. Sighting statio,, elevation signal out

7. Sighting station azimuth signal out

8. Turret elevation signal to elevation servo valve

9. Turret azimuth signal to azimuth servo valve

10. Turret elevation position feedback signal

S11. Turret azimuth position feedback sigrnal

12. Turret mount vibration
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10.2.1.7 M5 Armament Subsystem

The M5 armament subsystem consists of a 40 millimeter grenade launcher ins-

talled in a remote controlled turret attached to the outside of the UH-1 B or C

helicopter electric equipment compartment (nose). Major components of the sub-

system are shown in Table 10-34. Table 10-35 presents the failure modes, Table

10-36 the parameters, and Table 10-27 the sensors.

TABLE 10-34 M5 MAJOR COMPONENTS

1. M75 40 millimeter grenade launcher.

2. Turret support assembly

3. Gimbal assembly

4. Saddle assembly

5. Elevation and azimuth powered trunnion assemblies

6. Launcher drive assembly

7. Ammo handling assemblies (chutes, booster, can)

8. Servo amplifier junction box assembly

9. Turret control panel assembly

10. Sight assembly

11. Sight mount bracket assembly

12. Cabling and connectors

TABLE 10-35 M5 COMMON FAILURE MODES

COMPONENT

SFAILURE MODES AT FAULT

1. Launcher will not cycle 6,9,12

2. "Operate" indicator light does not illuminate when "Main 8,12.
Power" switch on turret control panel assembly is moved
to "ON".

3. Turret assembly runs to either an azimuth or elevation limit 8.
when turret control panel assembly and sight assembly switches
are on.

4. Turret assembly will not follow sight assembly in azimuth 8,10,12
and/or elevation.

5. Turret assembly oscillates in either azimuth or elevation. 8.
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TABLE 10-35 M5 COMMON FAILURE MODES((Continued)

COMPONENT
FAILURE MODES AT FAULT

6. Sight reticle image does not flash when turret assembly is 8.
at an azimuth or elevation 1lmit, when turret assemably posi-
tion is more than 35 mils in error with psoition of sight
assembly, or when sight assembly is in operating position
but mount assemb;.,, control switch is not closed.

7. Launcher drive motor does not apply braking force properly 7,9,9.
to grenade launcher

TABLE 10-36 M5 SUBSYSTEM PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS

m.. Aircraft AC and DC power (voltage to M5 --.ubsystem)

2. Launcher motor load (current)

3. Azimuth and elevation motor loads (current) (2)

4. Sight azimuth signal out

5. Sight elevation signal out

6. Servo ap., azimuth signal out

7. Servo amp. elevation signal out

8. Airspeed

9. Launcher wount vibration

10. Turret azimuth feedback signal

11. Turret elevation feedback signal
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10.2.2 ARMAMENT COST BENEFITS

Although no maintenance data were available to allow quantification of the

cost effectiveness of AIDAPS application to armament systems, significant qual-

itative benefits can be achieved. Some of these are:

a) The frequency of misfires will be reduced. This is particularly important

during combat engagement of targets of opportunity.

b) Selection of alternate weapons in the event of primary weapon failure can

be accomplished on a more timely basis.

c) Fault isolation can be accomplished without extensive ground testing.

10.2.3 AIRCRAFT-ARMAMNT INTERFACE

) It is recognized that most of the Army armament systems are not a permanent

part of any particular aircraft. As was shown in Table 10-8, several of the

systems can be installed on more than one aircraft, and most can be removed

from the aircraft when the need arises. Selection of AIDAPS parameters is

made with this interface problem in mind. The bulk of the parameters selected

are represented by electrical signals and can be taken from equipment installed,

within the aircraft or by wiring that already exists between the aircraft and

the external store location. Some new wiring must be added as is the case with

vibration sensors mounted on guns installed in external poles. However, wire

routing can follow existing paths. New sensors required, such as vibration

pickup, load shunts, etc., can be permanently installed and become a part of

the armament system and not the aircraft.

10.2.4 StWARY

Results of the AIDAPS analysis on the seven representative armament systems

indicate that many key performance parameters are commion to similar equipment.

Specifically, the study has shown the following ground rules should be followed

when AIDAPS parameter selection is made:

a) Remotely fired automatic single and multi-barrel machine gun mounting
• , , 1. monitored during gun operation as an aid in sensing

early deterioration of gun components.----- -- __
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b) Automatic guns, grenade launchers, turreý mountings and elpctric drive

motor loads should be monitored to deeect motor deterioration and exces-

sive' drag buildup of ammunition feed systems and aiming linkages.

c) Sighting station output signals, amplifier signals (where applicable)

and mount po'sition feedback signals should be simultaneously monitored to

aid in the diagnosis of sighting subsystelm faults.

d) Armament system power supply bus voltage (either aircraft armament feed bus

or internal battery bus) should be monitoredduring firing to detect degrad-

ation of the power supply.

e) Rocket and guided.missile circuits (ignition, ejection, etc.) should be

frequently-verified to confirm the weapons subsystems are in working order,

and to permit rapid fault isolation of a misfire or hang-fire occurs..

In addition. to the five basic parameter selection ground rules listed above,

other equally important special parameters' wiich are unique to gach spedific arm-

ament system should be included

In summary, parameters were selected primarily on the basis of their ability

to determine the safety and reliability of components for the next missiont.

Parameters were also selected so that if a failure does occur, the defect can

be rapidly isolated, to a line replaceable unii without the need to 'operate the

system on the ground.'

10.3 AIDAPS - SPECIAL TOOLS AND GSE STUDY

This report pre.3ents the results of a study: conducted to determine the

extent to which the ground support equipment (GSE) inventory at the various

Army aircraft maintenance levels can be reduced or eliminated. The assumption

is made that an Automatic' Inspection, Diagnostic and Prognostic System (AIDAPS)

is installed on each of the aircraft being maintained. For purposes ,of this

study, a representative ailcraf,t (the Bell UH-lH helicopter) was-chosen for

detailed examina:tion. As part of this effort the Army's TAMMS data for the

UH-lH were analyzed, :o determine the aircraft subsystems that accoubted for

the bulk of the maintenance being performed. Lists of special UH-IH GSE were

then compiled from maintenance publications, and a survey was conducted to
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: ~determine locations of this equipment within the Army's mtaintenance structure.

Finally, conclusions were drawn concerning AIDAPS effect on the GSE inventory.

Examination of the UH-1 TANKS data indicated that the engine and powertrain

* ,subsystems account for over 80 percent of the maintenance performed on the

vehicle as shown in Figure 10-1. In order to analyze the most important main-

tenance areas in more detail, and to determine those components requiring the

most ground support equipment, only the engine and the transmission/rotor were

analyzed in depth.

10.3.1 BASIC TOOLS

The Army aviation maintenance system is supported by a number of different

tool sets, each used for a specific purpose at a specific maintenance level.

of Basic hand tool sets are issued to the individual mechanics at the organize-

tional level. These tool sets include hand wrenches, hammers, screw drivers,

* elementary socket vets, etc., that are not peculiar to any specific aircraft.

In addition to these basic tools, each organization is also authorized supple-

mental tool sets based on the type of aircraft being serviced *.nri repaired.

,Although these tool sets are issued on the basis of aircraft type, :hey still

fall into the category of multi-purpose equipment.

Direct Support (DS) an,: 1!eneral Support (GS) maintenance units are issued

basic too, kits similar to organizaticnai level kits. They also receive main-

tenance s!ýop sets that reflect special functions such as working with sheet

-C) metal, hydraulics, avionics, etc. The )S shop sets are considered to be port-

able and are easily naved frop site to site.

10.3.2 SPECIAL TOWS

Otrer groups of zal-tesaasce tcols fall t-to the category of special, sizgle-

purpos Zevices desi&xbt for use oa a s-ecific aircraft type, acdel, a:nd series

(MnS)_ The grorps that _e issmd tbse special, single-p~xposee tools are the

=s&, or'aaizations zm the iES ad GS &=nits. Special WoIs issmd to a " ,""-

Izatina are daplitated at the ID C6 S lerels if Zbe W3 and GS tzits do reguiar

=a!:e~~e on the sane a1izcrift.
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10.3.3 GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMEN

Specific ground handling, test and service equipment, more commonly known

as ground support equipment (GSE), is authorized at the DS and GS levels as

well as the organizational level. Equipment in this category ranges from a

simple, hand-held material hardness tester to an engine fuel control test

stand. More specifically, GSE consists of equipment in the following groups.

a) Ground Handling and Servicing

b) Electrical and Instruments

c) Structural Repairs and Flaw Detection

d) Power Plants and Propellers

e) Hydraulic and Pneumatic

f) Fuel, Oil and Oxygen

None of this GSE is unique to a specific type model or series of aircraft

being maintained. Instead, adapters are supplied where required when using

the equipment to test or service two or more different models or series of

hardware. For example, a full control test bench can be used to test more

than one model of fuel control by simply using different drive plate adapters.

10.3.4 Wd-lH SPECIAL TOOLS AND GSE

UH-IH special tools and GSE for the organizational, DS and GS levels are

shown in the following tables: Table 10-38 lists UH-lH organizational special

tools. Table 10-39 lists special tools used on the engine subsystem. Table

10-40 lhsts test and ground support equipment for use in maintaining the engine

subsystem. Table 10-41 lists organizational special tools, and Table 10-42
lists special tools to be used in =aintaining UH-lai transoission and rotorz.

Exa:inatlon of the preceeding tables showbs that the usage of the Multi-

meter (AVIP5±v'B) and the Ohb=eter (NV-77E) cculd possibly be reduced it an

AIDAP Syste= were installed to monitor tUe UE.-IH engine. Choer, tuase t--o

instruczts would still be required ir the special tool and =E in-.entory.

All of tkh other special tools a-- GS listed -ould aLso be required to support

actual -aintezmanc actions that am AID~n iz icapable of aZCCoPlL-sbiv& in a

s;zi a- =, ezam=i=atinn of the 1isits of specia! tools needed for tS-12



transmission and rotor maiLtenance (Tables 10-41 and 10-42) indicates that

none of the tools can be eliminated from stock as a result of an AIDAPS

installation.

10.3.5 CONCLUSIONS - SPECIAL TOOLS AND OSE STUDY

Army policy dictates that a complete set of special tools and GSE as out-

lined in the Army TH 55 manuals be available at cach working site. For example,

a maintenance section doing repair work on the UN-l. helicopter is allowed one

full set of special tools as called out in TM55-1520-210-20.

Installation of an AIDAPS on the UH-iH would result in the fault isolation

and identification of a number of LRU's on the aircraft at the organizational

level, but could not reduce the number of special tools required for fault Qj)
repair after fault isolation. The basic reason for this conclusion centers

around the Army's need to do the bulk of its aircraft repair work in the field

and, where necessary, under battle conditions. AIDAPS will reduce the amount

of maintenance recuired due to its ability to automatically perform inspection,

diagnosls and prognosis. However, it cannot reduce the need for special tools

and GSE used to accomplish need repairs in the field. An AIDAPS can only

identify the maintenance problem, it cannot actually perform the maintenance

action required.

0



TABLE 10-38 ENGINE SUBSYSTEk2
UH-lH ORGANIZATIONAL SPECIAL TOOLS

REF: Amy TH55-1520-210-20

PART, MODEL
OR MIL'DES NOMENCLATURE TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

LTCT99 Installation & Accessory drive gearbox
Removal Tool maintenance

LTCT100 Oil Seal Installation
& Removal Tool

LrCT270 Acces,_ ory Gearbox
Seal Installer

LTCT501 & 511 Seal Installation
Tool(s)

LTCT 3648 Seal Removal Tool

AN/PSM6B Multimeter Check continuity of
6-probe exhaust thermo-

couple

W-77E Ohmneter Check continuity of
3-probe exhaust
thermocouple assembly

LTCT2051 Fuel Harness Wrench Maintenance-engine fuel
manifold

LTCT4174 Alignment fixture
for atomizer parts

SPTIO7 Clea;ning Fixture-Oil oil system naintenance
Fixture

LTCT215 Face Spanner Socket

Wre--ch

LTCr4457 Socket Adapter Ignitinm System

SID-63557 Puller Fuel Corolaintenance

L=C"6763 L 461 Cold Weather Trim

L=C4174 Cmbmztioca cbamer
"FtI



TABLE 10-39 ENGINE SUBSYSTEM UH-1H DS AND GS SPECIAL TOOLS

REF: ARMY TM 55-1520-210-35

"PART, MODEL "PART, MODEL
OR MIL DES NO4ENCLATURE OR MIL DES NOMENCLATURE

.LTCT100 Installing Tool LTCT2079 Tool Socket and Pilot

LTCT107 Accessory Gear LTCT208O Face Spanner Wrench and
Spanner Wrench Pilot

LTCTUl09 Face Spanner Socket LTCT2086 Removing Tool
Wrench

LTCTll5 Holding Fixture LTCT2694 Staking Tool Assembly

LTCT1218 Mechanical Puller LTCT2099 Backlash Gage

LTCT1409 Wrench LTCT2l2 Mechanicai Puller

LTCT143 Mechanical Puller LTCT2142 Mechanical Puller

LTCT153 Pcwer Turbine LTCT215 Face Spanner Socket
Locating Button Bar Wrench

LTCT1643 Compressor Blade LTCT2161 Gearshaft Nut Spanner
replaces Drift Assembly replaces Vrench
LTCT385 LTC=213

LTCT1644 Compress Blade Drift LTCT231 Bearing Removing Tool

replaces Assembly
LTC090 LTCT256 Compressor Rotor Disc

oe ae c Pin Installer - )
LTCT2020 First 3tege Turbine

Nozzle Maintenance LTCT•58 IDriver Wrench
Kit

LTCT270 Accessory Gearbox Seal

LTC-1021 Puller Mechanical installer

LTCT2037 Sha ftgear Assembly LTC13039 Power Shaft Bolt
Holding Device Measuring Tool

LTCr2O44 Overspeed Gearbox LTC3167 Power Turbine Vibration
golding Device Pick-up Mount Assembly

3LTCrO67 Mechanical Plaler L=ET3492 ushimgii
Ll'iCI20 Stakim& Fixxt=e I2C=3636 Sleevre ftshing
reaces Assemibly urbimne
LTCZ548 Wbeels
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TABLE 10-39' ENGINE SUBSYSTEM UH-ili DS AND GS SPECIAL TOOLS

REF: ARMY TM 55-1520-210-35

(Continued)

PART, MODEL PART, MODEL

OR MIL DES NOMENCLATURE OR MIL DES NOMENCLATURE

LTCT2073 Mechanical Puller LTCT3637 Seal Removal Tool

LTCT2075 Sun Gear Holding LTCT3638 Output Shaft Seal
Fixture Removal and Installation

Tool
LTCT2076 Mechanical Puller

LTCT3640 Sleeve Bushing
LTCT3658 Sleeve Bushing; LTCT3648 Seal Removal Tool
LTCT3659 Sleeve Bushing

SLTCT3654 Sleeve Bushing
LTCT3660 Sleeve Bushing

LTCT4174 Combustion Cha-ber
LTCT3661 Sleeve Bushing Alignment Fixture

LTCT3663 Sleeve Bushing LTCT4179 Compressor Rotor Blade
Installation Tool

LTCT3664 Sleeve Bushing
LTCT4181 Face Spanner Wrench

LTCT3665 Combustor Hoisting Socket
replaces Adapter
LTCT2089 LTCT4182 Reduction Gear Assembly

replaces Lifting Fixture
LTCf36F,5 Adapter and Guide LTCT892

LTCT3738 Power Turbine Rotor LTC=4190 Spanner Wrench Assembly
Staking Tool Assembly replaces

LTCT719
LTCT3813 Kit

LTCT433 Adapter Assembly
LTCE3833 Gearshaft Holder
replaces Asserbly LTCT434 Aircraft Engine
LTCT2039 Maintenance Stand

LTCF393 Wrench LTCT4 Holding Fixture

L-43938 Wrench LTCT4533 Shaft Holding Fixture
rep laces rep laces
LC1•463 LTC1576

LTC=4013 Compressor Sbaft_ LTC14553 Torqueing Holdin.. FixturejFomazrd Co-neI

Installimg Tool L--L=4560 Gear Ali&n2ez-t Fixture

_ _____i



TABLE 10-39 ENGINE SUBSYSTEM UH-Ili DS AND GS SPECIAL TOOLS

REF: ARMY TM 55-1520-210-35

(Continued)

PART, MODEL PART, MODEL
OR MIL DES NOMENCLATURE OR MIL DES NOMENCLATURE

LTCT4018 Gear Holding Fixture LTCT4568 Diffuser Housing Forward
Seal Puller

LTCT4019 Ring Assembly
LTCT4571 Compressor Rear Shaft

LTCT4044 Forward Seal Instal- Arbor
ling Tool

LTCT4572 Diffuser Housing Forward
LTCT413 Fuel Injector Disassem- Seal Installing Tool

bly Fixture FtLTCT4576 Drive Gear Installation

LTCT4155 Metal Seal Ring ToolI Compressor LTCT4602 Retainer to Sun Gear
LTC14172 First and Second Stage Guide

Turbine Flange Finish-
ing Adapter Kit LTCT461 Cold Weather Step Assembly

LTCT4677 Removal Tool LTCT4650 Turbine Rotor Hand Crank
replaces
LTCT786 4.TCT4670 Gearshaft Bearings

Mechanicil Puller
LTCT4680 Mechanical Puller

I.TCT4b76 Nut and Cone Remo-al Kit
LTC74692 Locating Pin Removal replaces

Tool LTC-T786

LTCT4696 Removal Kit 1,TCT509 Locking and Ujnlocking
Cup T~ol Set

LTCT4718 Loop Clamp

LTCT4726 First Stage Turbine LTGr511 Instailation Tool

Rotor Removal Kit LTCT5I9 Installer and Rerwler
I

LTC.4800 Exhaust Diffuser 'LTCT531 Ring Assezbly Blade
replaces Assembly Mechanical Removal Fixture
LTC12023 Puller ILTCT535 Inlet Housing Vibration

LTCr4809 Bearing Mechanical Pickup Adapter
Puller

LTCL482 Installing Tool LTC5T 2 Punch and Drift Kit
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TABLE 10-39 ENGINE SUBSYSTEM UH-lH DS AND GS SPECIAL TOOLS

REF: ARMY TM 55-1520-210-35

(Continued)

PART, MODEL PART, MODEL
OR MIL DES NOMENCLATURE OR MIL DES NOMENCLATURE

LTCT4842 Spacer Mechanical LTCT675 Accessory Gearbox
replaces Puller Mechanical Bearing Puller
LTCT4045

LTCT68 Sleeve Bushing
LTCT4846 Seal Ring Mechanical
replaces Puller LTCT891 Mechanical Puller
LTCT4700

LTCT716 Overspeed Tachometer
LTCT/A895 Pin Removal Tool Drive Backlash Gage
replaces

VL£CT468 and LTCT716 Internal Wrenching Bolt
LTCT504

LTCT722 Seal Installation Tool
LTCT4904, Starter Drive Shaft

Holding Fixture LTCT752 Planet Gear Rear Bearing
Mechanical Puller

LTCT496 Output Gearshaft
Holding Fixture LTCT773 Engine Lifting Sling

replaces
LTCT4947 Removal and Instal- LTCT334

lation Tool Bushing
and Base Assembly LTCT79l Compressor Shaft Rear

Bearing Installing Tool
LTCT501 Seal Installing Tool•:•LTCT863 Interstage Airbleed

LTCT505 Face Spanner Socket Actuator Test Stand
WrenchIZCTC910 Bracket

°--• ILTCT506 Face Spanner Sozket
Wrench LTCT9i5 Face Spanner Wrench

I Assembly
IXCT916 Mechanical Puller

TQ-l Torque Wrench
XC1T962 Torque Adjustment

Fixture TQ-6 Torque Wrench

]C40C Ring Coqrersor 42M76 Stand

LTCI58 Power Turbine Assembly
Fixture

uasm Anchor nit Installation
Tool
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"TABLE 10-40 ENGINE: SUBSYSTEM UH-lH DS AND GS TEST-AND GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

REF: ARMY TM- 55-1520-210-35

"'PART,'MODEL TECHNICAL
OR MIL DES NOMENCLATURE DESCRIPTION

BHI12JA-16 Portable Jetcal Analyzer Provide a means of checking exhaust
thermocoup le

LTCT1452 Thermocouple Temperature To functional-test oil temperature
Bulb Test Unit bulb

LTCT2029 Reduction Gear Assembly To aid in pressure checking output
Pressure Test Fixture reduction carrier and gear assembly

LTCT2052 Test Fixture To flow-check oil transfer tubes

replaces
LTCT425

LTCT207 Gearbox Test Fixture To pressure-test accessory drive
gearbox

LTCT216 Filter Test Fixture To functional-test throttle assembly
Assembly

LTCT313 Oil Flow Stand To functional-test throttle assembly,
and to flow-test oil supply nozzle
assembly and output reduction carrier
and gear assembly

LTCT3l5 Ignition Components To functional-test the lead and coil
Test Unit assembly, igniter plugs, oil tempera-

"ture bulb and exhaust thermocouple L)
LTCT3l6 Anti-Icing Components To functional-test hot air solenoid

Test Stand valve

LTCT317 Test Set To functional-test wiring harness

LTCT340 Lube and Scavenge To functional-test power-driven
Pump. Test Stand rotary (oil) pump

BH361-5 Junction Box To aid in functional testing of
erizst thermocouple

BE3I6-8 Junction Box To aid in functional testing of
exhaust thermocouple

VOL 1113-50



TABLE 10-40 ENGINE SUBSYSTEM UH-Hi DS AND GS TEST AND GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

REF: ARMY TM 55-1520-210-35

PART, MODEL TECHNICAL
OR MIL DES NOMENCLATURE DESCRIPTION

LTCT415 Heater Probes Test To provide a means of inducing heat
replaces Fixture to thermocouple probes for test
BH996-40

LTCT421 Compressor Bleed Valve To perform functional test of air-
Test Stand bleed actuator

LTCT422 Torquemeter Oil Pump To functional-test lubrication
Test Stand Components

LTCT423 Test Fixture Adapter To aid in functional test of power-
Assembly driven rot-ary (oil) pump

LTCT434 Vibration Check Tool To check engine vtbration and identify
the system which may be exceeding
vibration limits

LTCT713 Support Assembly "' aid in flow test of output reduc-
Test Fixture carrier and gear assembly

LTCT744 Mobile Engine Test Unit 1, , cform ground operation or
testing of engine

LTCT859 Valve Assembly To aid in functional testing of
Test Fixture combustion chamber drain valve

LTCT865 Pressure Test To mount oil filter to test
( Mounting Stand stand for functional test

LTCT896 Holding Fixture To hold igniter plug during func-
tional test

T-12061 Water Tower Trailer To provide facilities for extensive
Assembly ground testing of engine after

maintenance

TE12063 Mobile Engine Test To provide f.scilities for extensive
Trailer test of engine after maintenance-

LTCr2169 Union 't functional-test throttle assecbly

LICT2I7O Handle To functional-Lest throttle assenbly
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TABLE 10-40 ENGINE SUBSYSTEM UH-UtH DS AND GS TEST AND GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPME.

REF: ARMY TM 55-1520-210-35

PART, MODEL TECHNICAL
OR MIL DES NOMENCLATURE DESCRIPTION

LTCT318 Console TesTer 'To functional-test exhaust thermo-
couple

BH/434-40 Heater Probes To aid in functional-test of exhaust
thermocouple

LTCT9271 Lead *To aid in functional testing of lead
and coil assemably

WV-77E Ohmmeter To perform continuity check of engine
electrical system

11-6532 Adapter To aid in functional-test of ignition
unit
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TABLE 10-41 TRANSMISSIOh & ROTORS
UH-lH ORGANIZATIONAL SPECIAL TOOLS

REF: Army TM55-1520-210-20

PART, MODEL

OR MIL DES. NOMENCLATURE TECHNICt DESCRIPTION

T100220 Lifting Slings Remove - Install main rotor,
hub and blade assembly, and
stabilizer bar assembly.

T101358 Wrench ".dapter

T101402 Grip Positioning Link 4
ST101306 Splined Wrench Remove ) elace• - repair

k main drive shaft.

"'10 1419 Alignment Tool Set

TtO1420 Holding Fixture

T]01400 Leveling Jacks

Tl)1452 Maintenance Hoist

TI01414 Wrench Remove main rotor blade

T101402 Grip Positioning Links$
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TABLE 10-42 TRANSMISSION & ROTORS UH-IH & GS SPECIAL TOOLS

REF: Army TM551-1520-210-35

PART MODEL TECHNICAL
OR NIL DES NOMENCLATURE DESCRIPTION

SWE13855 Stand Remove-install transmission

SWE13855-40 Adapter

T100929 Jack Screws

T101488 Wrench

T101308 Jack Screws *

T101304 Adapter

T101303 Socket

T101965 Power Wrench

T101068 Anchor Plate

T1014J' Wrench Ii

T101338 Jack Screws Remove-install intermediate
gearbox drive, quills

T101307 Wrench *

T101455 Fixture *

T101336 Wrench *

T101388 Jack Screws *Remove-instaUl ta.il rotor
gearbox

T101365 Fiuxture

T101449 Wrench

T101486 Trim Tab Bending Tool Repair main rotor blades

T101402 Grip Positioning Links

T101356 Buildup Bench

VL II"-__ I I
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TABLE 10-42 TRANSMISSION & ROTORS IJH-lH & GS SPECIAL TOOLS (Continued)

PART MODEL NOMENCLATURE TECHNICAL
OR MIL DES DESCRIPTION

T101400 Supi 4ort Assembly Repair main rotor blades

T101401 Scope Assembly

T101474 Grip Spacing Gage

7A050 Hoist Support Structure

IFit

TI01424 Bearing Removal Bar Assemble-disassemble-sc issc rs
(.j) and sleeve assembly

T101392 Wrench Assembly

T101382 Ram Adapter

T101369 Support Assembly

T101407 Seal Bearing Tool Tail Rotor Hub and Blade
Remove-Rep lace

7HEL065 Kit, Blade Balancing
7HEL153
7A050

7HEL053 Kit, Balancing

VOL II i0-55
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11.0 FUTURE AIRCOAFT DESIGN CRITERIA

This section presents the design criteria for providing an efficient AIDAPS

installation in the HIM and UTTAS air,:raft. The selected AIDAPS for these air-

craft is the modular, Universal Hybrid I AIDAPS described in Section 5.

It was requested that, in addition to the ten aircraft selected for detailed

evaluation in this study, the AH-56A helicopter be examined briefly and a pre-

liminary judgeLent be made regardi.ig the application of an AIDAPS to this

vehicle. The results of this effort are also presented in this section.

11.1 HEAVY LIFT HELICOPTER (HLI) DESIGN CRITERIA

I11.1.1 AIRCRAFT DESCRIPTION

Throughout the course of this study the HLH was assumed to have the follow-

ing characteristics. The HLA wiil be powered by three gas turbine engines of

advanced design mounted on cop of the fuselage to minimize the visibility of

engine exhaust to ground observers, and to reduce ingestion of sand, dust, grass

and other foregin objects into the engine air induction system. The HLH will be

capable of maintaining forward flight in the event of a loss of a single gas

turbine. A gas turbine auxiliary power plant will provide ground starting of

the engines and ground operation of the hydraulic and electrical systems.

Engine torque will be L.:ansmitted through a system of gear boxes and drive shafts

to the rotors. The main gear box will reduce the engine RPM and interconnect the

engines to the tandem rotor system. A cargo hook assembly will be provided for

transporting the heavy load. The anticipated general HLH configuration is shown

as Figure 11-1. Any alterations to the assumptions outlined above will obviously

affect the details of the selected AIDAPS and the associated parameter list.

11.1.2 RECOMMENDED PARAMETER LIST AND HARDWARE DESCRIPTION

A tentative list of sensors and their general location is provided in Table

11-1. The estimated weight of the sensor and wire, as well as the estimated

incremental costs and the Weighted Sensor Count (WSC), are also tabulated and

summed. The suggested hardware physical characteristics and estimated equip-

ments costs are indicated i,- Table 11-2.
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FIGURE 11-1 HLH HELICOPTER (THREE VIE,4)
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11.1.3 VOICE WARNING FOR HLI

Physical data concerning the Voice Warning Unit (VI)) was provided in Table

11-2 for information purposes. A suggested VWU message list is shwn in Table

11-3. The triplication of some of the major systems on the HllH, and the numerous

transmissions that will be required, do not allow specific messages in all in-

stances. Examples are; 15, "TRNSMISSION CHIPS"; 14, "ENGINE CHIPS"; and 21,
"TORQUE, ENGINE OVERTORQUE." These messages could be made specific to a single

unit but at the expense of other warnings. The parameters concerned are either

instrumented or are associated with a warning light. The general voice warning,

therefore, alerts the aviator to either scan his instruments or operate a selec-

tor switch as suggested for Pri.rities 1 and 15.

VOL II 11-1
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TABUl 11-3 Si]GGESTm VOICE iARNIN] MESSAGES FOR THE HLM

PRIORITY MESSAGE

1* LOAD ERROR (3 position switch either excessive C.G. shift
or overload, as function of total weight,
pressure aititude and ambient temperature, be-
fore liftoff, yields warning light. Pilot
determines which condition by witching either
direction from neutral position, similarly to
chip switch for 420/920 gearbox and trans-
mission on UK-!).

2 FIRE, ENGINE FIRE (any engine actirates)

3* HOT START (a-.y engine activates)

4* ENGINE ONE OUT

5* ENGINE TWO OUT

6* ENNE THMEE OUT

7* ECT ONE HIGH

8* ECT TWO HIGH

9* ECT THREE HIGH

10* NI ONE LOW

11* N1 TWO LOW

12* N1 THREE LOW

13 SPARE

14* SAS OUTI

15* TRANSMISSION SHIPS (3 position switch which differentiates
between basic rotor transmissions and
common transmissions (see "Load Error"
above).

16* ENGINE CHIPS (any engine)

17* TRANSMISSION OIL PRESSURE IOW (any transmission)

18* ENG TNr, ONE OIL PRESSURE LOW

19* ENGINE TWO OIL PRESSURE LOW

VOL II 11-13



TABLE i1-3 (Continmdf

PRIORITY MESSAGE

20* EMGI- THREE OIL PRESSUE LOW

21* TOt.E JENGINflE OWERTORQUE (any esgine)

22* HYDRAULIC PRESSRE LOW (3-poitios witch, 1, 2 am utility)

23* FUEL P3ES513E LOWI taiy eflginti)

24* BO ST ONE OUr

25* FUEL BOOST 1WO OUT

26* FJEL BOOST THREE OUT

27* "F" REKAfE FIJEL rD k

28* FUEL FILTER OKE CLOGGED

79* FUEL FILTFR TWO CLGED

31fr FUEL FILTER THRE CLOGGE

31* AC GENERATOR ONE OUT

32* AC GIERAIOR TWO OUT

33* EXTERNAL POWER ON

34* ICING

35* ICE DETECTOR OUT

36* AIR FILTER ONE CLOGGED

37* AIR FILTER TWO CLOGGED

38* AIR FILTER THREE CLOGGED

39* 1F FA ILURE

40* CHECK CAUTION PANEL

*Will be used by AII3APS

VOL II 11-14



11.2 V•SA DESHX MER2 A

11.2.1 AIRCRAFT DESCZMICK

The Utility Tactical Transport Aircraft Syiten (UIrA) is asssmd to be

a twin engine aircraft with one main rotor &ad one anti-torque rotor. The

gas turbine engines each have a separate tranmissicu. The output torque

from eech engine transaission is transmitted to the rotor via a combining

tranmission. A drive shaft from the combini4 transmission drives an inter-

modiate gear box which in turn drives a 90" Sear box for operation of the ail

rotor system. Additional information available from the PM has also been

utilized in definiog this vehicle for application of an AIDAPS.

11.2.2 2F M0 ED PARAITERS AND AIDAPS lhAARE DESCIR'rITO

R/ecomended system parameters for the UlmrAS, the sensors involved ar4 their

general locations are shown in Table 11-4. The estimated weight of the rensor

ad necessary wiring as well as Che incremental cost and the WSC are also naed.

The last colmn designates whether the parameter is one that is usually instru-

mented on an aircraft, or is one that woul- be primar.ily necessary for AIDAPS.

The estimated cost columns reflect only a mall incremental cost if the sensor

would be found on the aircraft, while the full procurement cost is assumed if

the sensor will be added axclusively for AIDAPS.

Table 11-5 gives the airborne hardware physical charcteristics for both

airborne and hybrid systems, and a preliminary estimate of costs.

VOL II 11-15
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11.2.3 VOICE WARNHM!G FOR tIJIAS

A suggested =essag^ list for voice warning is given for the UTTAS in Table

11-6. All of the implied parameters, both proportional and discrete, with the

exception of the fire warning, have an impact on the AIDAPS for inspection.

diagnostic and prognostic purposes. This allo-z processing by the AIDAPS logic

even though the signal may exist as a discrete to the caution panel or other

indicator. For exzmple, pre=zztly the "CHIPS" signals are delayed until the

signal becomes steady to prevent the occurrence of a voice warning due to

transients or momentary particles. This "conditioning" can be done by the

AIDAPS as a part of its processing without the addition of any special circuits

or devices. Similarly, the data may be improved by correlation of several

parameters. An example is "VIBRATION HIGH, POWER TRAIN". Under certain condi-

tions of high power demands, a higher vibration level may be expected and would

be no indication of malfunction. Conversely, a much lower vibration level at

lower power demands can be indicative of serious trouble.

V0
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!DAD ERROR (3 position switch either excessivje C.G. shi-ft
or o-.erload, as fcmctiona of total weig:ht,
pressure altitcde and azibiemr temprerature,
before Liftoff, yields varnimg light. Pilot
determies which cvnditioz by switching e her
"dire-tion from neutral position, similarly to
chip switch for 420/92- gearbox and trims-
missica on IS-1).

2 FRE, •EN•G_ FME (either engine activates)

3* HOT START (either engine activates)

4* ROTOR REM. Iff~i

5* AUILJRO'TATION IffO

6* HIGH AUIGtIA.ION

7* ROTOR RPM HIGH

8* EB ONE HIGH

9* EGT TWO HIGH

10* N1 LOWS ENGINE ONE

11* N LOW, ENGINE TWO

12* SAS OUT

13* TRANSMISSION CHIPS (3 position switch which differentiates
between basic rotor transmission and
tail rotor gearboxes see "Load Error"
above).

14* ENGINE CHIPS

15* TRANSMISSION OIL PRESSURE LOW
16" ENGINE ONE OIL PRESSURE LOW

17* ENGINE TWO OIL PRESSURE LOW

18* VIBRATION HIGH, POWER TRAIN

*Will be used by AIDAPS
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20* ED ot OIF I ý- m E R

22.* IM1ALI O (3 p3sitigc' 3wite!h, 1, 2 tzkd Latility)

23* FIE PRSSR UM (cecek gages to dletezm~ine engin~e)

24* FEM BOOST cY- our

25* MTiM: BCOST -1w our

26* "A EDW-WES FuEf- DLMEN

27* FUEZL MIXTER OECLOGGMD

~ 128* FuL FML"ER- TWO CLOGGED

29* RADAR2 AM-IXTD iffli

30* A-C MIWER OUlT

31* DC POWER MUT

32* MiMNEjjL RWER 0ON

33* ICING

J C) 34* ICE DETECTOR OUT

h35* AIR FILTER ONE CLOGGED

36* AIR FILTER TiWO CLOGGED

K37* 1FF FAILURE

38* SPARE I MLY BE INT'IRSPERSED EARLIER IN PRIORITY LIST
39* SPARE

40* CHECK CAUTION PANEL

*Will be used by ATiDAPS

VOL I 1 11-27



11.3. 3. A .AT OEM;'

TTf fr.• a l-rk d ro5to cbe=o (spee 11-2) Is a rsa-plar gh ,p= u=

alsCo er g'arl'e sa iez f1 cal-•1ers'er oeer de-ite f'- the extrs Cee tail

rolea inm falftell propbes sa vaz role, itch dil be driesszy frc t-e -be gear

cc ean:!mr nap of thne earth oerastions =t spea:5s rarging E== b=-- to are=

2hat d7ries day a Mni-gtr,_ -ro'r is all aWe of Candi5_s. the 75-- o16se of thisf-secsic- is to des=Ibr t+e'0 -56 aircraft system in relarl= tW tsee Cflexity

to xisi~gArmy aircraft. Inadditicn.. a ca-mid-atre list c7- .5ircrafr. vibsfrem

enm r~er (paproetces appliy le to 2n Asd sie stem is pres1eted. -- e "-56

.AM-krS is also conoared with ote A=,- airczt aft. -=aly-zed in thiss study.

S--- rer 4- first r ad r -ig de loped as zm inte-
grated saipons systeo. The systein isledes a c •ch helicopter ant he piliot es

lifotro fm a rigid rotor at low speeds a- so fixed str wings at high speed, pb'-

all awion-ics, fire control, weapon aid grofmd supphrtf eslipget. ohe desigv

also includes a ten foct dia-eter pusfli propeller oiated at the extrea e tail

locartio. The propeller, a variable pitch design driven frra the sand gearia

that drives the asti-torque rotor, is capable ofe absorbing the T6ithEr 6 en-

gine's enrchr power output at high aircraft speed. During high speed flight,

enough power (approxinately 300 HP) is directed to the rain rotor to overcome

windniilling drag. 1The rain rotor, a four bladed rigid design, uses a mechan-

ical stabilizing gyro located in series between the blades and the Dilot's

controis. T'he anti-torque tail rotor is also of four bladed design.9

The AH-56 landing gear is of the tailuwheel type with the main gear retrac-

ting rearwa=rd into fairings on each side of the fuselage. Coziprei.ensive

avionics equipment for all-weather flight includes automatic terrain-following

radar, an automatic flight control system, and iDoppler radar and inertial

navigation system. Armament consists of a nose tunnel housing either a 40 m

grenade launcher or 7.62 automatic G.E. Minigun, a belly turret carrying a

30 =m cannon, and external stores positions under each stub wing. The weapons

are aimed from the cockpit by means of an advanced optical sighting system.
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FiGURE 11-2 AH-56 AIRCRAFT THREE VIEW
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~~carh~. ~ t:P erf~fcs Package fiS C=Sf~ ly =e C=Plfcz

Stbe !It-; pres-s a lis-z of, cz--5wF2 AMA syse pzaRzemLerS =:o-- ea

AB-56.. Irb 1iz- is the re--=P of zm &-aisis of the rircraft- Sczbs3STgs '

che 11ite:r5 ce=bil.- if=!o~mirc zardflz~Ie.. Tzle Ui-7 ccczzirs a etaffs

ee icrim~i of oze. pzramrecc=, ,o o-., tie s orcSed to m=itcor

eats1 para2neter, akcas virm l~or czztiz, a wef'e se~sor cc== (*w aco

ft-icaiagf-b re~arive s-m-csor cclx:-Y zmd inx3icat"Eco as to UEtba-r oz mot

t'- s~scr. to be asaa exists om r-L aircraft.
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Alc

LWAf~L LLDmc m20 2 DITScm T ASM

MD- 01- EAKAGE 2 S.S. IEFXYA MMm8 s

cm EII

im1 Mr. * E ( - ! ~& 03 1* M~E IU E 63~ 6 E

&ZEML GAS 03 1 1EMSGL -IKZ ¶13IRM 6 N

GSPý DM03 i 7L(CE A!(R Irm G~KEAS _PRO- 10 YES

S--,] (31)1 rmSP7

PcmRM03 1 7LC EE&R EMI~E OUI~Y 10 YES

FunL YLCO lW 03 1 FLGW HAl ENINlE FELe 101 YES
(TU~RBIr4~ SMERD FEED LIM

Ali tERaR (OAL) 03 1 PtESISl-A1CE BULS UNDISTURBED 4 NO
AIRSTREAH

IMMZ GUIDE VANE (IGY) 03 1 LVDTL ENGINE WGV 8 NO
PosiTIop AC17ICf. BOD

VIBRATION 03 1 PIEZOELECTRIC ENGINE CG(PRESS(E 5 NO
ACCEL. FIA2ME

VIBRAIO 03 1 PIEZOELECTRIC ENGINE CG2USTOR 5 NO
ACCEL. FLANGE

VIBRATION03 1 PIEZOELECTRIC ENGINE UBil 5 N
VIBRATION - ACCEL. FLANGE _ U B i j5 N
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MM3IE 11-7 AS-5C Aim SSEEK P (Cccimeo

II
j 211. FIL!U 'P 03 1 M PESM Lo3E iiSC EEIE I ES

P I 03 1 S.G. E A INE 4 NO

S• 03 ! A• O OIL OL ZER12 YEOZL 0 R-ES-w-ME !( 03 1 RESSL- E --- OIL IUM 1 YES

SO- -C RO aIE OIL FITMER 1 YES

OIL TEMaA?EAlE 03 1 S.G E MGE ACOS ENGINE OI No~X 1 E

EIAH swiflX REIMM LIKE

OIL PRESSRAURE 03 1 TS4PBETIJR MNGMl OIL FILER 42 YES

-• BULB OUTPUt LINE

VOLTAGE (OIL COOE 03 1 DISCRTE E ACTUATIOR ARM OF 1 YO
BYPASS VALVE OSITIC) (ICRO SWITCH) ENIGIE OIL COOLER

BYPASS VALVE

VOLTA.GE (OIL COOLER 03 1 DISCRETE ENGINE OIL COOLER 1 YES
BYPASS VALVE SWIT•H BYPASS VALVE
POSITION) SWITCH

OIL QUANtITY 03 1 FLOAT SWITCH ENGINE OIL TANK 1 YES
(ONE GALLON
LEVEL)

OIL COOLER AIR FLOW 03 1 DISCRETE - OIL COOLER FAN 1 YES
04 AIRFLM SEN- EXIT DUCT
06 SING VANE (&

SWITCH)

FUEL LEAKAGE 03 1 S.S. LEAK ENGINE FUEL 4 NO
DETECTOR CONTROL
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TABLE 11-7 AH-56A AIDAP SYSTEm PARAymEERS (Continued)

i J KO. A/C
PARAMwIZ GRP. REQP. SEM•a LOCATION USC EXISTING

SEATIC PEESSURE (oA_) 03 1 s.G. BRI•X•E A/C STATIC 4 NOI DIAPHRAGx- SYSTEM

AIRSPEED 03 1 S.G. BRI.'R:l A/C PITOT SYSTEM 4 NO
DIAPHRAGM

OIL PRESSURE 04 1 SYNCHRO TRANHISSION OIL 12 YES
PUMP (XJTPbT

OIL PRESSURE 04 1I PRESSURE TRANSMISSION OIL I YES
LOWSWT'CH PbwM OUTPUT1"

U OIL TEMPERATURE 04 1 TEMPERATURE TRANSMISSION OIL 4 YES
BULB PUMP OUTPUT

OIL TEMPEPATURE 04 1 THERMAL TRANSMISSION OIL 1 i YES
HIGH SWITCH PUMP OUTPUT

OIL QUANTITY 04 1 FLOAT SWITCH TRANSMISSION OIL I YES
TANK (? GALLON
LEVEL)

OIL FILTER &P 04 1 DIFF. PRESSURE ACROSS TRANS- I
SWITCH MISSION OIL

FILTER

OIL FILTER AP 04 1 S.G. BRIDGE ACROSS TRANS- 4
DIAPHRAGM MISSION OIL

0 FILTER

OIL CONTAMINATION 04 2 CHIP DETECTOR TRANSMISSION OIL 2 YES
(CHIPS) SUMP

OIL CONTAMINATION 04 1 CHIP DETECTOR SWASNPLATE I YES
(CHIPS)

VIBRATION 04 2 PIEZOELECTRIC TRANSMISSION CASE 10 NO
ACCEL. (ONE LATERAL, ONE

VERTICLE)

OIL PRESSURE 04 1 PRESSURE TAIL ROTOR GEAR- 1
LOW SWITCH BOX OIL PUMP OUT-

PUT
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TABLE 11-7 AH-56A AIDAP SYSTEM PARAMETERS (Continued)

i NO. A/C
PARAMETER GRP. REQD. SENSOR LOCATION WSC EXISTING

OIL TEMPERATURE 04 1 THERMAL SWITCH TAIL ROTOR P FUAR 1
BOX 01[L PUMP
OUTPUT

OIL QUANTITY 04 1 FLOAT SWITCH TAIL ROTOR GEAR- 1 NO
BOX OIL SUMP

OIL FILEI R aF 04 1 DIFF. PRESSURE ACROSS TAIL ROTOR 1
SWITCH GEARBOC OIL

FILTER

.CIL CONTAMINATION 04 1 CHIP DETECTOR TAIL ROTOR GEAR- 1 YES
S(CHIPS) BOX OIL SUMP

VIBRATION 04 2 PIEZOELECTRIC TAIL ROTOR GEAR- 10 NO
ACCEL. BOX CASE (ONE

VERTICLE, ONE

MAIN ROTOR SPEED 04 1 TACH GENERATOR MAIN TRANSMISSION 10 YES
OUTF.iT SHAFT

BETA ANGLE 05 1 POTENTIOMETER PROPELLER PITCH 4 YES
CONTROL SYSTEM

PROPELLER BLADE ANGLE 05 1 POTENTIOMETER PROPE.LLER PITCH 4 YES
CONTROL SYSTEM

DELTA-BETA PRESSURE 05 1 PRESSURE DELTA-BETA SYSTEM 1 YES
SWITCH PRESSURE LINE

DELTA-BETA SOLENOID 05 1 MICRO SWITCH VALVE BODY 1 NO
VALVE POSITION

TRANSMISSION NEGATIVE 05 1 MICRO SWITCH VALVE BODY 1 NO
TORQUE VALVE POSITION

HYD SYSTEM PRESSURE 06 1 S.G. BRIDGE NO. 1 HYD PUMP 4 YES
DIAPHRAGM PRESSURE LINE

HYD SYSTEM PRESSURE 06 1 S.G. BRIDGE NO. 2 HYD PUMP 4 YES
DIAPHRAGM PRESSURE LINE

HYD OIL (PRESSURE) 06 1 DIFF. PRESSURE ACROSS NO. 1 HYD I NO
FILTER aP SWITCH SYSTEM PRESSURE

VFILTERO
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TABLE 11-7 AH-56A AIDAP SYSTEM PARAMETERS (Continued)

J NO. A/C
PARAMETER GRP. REQD. SENSOR LOCATION WSC EXISTING

HYD OIL (PRESSURE) 06 1 DIFF. PRESSURE ACROSS NO. 2 HYD I NO
FILTER AP SWITCH SYSTEM PRESSURE

FILTER

HYD OIL (RETURN) 06 1 DIFF. PRESSURE ACROSS NO. 1 HYD 1 NO
FILTER AP SWrICH SYSTEM RETURN

.FlLTER .. . ...

HYD OIL (RETURN) 06 1 DIFF. PRESSURE ACROSS NO. 2 HYD N;O

FILTER AP SWITCH SYSTEM RETURN
FILTER

O HYD OIL LEAKAGE 06 2 S.S, LEAK NO.'s 1 AND 2 8 NO
DETECTOR HYD PWER

PACKAGES

HYD OIL LEAKAGE 06 3 S.S. LEAK SERVO ACTUATORS 12 NO
DETECTOR IN SERVO ACTUA-

TOR PACKAGE

HYD OIL LEAKAGE C6 1 S.S. ,LEAK MAIN ROTOR BRAKE 4 NO
DETECTOR

ENGINE STARTER 06 1 S.G. BRIDGE PRESSURE PORT TO 4 NO
HYD OIL PRESSURE DIAPHRAGM ENGINE STARTER

AC GENERATOR FAILURE 09 2 DISCRETE AC GENERATOR (2) 2 YES
OUTPUT

DC TRANSFORMER - 09 2 DISCRETE DC TRANSFORMER 2 YES
RECTIFIER FAILURE RECTIFIER

VOLTAGE 09 1 PROPORTIONAL NO. 1 PRIMARY AC 4 YES
VOLTAGE BUS

VOLTAGE 09 1 PROPORTIONAL NO. 1 SECONDARY 4 YES
VOLTAGE AC BUS

VOLTAGE 09 1 PROPORTIONAL NO. 2 AC BUS 4 YES
VOLTAGE

VOLTAGE 09 1 PROPORTIONAL ESSENTIAL AC BUS 4 YES
VOLTAGE

VOLTAGE 09 1 PROPORTIONAL 10. 1 DC BUS 4 YES
VOLTAGE ,,,__,
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TABLE 11-7 AH-56A AIDAP SYST-E PARAMETERS (Continued)

J NO. A/C

PARAMETER GRP. REQD. SENSOR LOCATION WSC EXISTING
-09______ I------_____ _____

VOLTAGE 09 1 PROPORTIONAL NO. 2 DC BUS 4 YES
I VOLTAGE

VOLTAGE 09 1 PROPORTIONAL ESSENTIAL DC BUS 4 YES
VOLTAGE

CURRENT OVERLOAD 09 2 SHUNT DC TRANSFORMER- 8 YES
RECTIFIER

TE21PERATURE 09 2 THERMAL SWITCH DC TRANSFORMER- 2 YES
HIGH RECTIFIER

VOLTAGE 09 1 PROPORTIONAL MAIN BATTERY BUS 4 YES
VOLTAGE

VOLTIAGE 09 1 PROPORTIONAL EMERGENCY BATTERY 4 YES

VOLTAGE BUS

LEAKAGE 09 2 S.S. LEAK BATTERY CASES 4 NO
DETECTOR

FUEL PRESSURE 10 1 PRESSURE BOOST PUMP 1 YES
SWITCH OUTLET LINE

FUEL LEAKAGE 10 3 S.S. LEAK INEERNAL FUEL 4 NO
DETECTOR CELLS

FUEL STRAINER &P 10 1 DIFF. PRESSURE ACROSS FUEL 1 YES
SWITCH STRAINER

FUEL LEVEL LOW 10 1 FLOAT SWITCH MAIN FUEL TANK 1 YES

PROP TANK AIR PRESSURE 10 1 S.G. BRIDGE PRESSURE LINE 4 NO
DIAPHRAGM DOWNSTREAM OF

AIR PRESSURE
REGULATOR

HYD OIL LEAKAGE 11 4 S.S. LEAK FLIGHT CONTROL 16 NO
"DETECTORN SYS-TEM' SEvR'VO

PACKAGES

PITCH ATTITUDE 11 1 SYNCIRO S.A.S. GYRO 12 YES

LATERAL ATTITUDE 11 1 SYNCHRO S.A.S. GYRO i2 YES
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TABLE 11-7 AH-56A AIDAP SYSTEM PARAMETERS (Continued)

J NO. A/C
PARAMETER GRP. REQD. SENSOR LOCATION WSC EXISTING

S.A.S. AMPLIFIER 11 2 PROPORTIONAL S.A.S. AMPLIFIER 8 YES
OUTPUT VOLTAGE

A/C SHP P 11 1 S.G. BRIDGE S.A.S. SLIP 4 YES
DIAPHRAGM INDICATOR

VALVE POSITION 12 1 MICRO SWITCH ECU FLOW CONTROL 1 YES
AND SHUT OFF
VALVE

ROTOR SPEED 18 1 TACH GENERATOR APU ROTOR SHAFr 10 YES

O EXHAUST GAS 18 1 THERMOCOUPLE APU TAIL PIPE 6 YES
TEMPERATURE (EGT)

OIL PRESSURE 18 1 S.G. BRIDGE APU 011O PRESSURE 4
DIAPHRAGM

OIL TEMPERAtIRE 18 1 TEMPERATURE APU OIL TEMPERA- 4 YES
TURE

OIL CONTAMINATION 18 1 CHIP DETECTOR APU OIL SUMP 1 NO
(CHIPS)

VIBRATION 18 1 PIEZOELECTRIC APU COMBUSTOR 5 NO
ACCEL. CASE

GYRO MAG. COMPASS 19 1 PROPORTIONAL GYRO MAG. COM- 4 YES
OUTPUT SIGNAL VOLTAGE PASS TRANSFORMER

(C) FLUX COMPENSATOR

GYRO MAG. COMPASS 19 1 SYNCHRO GYRO MAG. COM- 1,2 YES
YAW SIGNAL PASS DIRECTIONAL

GYRO OUTPUT

GYRO MAG. COMPASS 19 1 SYNCHRO GYRO MAG. COM- 12 YES
HEADING ERROR PASS CONTROLLER

OUTPUT

GYRO MAG. COMPASS 19 1 DISCRETE GYRO MAG. COM- 1 YES
POWER ON-OFF PASS POWER

CIRCUIT

VOLTAGE INPUT TO 19 1 SYNCHRO RADAR ALT/METER 12 YES

HEIGHT INDICATOR
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TABLE 11-7 "AH-56A AIMAP SYSTEM PARAMETERS' (Continued)

3 -NO. A/C
PARAMETER GRP. REQD. SENSOR LOCATION WSC EXISTING

VOLTAGE INPUT 19 1 PROPORTIONAL RADAR ALTIMETER 4 YES
TO AMPLIFIER VOLTAGE RECEIVER/TRANS-

MITTER OUTPUT

POWERS (VOLTAGE) 19 1 DISCRETE A/C RADAR ALTI- 1 YES
TO RADAR ALTIMETER METER FEED BUS

TOTAL 435
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11.3.3 VOICE WARNING FOR THE AH-56A

Voice warning equipment is presently beitg flown on almost all of the exist-

ing AH-56A aircraft. Signal conditioning necessary to activate the voice warning

messages is provided as a separate electronics package at the present time.

Implementation of an AIDAPS would reduce the need for this equipment and the

VWS could directly interface with the AH-56A AIDAPS sensing and collection

functions and signal outputs. The existing voice warning equipment onboard

the Cheyenne has a forty message capacity. While the specific messages for this

vehicle have been modified from time tc time, Tab-e 11-8 presents a typical

listing of the messages employed.

TABLE 11-8 VOICE WARNING MESSAGES FOR THE AH-56A

0 PRIORITY MESSAGE

I ENGINE FIRE
2 ENGINE OUT - LOWER GEAR

3 RPM LOW

4 GEAR NOT DOWN

5 REi HIGH

6 OIL COLLER BYPASS

7 FIRE -APU

8 CHIPS - TRANSMISSION

9 CHIPS - ENGINE

10 CHIPS - PROPELLER GEAR BOX

11 TRANSMISSION OIL

12 ENGINE OIL PRESSURE LOW

13 BOOST PUMP FAILURE

14 HOT ENGINE - OIL

.15 CANOPY UNSAFE

16 OIL COLLER FAN OUT

17 FUEL LOW

18 EXHAUST COMPARTMENT HOT

19 PROPELLER OIL

20 HYDRAULIC ONE PRESSURE LOW

21 HYDRAULIC TWO PRESSURE LOW
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I
PTABLE 11-S Caiud

PRIORITY bESSAGE

22 GENERA7IxR ONiE FAILURE

23 GEhMEMR T1WO FATIUR

24 DC ONE FAILURE

25 DC TWO FAILURE

26 CHAIR"NEL 26 SPARE

27 TERRAIN ,OUAMING -ri

28 AUTO PILOT OUT

29 T3RRAIN AVOIDANiCE OUT

30 CHANNEL 30 SPARE

31 CHqANNEL 31 SPARE

32 FUEL FIT'fER

33 CHANNEL 33 SPARE

34 USE STANDBY ATTITUDE AND WHISKEY COMPASS

35 CHANNEL 35 SPARE

36 ENGINE OIL .EVEL LOW

37 TRANSMISSION OiL LEVEL LOW

38 BELLY OUT. OF BORE SIGHT

39 NOSE OUT OF BORE SIGHT

40 COMPUTER OUT
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11.3.4 AB-56A MM M BASSEE ON AMA? SYSTEM MEL&T1VE cOi- II

Table 11-9 preseors a s=ry of the ararzener co•t by sahsysrg=, asle-

with totals. Table 11-10 lists parz.eter and USC totals for rie other szo!y

aircraft. A comparisen sho•s the par-=eter total at•- .q-ual to that for the

C--47, and the USC total is about equal to that for the M-1. -t is likely

that the weighted sensor coL.t will rise as additional data is accumulated

and/or the aircraft design is further refined. As a practical matter the WSC

will probably reach 550 to 600; placing it very close to the AIDMPS co.lexity

required for the CH-54 and the CE-47 helicopters.

TABLE 11-9 .AH-56-A PARMETER C(OUN, & WSC

SUBSYSTEM !0. SUBSYSTV-4 PA R_• WSC

02 LMINfL•G GEAR 4 10

03 ENGINE 27 118

04 POWER TRAIN & ROTORS 20 62

05 PROPELLER 5 11

06 HYDRAULICS 13 40

09 ELECTRICAL 19 54

10 FUEL 7 11

11 FLIGHT CONTROLS 9 52

12 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL 1 1

18 APU 6 30

19 AVIONICS 7 46

TOTAL 118 435
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SAM U-10

A3DA-S AIR&A-r BIMMEM r'~ &lV WSC

OH-6 47 217

CH-5_ 47 217

MR- 1 70

AH-1 79 357

U-21 65 374

0v-1 84 431

CE-54 106 646I CH-47 116 544

144 694

HIM 186 881
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